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CHAPTER ONE
THE RUSSIANS HAVE LANDED

" Looks like the Russians are coming! Do you think they'll kill us?" Tommy was

trying to eonvey his excitement while reading the newspaper article and trying to

tame the oversized pages flapping about madly in the breeze.

" Mrs Petrov is real after all! Just like Lanky told me. At least we waved to the right

person when that Dakota took off. The newspaper said she left in a luxury plane. I

wonder if they served her caviar."

Sammy was puzzled and not sure what his friend was raving on about.

" Who'll kill us ? ...What the hell are you shouting about! "

Tommy pointed to the newspaper, If The Russians of course, just look at the pieture

here, look at them foreing Mrs Petrov on to the plane at Sydney Airport and trying to

make her leave Australia and go back to Russia.

" The Soviet diplomats even carried pistols. Imagine that! Russians by the name of

Zarkov and Karpinsky carrying pistols on a plane. They had to be disanned by the

police at the airport. Wow!

" Shit a brick! She must have been really important if they were carrying pistols. It

doesn't look as though they were trying to protect her at all. More like trying to hold

her back and not letting her stay in Darwin. But our cops licked the Russians.

" The government has granted her political asylum and agreed to let her stay in

Australia. And what did I tell you last night? The plane turned inland, didn't it?"

Tommy coneluded breathlessly.
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Tommy was engrossed in the headlines and the story earried by the Northern

Territory News of the 22 April 1954.

Mrs Edvokia Petrov, wife of the previous third seeretary al the Soviet Embassy in

Canberra. had ehosen freedom to remain in Australia. Her husband had already

defeeted.

The Petrov ineident made world headlines. The sleepy town of Darwin beeame

internationally known with the drama of the political defeetion ofa Russian to the

West. A partieular newspaper photograph showed a very distressed-looking Mrs

Petrev being hurried through the crowd at Sydney Airport.

The reportage claimed that Mrs Petrov was dragged on to a plane against her will.

That she screamed in Russian for someone to help her. Each of the diplomatic

couriers was carrying loaded .32 automatic pistols and had to be disanned by the

federal poliee when the plane arrived at Darwin airport.

The Russian diplomats continued their journey to the Soviet Union.

Mrs Petrev was hosted by the Australian Government and remained as a guest of the

Administrator of the Northern Territory at Government House. Mrs Petrov arrived in

Darwin on the 18 April and left on the 22 April in1954.

She left for an undisclosed destination.

" Gee, just think eh, all of Ihis makes our ride out to the RAAF Base last night as

exciting as all hell! "

Tommy continued talking as he studied the paper.
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" In this photograph she's well dressed just as mum and Melson described her when

they first saw her. A proper suit, gloves and a handbag mind you. I caught a glimpse

of her in a cotton dress standing on the verandah at Government House when all the

anned police guards were patrolling the grounds.

" From the way mum talks about visitors to Government House, it wouldn't be hard

to imagine this Mrs Petrov sipping one of those fancy drinks from a tall glass. You

know what I mean," continued Tommy.

" I can imagine her at a posh dinner, all dressed-up. One of her gloved hands would

be holding a long delicate cigarette holder and she would be gently blowing the

smoke upwards Into the air."

Sammy, not an avid reader of newspapers at the best of times, was bemused by what

his friend was still gabbling about. He was peering over his mate's shoulder still

trying to catch a glimpse of the article.

" What Russians? .....What on earth are youjibbering about? "

With increased animation Tommy remained focussed on the newspaper artiele. In a

very singular manner he was caught up in a world of his own.

" Holy cow! .....Lucky the Russians were disanned by the federal police at the airport.

Yeah it's true I tell yah."

Turning to Sammy, " You want to have a look at the paper? "

Before Sammy had. a chance to properly eheck the story, Tommy's babble continued

on at a hundred miles an hour.

" I think the Russians arc coming, I really do. Bloody hell! First the Japanese bomb

the shit out of DalWin; now we're going to cop another dose! I mean just look al the
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bombed-out building behind us. I betcha the Russians will copy-cat the laps and do

the bloody same thing."

He fiddled and adjusted the strap of the canvas newspaper bag so that the weight was

more evenly distributed across his shoulder. Changing the position of the strap every

half hour or so eased the discomfort of the load. This left him with more energy to

lug the remaining newspapers around in the final stage of his paper run betore he left

town to seek other customers on the way home.

Sammy was now keen to embraee some of the action and made a grab for the paper.

tt Here give me a look at all the 'hooh ha' Tommy. C'mon let me have a look too?"

Tommy was in control of the newspaper and oblivious to everything else.

tt Look at this Sammy, look at this! What a day to remember, the twenty second of

April 1954. Read on. See what it says, focus on the picture, tt Tommy said, pointing

to a very distraught looking Mrs Petrov lodged between two burly Russians.

tt See how upset she looks. You just wouldn't believe it, would you?....Maybe

Russian spies are already living here in Darwin town. The way these two arc

following her around, it makes me think there might be more of them hiding

somewhere out in the bush.

" I remember my nanna telling me that before the War there were lots of Jap spies

hanging around Darwin.

tl What do you think about that?

" Shouldn't really say this, but if the Russians come here it would give us more hiding

places in the trenches and bomb-racks down the gully. It
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Sammy responded: " Yeah, I think maybe your'e right. I've heard similar stories from

my parents, too, all sounds a bit fishy though doesn't it?

" Do you really think it could come true that they would end up coming here like the

laps did?

" I mean Russia is a long way from us. "

By now Tommy's gaze had lifted from the newspaper and drifted across the

intersection. His eyes followed the line of connecting streets as though he was

expeeting a contingent of Russians to suddenly come marching down the street,

complete with helmets, bullet belts and waving tommy-guns all over the place.

.. If they come and take over Darwin that would mean we'd become their prisoners.

.. Dh my God. We would have to learn to speak Russian!

.. Y'know when we have family pienics, after the eating is over and when everyone

has relaxed and is sitting around talking about all sorts of things, the war-time stories

really start to come out bit by bit. I have heard some of my relations talk about the

War and say that no-one ever really thought that the laps would reach Darwin. The

Northern Territory was simply too far away for them to bother with."

Sammy placed his hope in the hands of the soldiers and sailors stationed throughout

the town.

.. Yeah but look we have the RAAF Base, the airforce with lots of planes flying

around like those lincoln bombers and there are all the soldiers stationed at

Larrakeyah Barracks to protect us now."

" Yeah big deal! All that stuff didn't help anyone in Darwin during the last air raid

though, did it now? " Tommy replied.
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Sammy defended his position. II WcI1, Darwin was only a small place in those days

and mum tells me that the town was taken by complete surprise. Nobody had any idea

what would happen."

II Hang on a minute, " Tommy said as he returned to his focus on the

newspaper and continued:

fI Can't read the rest of the story properly. There's too mueh wind blowing.

Here, let's put the paper down on the footpath, we should be able to read it

much easier then. "

After trying to help straighten the page and wrestle with the rest of the newspaper as

it flapped in the breeze, Sammy replied.

" Yeah, I see what you mean about the Russians! "

##

Standing alongside the bombed-out ruins of a building that was once a Bank, both

boys had thoughts about whether a bombing could really happen all over again to

such a nice building in the centre of town. They glanced silently at each other as

Tommy slowly lowered the newspaper to the ground. The paper brushed against the

pock marks and indentations that adorned the front wall of the Bank. Many people

had considered that a bombing would never happen.

But anything was possible.

Tommy pointed 10 a part of the wall. "See what I mean, just look at these marks

here. They're real bullet holes left over from the air raid, ylknow. II

" Yeah, I know that, I'm not a dummy, y'know. " Sammy retorted.
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Tommy pieked up on Sammy's tone, and thought he may have been a little

over-exuberant in the manner of his expression.

" I didn't mean that you're stupid. " Trying to add a bit of humour to the eonversation.

" But hey you know what, looking at all that damage makes me think about the dough

that must have been lying around for easy picking.

tt What do you reckon?

" Do you think the Bank was robbed when the air raid was on? You know, robbed

like in the movies when the cowboys ride into town, stick-up the Bank, rough up

people and shoot-up the front of the building before galloping down the road with all

the loot hanging from their saddlebags."

In keeping up with the pervading sense ofhumour Sammy remarked: " I don't know

about that. Not too many horses galloping down this street with cowboys and

saddlebags full of gold hanging off them though, eh ? "

A serious note crept back into the conversation as Tommy thought about the

consequences.

"Anyway, I don't think my grandmother will feel too happy about this story in the

newspaper; it will make her nervous. Because it will mean that all of us will

probably be forced to leave home again.

" Sometime ago, I asked nanna about the sort of people who were in Darwin before

the War. She told me what I told you earlier about some laps being around long

before the beginning of the War. Nanna wasn't too sure about there being lots of

Russians around the place though. However, she remembered there were a couple of

them that had lived here for years and years. Other than that she did say there were

many other people from different nationalities here during the 'early days'.
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" Hey you know what! That makes me remember that funny old guy who lives alone

in that little hut near the top of the Botanieal Gardens. The plaee that's surrounded by

all those fruit trees and sugarcane bushes. The shaek all the kids visit when they

want a quiek feed of sugarcane on the way home after wandering around Mindil

Beach.

" When he pieks mangoes he seems to think that his felt hat protects him from falling

branches. He's pretty e1ever though, always carries the mangoes around in his

poekets. There were nine mangoes that disappeared into his poekets one day. 1was

there.

"Wow!

" Big poekets and a leather belt to hold up the baggy shorts.

" I saw him one day without his trusty hat. He was bald on top, his head was as red as

a beetroot. He looked so funny, no hair on top and yet he has a whopping great

moustache. We're always able to get a drink at his place. The tap near the fruit trees

. is always dripping slowly and sometimes when he's not at home we sneak in for a

drink.

" A good eyclone and that house he made of the paeking cases and flywire would just

disappear.

" I think he's a Russian, isn't he? Do you know the guy I mean? The old bloke with

that funny motorbike wi th the radiator like a car. "

Sammy thought for a moment and responded.

" Yeah, I know who you mean....J don't know for sure but he looks like a Russian to

me! Espeeially the size of him with his big build and enormous black boots. He

speaks a sort of broken English and he is hard to understand at times. He always
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sounds very gruff too. Maybe he's one of the left-overs from the last war. He's

pretty old I think. "

Tommy linked the old guy to a particular occupation:

It He could even be an undercover spy. "

It Mum and nanna both told me how bad it really was when the Japs bombed Darwin

in 1942. How uncomfortable it was having to ride in the back of a bumpy blitz

buggy anny truck. How they were all packed in like cattle.

Tommy continued, "Sometimes, to travel for such a long time between stops

without anything to eat or drink. Worst of all was the dust that came blowing

through the slit in the canvas. The dust just about smothered everyone to death!

" Everyone had to hold on for a pee until the trueks stopped to fill up with petrol.

" And whenever the trucks did stop, everyone had to run quiekly and find the right

tree.

It Imagine that! It

As they continued talking the sun was starting to set quiekly and it was time to think

about how they needed to get home before dark. The afternoon sun threw shadows

along the footpath as Tommy eontinued with his story.

" Government House where Mrs Petrov stayed during her stopover in Darwin also

got bombed during the War. Did you know that Sammy?

" My grandfather worked there and he was lueky to eseape with his life. A Jap bomb

landed right on top of one of the rooms and killed a maid while she was going about

her work.
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" Poor thing, eh?

" He told me that after that event he made a run for the beaeh and headed for the trees

along the top of the cliffs. There were bodies and wreekage seattered all along the

beaeh below.

II He was afraid ofbeing caught and hid for a long time around the bottom of

Lamaroo cliffs. He thought it was a better place to be rather than out in the open,

especially after the direct hit that killed the housemaid. He felt very sad about what

happened to her. He was only talking to her minutes before the bomb hit. She told

him about aU the things that she was going to do for her family when she had

saved-up enough money.

" I ean't wait to get home tonight to show nanna these pictures of the Russians. Hope

she doesn't beeome too worried about having to leave DaIWin again. Espeeially with

her memory of what happened the last time.

" She often talks about how the anny evaeuated all the women and ehildren and sent

them off to different plaees around Australia.

"Nan told me our family was sent to Ba.laklava with a lot of other families. It was a

plaee about one hundred miles north of Adelaide. Apparently it was a real lonely

plaee to live, isolated from friends and with few people to talk to.

" For all the families living at the old racecourse it was cold and windy and everyone

had to sleep on the straw in the stables. It sure will be harder going this time if nan

has to move all of a sudden. We were babies, it must have been hell for the

grown~ups!"

Tommy was reflective.
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" I really feel for my nan and papa, I don't want them 10 worry too much about those

war things. I'll tell them that nothing is going to happen to make them move again.

I'm going to proteet them when I'm older. I'm going to join the anny."

Almost consumed by the sheer detail under the headlines of the story. Tommy had to

make a conscious effort to return to his paper sales before he lost the last of his

customers who was now heading for the bus stop and horne. Tommy moved boldly

out into the middle ofthe footpath in order to squeeze a few more sales from the

passers-by.

He used the headlines as a sale pitch. "Paper sir. read all about it, The Northern

Territory News - an international event, Mrs Petrov lands at Darwin. She seeks

asylum in Australia.....The Northern Territory News! Read all about it! Last chance

to get your paper before you leave town. Mrs Petrov in Darwin! Mrs Petrov seeks

asylum. Read all about it! "

A man in a straw-coloured safari suit wearing a smart looking hat stepped forward."

Yes, hcre sonny, I'll have a paper. How much will that set me back? "

" That will be ninepencc sir, threepenee ehange from a shilling. "

" Here's a shilling. Kecp the change kid. "

" Gee thanks, sir. thanks very mueh. "

He turned to Sammy while dropping a little pieee of his new found wealth into his

poeket.

" That tip will pay for a little bit more of my model aeroplane. A Western Lysander,

that's what I'm building. It's going to be a real beauty when I'm finished ...you wait

and see! "
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Sammy looked puzzled as he changed the subject and turned to Tommy and asked.

" What does asylum mean anyway? "

Tommy looked as though he was searching the outside of the ruins of the Bank to

tind a suitable answer amongst the bullet marks and indentations that adorned the

front wall.

After a long pause he said:

" I'm not sure, but I think it means that's a place where they keep mad people,

like.... like a lunatic asylum isn't it? They have one of those places down at the

hospital, ...y'know the one? It's located just past the psyehiatric section near the baek

of the children's ward overlooking KaWin Beaeh.

" I went past there once when I visited my cousin in the children's ward. There was

someone locked in there screaming his bloody head oill He was groaning and

moaning and banging something against the verandah. It was very noisy and he was

making a hell of a racket.

" Lucky it was day-time it would have scared the living shit out ofme if it was

dark. tl

Sammy was not entirely sure of what Tommy meant and needed to find out more.

" You mean that plaee where they loek up all the mad people."

" Look you've got il wrong. you idiot!

" The newspaper doesn't mean that this lady will be going to that sort of place.

"No way!
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" Maybe it means something else, but...I will have to ask mum and see if she knows

what it means. She eould have overheard whispers about Mrs Petrov at Government

House.

" That might give us some more clues.

" Y'know this newspaper stuff is almost too good to be true, it's just about

unbelievable. But what is really spooky is how we got to find out a.bout some of this

stuffbefore reading it in the newspaper today. And all because I missed out on a

Sunday sleepover and went the next day instead.

11 How is that for a lucky break, eh?"

Tommy continued: " You remember me telling you about my boring Sunday night

because I had to go to my mum's place! Yeah all you kids had a ball I bet. It was to

be even more fun because you were all going to muck around down at Dinah's Beach

for the day. Lucky buggers."

Sammy accepted this assessment.

II Yes I remember you telling me how scared you were. You thought without any

street lights on at the front of Government House, it was better not to disturb your

mum and you ended up beating it back to town and catching the next bus home. "

Tommy missed the fun. " Yep, I certainly missed out that time. Bet you lot ended up

having loads of fun digging for cockles and cooking thcm up on the beach. I can just

smell them now! And what about chasing the crocodiles in the fish trap. That must

have been a knockover?

" Anyway before dark I'm out ofherc, ride like hell to go under the Daly Street

Bridge and through the gully road before thc bogey-men come out to wander

around. "
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After attending morning church and making a contribution to the Sunday money

bowL Tommy called in 10 see Sammy at around lunchtime and inquired as to what

plans all the kids had for Sunday.

" What are you guys doing today? " he asked.

" Well, we thought we might go down to Dinah's Beach and stay there till late, dig up

some cockles, cook 'em over the coals and have a bloody big feed on the beach.

Maybe even chase a few crocodiles for fun.

" Do you want to come with us? " Sammy inquired.

Tommy had more important matters to attend to. " I would love to but I think it's

better I stay close to home so that I leave in time to arrive at mum's before sundown.

"I'm sleeping over tonight, what d'you think of that, eh?"

Sammy came back with a mischievous line. " Don't muck around boy, how corne?

" I suppose the next thing you're going to tell me is that you received an invitation

from the Administrator himself inviting you over for a. cup of tea because you've been

a good boy at sehool or something. "

Tommy was annoyed. "Ratbag! Don't be stupid, my mum works there as a

housemaid remember, you should know that by now. I've told you often enough.

" Don't be a smart-arser

" She works for the Administrator, he's the one in charge of Govermnent House and

all that kind of stuff.
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II Sometimes it's easier for mum to sleep over rather than return home. She has

certainly been asked to do that for the last few days. In that way she doesn't have to

worry about getting to work late espeeially when we don't have a motor ear. It means

mum will be right on the spot when she is asked to do extra early shifts, or there's a

rush with all the silvertail visitors arriving late at night or early in the morning. She

has to be there to serve important people wanting toast and stuff

" I'll try and ask mum if she has heard any whispers or things from the other

housemaids.

" During the times I've stayed overnight during the days that mum had to work baek

or be ready for an early morning start, she would bring me toast and a banana for

breakfast.

" Thai was different, we don't nonnally have that sort of thing at home. For me it's

always a speeial treat when Jsleepover, that's for sure.

" Besides I will be helping mum with the preparation for my brother Johnny's

birthday. He will be eight on the ninteenth of April. "

Sammy quiekly regained his memory.

It I was only kidding...only kidding.

" I hadn't really forgotten that your mum works there. I'm dying to know what sort of

things she hears about though. Don't forgel now, ... .jump on your bike as soon as you

find oul something and come around and tell me straight away. "

Tommy feeling a sense of importance, responded with:
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" Sure will. I'll see you tomorrow then at sehool and bring you up-to-date on the latest

news. It should be a good night tonight and mum will give me a nice breakfast and

pack a lunch for me in the morning. Then off to school. "

Sammy said. " Okay, see you tomorrow then. Make sure that you tell me anything

you find out.

" Cross your heart and spit to death. "
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CHAPTER TWO
STORYTELLER

Bright and early the ned day, Sammy was impatient for the latest news about what

his friend might have found out from his sleepover. He arrived at the school gate

earlier than usual waiting to eatch a glimpse of Tommy. He spotted his friend and

anxious to find out the latest gossip, he dispensed with the normal greeting as he

quickly asked:

" Well. did anything exciting or interesting happen on your sleepover last night?

Find out anything useful? "

There was disappointment in his voice. tt No, I didn't, beeause I never got to

sleepover at mum's after alI! II

" How come? ...What happened? tt Sammy inquired with a sense of urgent

indignation. He wanted to ensure he wouldn't be deprived of any prceious snippets.

" Well, it was like this. I left you and walked passed the navy barracks. That part was

okay as there was plenty of light for me to see where I was going, but when I gar to

the last streetlight I suddenly changed my mind.

" In order to reach the front fence I would have had to walk across the war memorial

area.

tt Everything was too dark and spooky for me.

" It was eerie with the clouds covering the moon at that time and no lights on

anywhere. Beeause it was so late all the lights had been turned off.
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.. I thought about making a quick dash across the dark part, through the side gate and

down that low level area underneath the row of overhanging trees. But as I said I

changed my mind at the last minute.

" I couldn't handle it. Worst of all mum's quarters are a long way down the hill. It's

almost like being in the gully below and that's a fair way from the side gate. What

made it even worse was that rcouldn't see if her lights were on and I thought il better

not to chance it and wake her up.

" So the best thing for me to do was to beat it back to town, catch the bus home and

see mum some time today.

" Besides, I wouldn't want my name splashed across the front page of the newspaper

and described as the young prowler wandering about after dark. now would I? "

tl So what happens now? "

" Anyway, I'm going to sleepover after the birthday party. If live time during lunch I

might even make a quiek trip to see ifit's okay for tonight. "

By afternoon recess Tommy had made a quick trip and had arranged to sleepover.

Immediately after school he said cheerio to Sammy and headed straight for his

planned destination. Even though Government House was a very official place, he

enjoyed the times spent there with his mother. It was an opportunity to catch up with

her especially when she often had to be away from home for days at a time.

There were parts of the grounds that he liked very much. There was a certain relaxed

atmosphere about the place with the mix of different trees, tropical plants and a cool

garden retreat. Also, it had a colonial history that was linked to the very early days of

Darwin's establishment. Tommy had a strong interest in local history.
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There was a mix of colonial architecture which blended with tropical practicality.

The shutters were versatile and could be manipulated to keep out the tropical sun

while allowing the cross-flow of breeze. The vivid white paint of the shutters, by

virtue of reflecting the direct sunlight helped to reduee the heat entering the building.

As an added bonus, Tommy eould aetually say that he had more than a strong

connection with Government House. His mother now worked there and until a bomb

landed on the building during the War, so had his grandfather Don Thomas 8abun

who worked there as a gardener.

His mother welcomed him as usual and made him eomfortable while she attended. to

the ehores related to her job. All the workers' quarters were in a neat row amidst a

light cover of spindly looking bush that meandered gently down the slope. At the

bottom ofthe rise the bush met the road adjacent to the navy storage area and the

foreshore that led to the boom wharf.

like every place, Government House had a share of the characters that made Darwin

their home. One such person who carried himself differently to many others was

Melson the gardener. He could be described as an unforgettable character.

Besides being passionate about gardening, Melson was also very proud of course of

being the Administrator's personal gardener, the Administrator being the person

responsible for all government matters related to the administration of the Northern

Terrritory. Melson was also very particular about how neat and tidy everything

should look.

Weeds were to be eliminated on sight, dead branehes to be trimmed quickly and

leaves to be raked and removed to the mulch heap well out of sight ofpassers-by. He

felt by keeping the garden in good eondition, it reflected upon his good name. Also,

it left the visitors time to appreciate and behold the tropieal smell, colour and

splendour of his creation and for them to take away the beauty of his garden and earry

it in their ruind.
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While the mulch heap was to be kept out of sight it could never be located anywhere

near the front of the Residency. Fortunately for Melson, from this mulch look-out

high above the surrounding foreshore, he was able to catch a glimpse of the sea.

The sea was in his soul.

There was a small service area immediately to the side of the mulch heap whieh

served another very important funetion. He called this his dreaming plaee. It was to

him a special plaee, because when he was not busy he would stand in this spot and

while gently turning the mulch with a fork, he would just gaze out across the sea.

In a mesmerised state he would watch the foam danee atop the erest of the distant

waves and think of his native homeland far to the North East; his beloved Croker

Island with its emerald sea and abundance of seafood. If he closed his eyes he eould

see himself sitting somewhere under the pandanus trees that adorned the shoreline

and the thickets above the high water mark.

Coconut fronds were unsightly onee they had dried out and fallen to the ground.

Melson always ensured that once the fronds had outlived their usefulness they didn't

elutter the contour of the showcase lawns that greeted visitors to the Residency.

Melson would quickly gather them, sometimes to find a bonus, a green frond that had

been dislodged from the tree for some reason or another. He would take these fronds

and separate the green leaf strips from the central stalks and put them aside for use in

his spare time.

On these occasions he would set about weaving the strips into a variety of artistic, but

also practical items. Subconsciously his dexterity for making things was a way of

honing his skills and keeping him in toueh with his cultural roots.

Although Melson had never been given the opportunity to work as a salesman, he

nevertheless was someone who could have easily fitted into the high-powered world

of public relations and marketing. He was a natural and seized any opportunity to
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explore issues connected to his love oftropieal plants. Ifhe came across a visitor or

an audience expressing the slightest interest or commenting on how majestic the

coconut tree looked. he would pOWlce.

He would launch into his well-rehearsed repertoire.

" More than any other tree, .. he would say, " I must tell you this tree resembles a

human being in all manner of ways. "

Melson was like a sort of unofficial tourist guide and held his audience spellbound

with absolute wonder. However, before he could proceed with his slory visitors

would inevitably ask.

" Why do you say the trees are like humans? ..What do you mean?"

Melson would use this sort of response to proceed into his next sequence.

" Well you see, coconut trees or palms as they should be called live as long as human

beings do.

" In fact, they mimic our every move!

" Their life span is between sixty five to eighty years and they are able to bear fruit

from aroWld the age of nine onwards. They continue to bear fruit until they are about

thirty five to forty years old. They are able to survive in a range of environments as

well as growing along beachfronts or in very salty soil. They are also able to

withstand gale-force winds better than trees that are stronger and have a more

elaborate root system to hold them up."

Melson would continure with his story. "The coconut palm has a shallow root-ball

yet it can twist and turn and bend to suit all occasions.
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" Now you see this row of small eoconut trees for instance, these little beauties, they

were all planted in a neat line and are just coming into their adolescence. See how

some of them are now starting to slightly twist their trunks outwards and throw their

fronds in a completely different direction. Well, they just like to behave like unruly

characters.

" In many ways, these trees are like children can be from time to time - misehievous!

" I refer to this row as the gang ofjuveniles,.... the 'strong headed' ones so to speak, "

Melson added with a sense offun.

" As well as all this it is also a valuable food source supplying milk and flesh from

the coconut itself. The fibre around the nut is used in the making of mattresses. So

you see, it is indeed like a real considerate cousin! "

For Melson, plants, trees and shrubs were living entities and needed to be eared for

and nourished in order to flourish. To him, a well-nourished garden exuded a certain

power. A force that helped to calm people down amidst their hectic, everyday life.

This was Melson's strong spiritual belief as practised and understood where he came

from. He always felt a sense of infinite pride when he observed the visitors who took

the time to walk around his garden. He observed how their general demeanor had

ehanged after having walked the grounds.

As an astute observer of people, he noticed that most visitors to Government House,

given the nature of why they needed to be there in the first place. entered the grounds

in a state of immediacy which was reflected in their hurried pace. Gradually their

pace eventually slowed to a gentle walk as they stopped to admire some ofMeJson's

ereations.

When not attending to his garden presentations, Melson would spend some of his

leisure hours sitting under a tree in the lower garden area. He would patiently chip,
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ehip away, at a length of wood to ultimately produee a seale model of a boat.

Melson's finished product would be aecurate down to the last detail. While he would

duplicate in miniature most small boats, he was particularly adept at produeing

superb seale models of the luggers that plied the waters of the Arafura Sea in seareh

of 'mother-of-pearl' shell, a commodity destined for markets of the world.

Melson attended to the watering of the lawns and shrubs either just before dawn or at

the end of the day as a way of avoiding the midday heat and redueing the evaporation

rate. While the watering was underway he would stroll the entire garden area

mentally noting the issues requiring his attention for the next day.

Under normal eircumstances Melson had his watering sequence down to a fine art;

however, he felt unsettled with the number of very offieial strangers who were now

wandering around his domain. ]n fact he considered it to be an intrusion upon his

routine with the constant presence of armed poliee and security officers patrolling the

pathways.

He noticed that since mid-morning they seemed to be everywhere, moping around

and looking most serious. Other than being told by the Administrator that the garden

and other areas needed to be tidy; he was not aware of why there was such a heavy

concentration of police patrolling the normally placid grounds.

He had grown accustomed to seeing people walking around the grounds of the

Residency. There were always people coming and going in one form or another. The

most recent main event for him was a visit by her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the

Seeond, the Queen of England.

On that occasion Melson had the opportuni ty to meet the Queen.

That was a very important event for Melson, as before that time he had never known

of any such Royal Member visiting Darwin let alone being introduced to them.
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However, the current situation was puzzling with both its intensity and hush hush. He

pondered as to what the security patrols were looking for.

Perhaps there were spies hidden in thc garden!
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CHAPTER THREE
SOVIET UNION

It was during one of the sojourns into his evening watering sequence that Melson

happened to overhear part of a softly-spoken conversation that he found most

intriguing. The distinctive voice of the Administrator was clearly discernable:

" Mrs Petrov. you are one of the most important international visitors to gTaee the

presence of Government House. Wc have had an array of international visitors over

the years. However, I believe you to be the first visitor from the Soviet Union and I

would like to make your stay here as comfortable as possible. Also, may I

compliment you on the most distinctive-looking cigarette holder that I havc ever

seen! "

Melson was not sure what the words 'Soviet Union' meant, but he was intrigued by

the response that was returned in a very cultured voice. A voice that he thought was

spoken partly in a sort ofpidgin English but with a rather funny accent. One that hc

was not familiar with.

"Thank you sir, you are most kind, with how you say it..ah.. your compliment yes.

Thesc cigarette holders arc.....what you say.....ah helpful, yes helpful. It stops thc

eigarettes....ah... I mean giving the teeth the colour. The funny brown colour...ah how

you say... yes. stain.. Jooks like dirty...no? "

The Administrator in his best diplomatic tone replied, " You have a good point there

Mrs Pctrov, cigarette-holdcrs eertainly help to keep the nicotaine stains away from

teeth and fingers. II Changing tack the Administrator was also heard to say:

" Hopefully, we'll try to get you out of Darwin by tomorrow night. It

While Melson continued with his seratching around the garden he was most puzzled

by what he had overheard. Some time later as he was about to leave the garden for
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the afternoon, he walked slowly past the terrace area as it was commonly known by

all of those who work.ed at the Residency. He noticed an elegant-look.ing,

well-dressed lady walk. out onto the terrace and lean On the rail overlooking the

shrubs and flowers. The Administrator was right, Melson couldn't help but notice

that she held the most striking looking cigarette holder he had ever seen.

Certainly nothing like that existed on his beloved Croker Island. In fact, it looked

much nicer than the old crab-elaw pipe which was his most treasured possession.

This unknown figure leaned against the hand-rail, gently placed her lips against the

end of the eigaretle holder and drew in a breath and then blew a stream of smoke

upward into the humid tropical air.

Melson could only figure that this woman holding the exquisite cigarette holder was

eonnected to the conversation he had overheard a few minutes earlier.

Not wanting to become involved in what he had overhead. he tried to remain as

inconspicuous 8S possible by attempting to duck quickly behind a frangipani tree and

remove himself away from the terrace. It was too late, he was spotted.

It Good evening sir,....can you tell me....what is that most beautiful...ah smell in the

air'? It

Melson, while trying to glide past the terrace a few seconds earlier, was now only too

willing to expand on points of interest connected to his garden.

" That's the smell of the frangipani flower, madam. The beautiful frangipani flower, "

he said full of pride.

It Yes, indeed the scent is especially sweet first thing in the morning or late at night

when the air is very still. The fragrance greets you as you pass by. The flowers are

used in a variety of ways for all sorts of occasions. Here in Darwin we use this
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flower for decorations at weddings, at christenings and of course to honour those who

have departed. Unlike some flowers which are difficult to grow, these eome in pink

and white and are good 'all rounders'.

" They just thrive in this tropical elimate. "

The visitor was most faseinated about the use made of the frangipani flowers.

" That is fascinating. The petals look most artistie. What wonderful use you make of

the flowers in this country. But flowers ean be like people, beautiful, disanning, yet

contain..ah...dangerous...ah elements. "

Melson was intrigued by her response. He had to eoncede that the flower petals with

their rounded edges and darker shade near the botton of the stamen were indeed

artistie. There was nothing toxic in his garden.

As the official gardener, it was not for him to question guests or visitors at the

Resideney. Nevertheless, he deduced that this woman had indeed come from another

country.

She didn't sound like an Australian! He had the strong feeling that she wanted to talk

some more and he watched as her eyes surveyed the area beyond the line of

frangipani trees. He waited in anticipation for her to continue with other questions.

Finally, she had taken in enough and looked at Melson.

" Is the weather always as nice as this here in Darwin? "

" Yes Madam, mostly the days are beautiful, the nights generally full of balmy

breezes."

The woman with the strange accent inquired further. " And what do you do here? "
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11 I'm Melson the gardener here at Government House, the plaee they eall 'The house

of the Seven Gables'. I've been here about ten years. My home is at a placc called

Croker Island but we call it Minjilang. 11 Melson said pointing in a northerly direction

toward the sea which stretched from the cliffs below.

It Somewhere out that way is Millji/ang, where it rains a lot and we have many

frangipani flowers, palm trees and plenty of fresh seafood.

" We have beautiful sunsets every day of the year.

" We live by the sea, it is our island home. "

The woman seemed mesmerised by talk of balmy nights and tropical sunsets and

beckoned Melson to tell her more. " You must miss home, yes? But tell me more

about this ...ah.. place called Minji/ang? 11

Melson continued with his story teeling encouraged he had someone to share his

great longing for home.

" When I'm at home we spend a lot oftime hunting and fishing or just walking

through the bush. Vic call it keeping in touch with our country. We are a long way

from the big towns and cities.

" Thc great thing is that there is only one motor car on the island. "

The woman said, " Only ah..one motor car, only one, that is almost...ah unthinkable

to me. Where I come from there arc thousands and...ah thousands of motor cars.

Also, ours is a land with ah millions of people. The people...ah.. .1ive most interesting

lives.

" We do nol have nights as warm and inviting as this place. Our nights are much

cooler.

•
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" Also. in my country we experience weather that..is very very cold...what you call

it? .. I think freezing point...yes!.

" For us, it's always a....ah eonstant war..yes! We are always at war with the cold

weather.

" Sometimes it is...ah ..difficult...yes. Difficult with the cold weather every day.

There are times it's almost a struggle to live with the frost and snow for weeks and

weeks.

" Then when you...ah.. feel you can stand it no longer. Then there comes the magic.

" All oLah..sudden, it is spring again and the eold war is almost over.

Summer and the cold has disappeared. A time to feel..ah ..alive, to relax onee again. "

Melson couldn't quite imagine a place with such eold cold weather, other than what

he had seen in magazines showing frozen lakes and people dressed in thick clothing.

" Oh we're very lucky here, " he said with great pride.

" OUT temperatures never rise above forty degrees on any day and it never goes below

about fifteen degrees.. J think. If it goes down to fifteen then we look for our wann

clothing because it's too cold for us. We are lueky here we only have two seasons to

worry about. The dry season and the rainy season which we call the wet season. "

The guest replied: " Never to have any frost, ice or snow. How wonderful...how

lucky you are... this is very tropical. .. ah indeed, .. .isn'l it?

" But how do you stand...ah such..ah. all the heat? Look at me now, I am..ah..

sweating very much. It must be very hard to sleep on some ah..nights? "
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The guest appeared so interested that Melson thought, while not wanting to appear

too inquisitive, that he might venture forth and ask what her name was. Even though

asking personal questions ofguests was a practice that was not to be encouraged

amongst staff. Melson was deliberate in how he posed the question.

It Could I ask madam what her name is please? "

Melson detected a sense ofnervousness with his question, nevertheless he felt that

while the response returned to him was guarded it was given in a very kind way.

" Oh you may call me the person who liked the ah tropical war not the cold war.

" The..ah.. .Iady who loved the smell offrangipani...yes! "

Melson was delighted with such a humorous response from someone not wanting to

disclose personal infonnation, but at the same time recognising his storyte111ng skills.

With a sense of fun he said,

" Thank you madam frangipani, that was a nice way of putting it. It will be an easy

way ofremembering who you are when the frangipani throws out its next wave of

buds. 11

With that Melson walked to the nearest frangipani tree, pieked one of the delicate

flowers and returned to the terrace.

" I have picked for you a beautiful flower, the smell complements the tropical air. I

hope you like the flower. Well chcerio for now I must be going: I have finished my

work for today. "

II Ah..ah good afternoon to you Mr Melson. 11
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Melson was left thinking about his delightful encounter with the stranger and the

topic of cold places, cars, the tTopies and frangipani flowers. The woman he had just

met had a face that portrayed a sense of kindness. Melson instinctively felt a bond

between him and the visitor. There was something about her.

From the way she talked, he felt she had a eertain understanding of an and ereativity.

That beyond this she seemed interested in talking about people and places.

Melson noticed that throughout their encounter the stranger maintained a devlish sort

of smile that seemed to energise and lift the rest ofher profile and highlight the loose

curls that surrounded her face.

While heat and humidity penneated everything, for Melson it was simply a way of

life. It had little effect on his eomplexion; however, he could see that this effect

varied from person to person. The heat had drawn a flush of pink to the pale skin of

her cheeks accentuating high cheek bones.

Even though she was softly spoken and seemed to be a happy person Melson detected

that something was deeply troubling her. He eould understand her feeling troubled.

After overhearing the Administrator's conversation earlier and with all the security

guards occupying the garden spaees, he could only deduce that perhaps shc had

something to be worried about.

He remembered how he felt many years earlier back on Croker Island being

implicated in an event that was beyond his control. An event that was orchestrated by

authorities on the mainland who sent the police in to sort out the matter. There were

some anxious moments but Melson was finally cleared of all wrongdoing.

There was also another issue whieh he had to live with during his adolescent years at

Croker. It concerned a woman who was similar in build and stature to the frangipani

lady. However, the person he knew had the opposite approach toward people and life

situations.
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A woman who demonstrated very little compassion for human frailties. Unlike the

qualities of frangipani, the person he knew was like the coarse husk surrounding the

coeonut. She had an authoritarian manner always barking eommands in relation to

daily tasks. Her tightly drawn lips were set in a cold hard face. Tightly

pulled-backed hair and glasses complemented a stem approach to all manner of

things. She discouraged any recognition of rack-art or interest toward any form of

ancestral worship amongst the people who had occupied Croker long before

missionary arrival.

Besides being a missionary and a woman interested in the teachings of God, she was

also interested in carrying a divine message to the likes of simple folk. She was the

instrument of government in looking after mission settlements in remote localities.

Melson vividly recalled being chastised and humiliated by this woman. He

remembered having to sing a song on eommand and of being taken to task for

referring to Croker Island as Minjilang as it was known amongst his lwadja language

group. Minji/ang was the word the lwadja used to describe their beautiful island.

Miss Hussleton always insisted that Croker was the name and that was the end of

that. In her sermons she always mentioned the fact that Croker was named after Sir

Charles Croker an early governor. He was a fine upstanding gentleman. A man who

had a distinguised military career with the British in India in 1899.

There was no comparison. The frangipani lady was different and much kinder than

Miss Hussleton.

Melson thought frangipani and coconut fibre did not mix.

Melson left the garden area adjacent to the terrace and followed the garden path that

wound its way around the grounds. The path sometimes moving close to garden beds

some distance from the buildings and then changing course to almost embrace the

sides of the residence itself. As Melson followed the path where it veered toward the
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bui Iding, he became aware of Mr Todd the Administrator who was also making his

way along the path and corning toward him.

Melson was about to say how nice it was to see the Administrator taking time out

from a busy day to relax, by walking around and enjoying his surroundings. He

greeted Melson as always:

" Hello Melson, how are you today? "

Like most people that worked for the government, he was generally well groomed

and business-like in his dealings. His hair-style was simply short back and sides

without any hair treatments.

Small colleetions of sweat had already gathered on the inside well ofMr Todd's

spectacles and his nose looked heavily blistered from the globules of sweat that

added to the redness of his nose. He ran his fingers through his hair trying to eontain

the stream of sweat that ran down his forehead. His nonnally eurly hair took on a

darker shade ofbrown from the dampness. The sheen made his hair look as though it

was smothered in hair oil. An application Mr Todd detested.

His oversized safari suit looked limp from the patterns of moisture that had pervaded

the aITIlpits of his jacket. An open button where his shirt straddled his belt added to

his semi-fonnal tropical attire.

From the droplets of sweat that had gathered at the tip of his nose splatters of

moisture accompanied Mr Todd's speech.

Melson stepped back to avoid the projeetiles of fluid.

On this occasion Mr Todd added some more to his standard phrase.
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" By the frangipani scent in the air I can tell that the gardening is coming along fine

and it's a beautiful time of the year. "

After this he quickly dispensed with the courtesies and changed topic and moved to

focus on things that seemed to deepen the already heavy furrows on his brow. Given

his official role, he was always very relaxed and tried to relate to every staff member

at their level.

But this approach seemed different.

" Melson, I need your help with some matters that are of a most sensitive nature. I

would like to keep as much as possible about what goes on here, or for that matter

what you hear at Government House as confidential. Therefore, what goes on here

cannot be repeated to any news reporter or people like that.

" I'll leave you now to finish your garden chores and talk with you at aJJother time.

Good evening.

" By the way I must ask you to be wary of anyone trying to pump you for infomation.

What I mean is if anyone approaches you come and see me straight away okay! Ii

Melson continued on the path thinking about the meaning of this brief enroW1ter with

the man in charge. Melson tried to make sense of what had been asked of him by

way of direction. He thought about how all of this might relate to his conversation

with the well-dressed madam frangipani brandishing the fascinating cigarette-holder.

Moreover. what of all the armed guards roaming about the groW1ds and snooping in

his garden.

Did the warning mean that he couldn't talk to anyone about the woman who loved

frangipanni and balmy nights.
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He felt rather confused about the situation.

Being a responsible person he reasoned it out and convinced himself that he could at

least talk quietly and share some of his thoughts with his trusted friends and

co-workers. They. like him, undertook an oath when they joined the staff not to

disclose any private or business matters associated with working at Government

House.

For the moment, Melson pul the matter aside as hc continued aeross the grounds and

made his way down to the staff quarters and his little hut on the slopes. When he

reached his hut the impaet of the encounter with the Administrator suddenly became

clear.

He had just been given an unofficial warning!

Later that evening Melson went to visit all his friends in the adjoining block. He was

a creature ofhabit. At the end ofhis day after he had completed his watering duties,

he adhered to his ritual of winding down for the evening. His sequence was to return

to his hut sit out on his verandah with thc sound of the radio playing softly in the

background. He would open his bedroom door and let the music waft into the

tropical breeze as he sat on his favourite chair and meditated.

He would suck on his crab-claw pipe which was the hollowed-out shell of the large

nipper of the giant muderab, left over after the flesh had been removed. The mud

crab was a deleetable food source prevalent in mangrove waters around Darwin

inlets. The open dried-out end of the nipper was stuffed with tobacco. The nipper

was broken off to reveal a natural cavity through which smoke eould be drawn to

emulate the funetion of a pipe.

Melson would sit with his back to the room and gaze through the maze of trees

growing along the slope below.
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Beyond the trees the twinkling lights followed the eurve of the wharf as it jutted into

the darkness of Francis Bay and the mudflats beyond. The lights of the wharf

provided a dull evening glow that illuminated the craft at anchor in the shelter of

Darwin Harbour. While it was a peaceful setting there were grim reminders of the

war like the MV Neptuna which had received a direct hit and now lay on its side close

to the wharf structure. As well, there were other casualties of the raid; a number of

ships lay submerged in the outer harbour.

After he had relaxed and worked his way through at least two pipe sessions, he would

generally make his way along the row of huts visiting all the other workers in the

complex. He was linked to some of the workers by virtue of his Iong~standing

relationship with families that were connected to Darwin from the early days of

settlement. Others he came to know as well-respected work colleagues.

Melson was particularly interested in visitors or relatives associated with his

workmates. For him, it was a way of catching up with people, to exchange any

tidbits he had come aeross. More importantly, it was a way of fiinding out what was

happening in the outlying areas away from Darwin. On his day off, he would walk

thc short distance to the wharf and interact with friends who worked as crew on the

small boats and luggers, that regularly ferried supplies between the mainland and the

islands off the coast ofDarwin.

Melson always held an appreciation for the unbending spirit of adventure displayed

by children. He remembered his childhood spent on Croker and the numerous trips

to the mainland. There was always plenty to do. In this respect, he understood Ihe

need for childrcn to explore their surroundings and exereise their imagination to the

fullest.

Tommy always thought Melson was a very wise and caring adult with a keen

perception of all sorts of things. He often spent hours talking to him about what kids

like himselfdid for entertainment during the school holidays or on weekends at

Croker.
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Tommy's mother was inside busily attending to the housekeeping matters that needed

to be sorted out before the end of the day to ensure that everything was in readiness

for an early morning start.

Melson approached their verandah and spoke to Tommy. " Hi Tommy, how are

things? Where's your mum? "

" Oh she's inside getting the bed ready and doing some last minute things for the

morning. "

Melson continued: " It's been a while since I saw you last, what have you been up to

then, eh? "

" Nothing much. Pretty ordinary stuff really, like school, going down the gully to

collect wood for the stove and all that. But about a couple of weeks ago all of us kids

rode out to freshwater Rapid Creek for a swim. We had a great time out there. no sea

wasps to worry about. "

Melson was about to launch into one ofhis storytelling sequences. Again, he was

delighted that he had, in Eileen's young son Tommy, someone who was not only

interested in hearing about stories, but someone who at times displayed a strong sense

ofbeing an inquisitive seally-wag.

Melson thought it wouldn't do any harm to tell his young friend about his discussion

with a fascinating visitor who was most interested in the tropics. After all, this

visitor was different from most others as she seemed to show a genuine interest in

tropical plants, flowers and people.

She appeared to be unlike many of the visitors who came to Darwin thinking they

would surely see a kangaroo hopping down the main street, let alone express an

interest in anything else.
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Melson thought the best way to make it sound interesting to his young friend was to

eonstruet an adventurous overtone out of what he had overheard through the terraee

shutters earlier that afternoon. He turned to young Tommy and said:

" Do you want to hear something intriguing that I overheard earlier this afternoon ?"

Tommy was all ears and couldn't respond quick enough to sueh an offer. To him, on

previous occasions, all the stories Melson told were as real as anything. This

wouldn't be any different.

11 You bet! " he said eagerly.

Melson continued, " I know you like hearing stories about pearl divers and luggers

and things like that but this is a bit different. Well, during the late afternoon, as

usual, I was going about my normal, everday watering check and sort oflike out of

nowhere, this well dressed foreign lady appears on the terraee and starts talking to me

about frangipani flowers and other things.

" She seemed very interested in Darwin's weather and how well things grow here.

" It was a strange sort of conversation I must tell you. She told me there were

thousands and thousands of ears and millions of people where she came from. Boy

must be a big country. She also told me that she loved the balmy weather of this

place. as in her country it was sometimes very eold with ice and snow.

" Imagine that Tommy!

" I felt a bit nervous talking to her at first with all the armed guards crawling about.

Not only that I knew that the Administrator wasn't far away, like somewhere behind

the shutters. That made me even more nervous as though he was watching me and

was about to leap out and growl at me.
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" It was rather funny when I asked her name, she told me I could call her' the lady

who loved the smell of frangipani'. If

Melson looked at Tommy in the manner of an inquiring teacher and asked,

If Where do you think she comes from? Do you know anyone who comes from a

country as cold as she described? "

Tommy was reflective for a few minutes before he finally answered. " Yeah, sure do!

There's a kid at school named Stanley Brown-Smith and he eomes from England. He

told me and the other kids that there is lots of ice and snow during winter in his

country.

1\ England is only one country though, she could have come from anywhere in the

world. In social studies class we learnt about other places that have cold

temperatures. Like Canada, America and even Finland you know!

" Did she sound like a pommie 10 you? If Tommy finally asked as he looked up at

Melson.

Melson went into a reflective and thoughtful pose and said.

" Now you mention it, I don't think she sounded like any of the pommies that ['ve

met. But I'm not sure I eould really pick what her voice is. But anyway, I overhead

something else that might help. ['m not exactly sure but I think I heard a name

mentioned that sounded like Mrs Petrov.

" And a country called the Soviet Union.

" Yes, thinking about it a bit more that's what I heard.
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" You'd know what it means, wouldn't you? 11

Although Tommy did nol know a lot about the Soviet Union, he recognised the name

immediately.

" If that's what you heard that means she comes from a place called Russia, that's in

the Soviet Union. 11 Tommy looked intrigued and continued.:

" Wonder what a person from Russia is doing in a place like Darwin!

" What did she look like 10 you?

" Sammy and I know what Russians look like. That old bloke that lives in the little

shack at the the top of the Botanieal Gardens.

" He's one of them Russians for sure. It

Melson continued. "Well ifyou think she's Russian, you're pretty clever. You must

know that with all you are learning at school these days. But I must tell you, without

hearing her voice, she looked no ditlerent to any of the other ladies that have visited

this place since I started work here.

"She looked really poshy, y'know what I mean, she was well-dressed and had this

incredible looking cigarette-holder. 11

Melson gave a slight ehuckle. " Much nicer looking than this old crab-elaw pipe that I

carry around. She seemed very nice to me. 11

Melson, eager to finish his story and looking around to make sure that no-one was

within earshot, lowcred his voice as he continued.
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" YDU IcnDw, TDmmy, I heard something else, too, and it's been on my mind ever

since. "

Tommy's ears pricked up with interest. ,t Gee whizz, sounds like it eould be a bit of a

seeret story eh! But where is she now? How do I cateh a glimpse ofher! "

Tommy's response was what Melson expeeted he would say but MelsDn nevertheless

thought it better to alert Tommy to be careful.

" She may have gone inside by now but with a bit of luck she maybe back on the

terrace. But listen, if you go anywhere near the garden area above you'd better be

extra eareful because the coppers are everywhere. I don't think: your mum would

approve, so watch out! II

Before Melson had fully completed his sentence TDmmy was already halfway up the

stairs leading to the upper level. He returned some time later and reported.

II Whew, Jnearly got caught by a copper.

" You said she came from a eold place. When I saw her she was dressed in

something that looked pretty like my mum's searsucker outfit. Short sleeves and all.

It looked as though she was enjoying the evening breeze and admiring the frangipani

and coconut trees close to the garden lights.

" There were too many shadows, but from what I could make out crouched near the

gardenias she had very pale skin. She was talking to Mr Todd. They were standing

very close to caeh other and it was easy to tell who had the fair hair.

" Mr Todd had an anxious look on his face.

" And boy, those guards were hovering about three yards away from them.
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" You should get a cigarette holder, Melson."

Tommy chuckled, "Something better than your old crab-claw!"

Melson just smiled. and nodded and continued on with what he had started when his

eager young friend had bolted for a glimpse of the visitor.

" Something funny is going on around here, I don't know what exactly but I overheard

the boss telling this woman that he hoped. to organise a secret plane to fly her out of

Darwin."

Tommy's green eyes lit up at the mere mention of a secret plane. An excuse for a

nightime excursion out to the RAAF Base and if need be trekking the adjacent

bushland. Anything to bc different.

At thirteen he was a master at finding his way around the bush under any situation,

having had ample opportunity to hone his skills in the gully at his back door. He

knew where to find bushtucker and what to look for and had a good mcmory for the

names of most of the major trecs and which ones were likely to hold caches ofbush

honey.

He would rather go camping and hone his outdoor skills rather than devote energy to

training and playing football on the weekends. Moreover, his orienteering experience

would be put to good use for what he was already contemplating.

" Yes, I heard him say that they would get her out in secret some time late on

Wednesday night. "
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CHAPTER FOUR
GRAND PLAN

By the time Melson had retired to his little hut for the night, Tommy's mother had

finally completed her preparation for the evening when suddenly there was a knock at

the door. His mother answered the door, stood for a few seconds talking to someone

then disappeared outside.

She returned a few minutes later and announeed: " That was the Administrator's wife,

it looks like I have an early morning start to prepare breakfast for an important guest.

Other than that 1don't know who or why, only that I was told that it was all to be

hush hush. The other staff involved in breakfast were told the same thing.

" We were all warned not to mention anything about this new guest to anyone

otherwise it would be instant dismissal. I have a sense of something strange going on

but can't quite put my finger on what it is.

II Neither ean the other staff: but by tomorrow we should know something more."

Tommy's mother continued, " Funny thing though, for those of us on duty today the

boss's wife let us off from some of the chores. She told us not to bother with certain

duties that she would be able to handle it herself. She actually told us to take a break

and that she would call us again if she needed any further help. It was most odd as

though she didn't want us around the place. The other strange thing of eourse is the

large number of police wandering around the place acting suspieious and keeping an

eye on everything. "

Tommy informed his mother of what Melson had told him earlier. " Mum, that's

strange beeause I didn't see any cops when I came through the side gate. Melson was

also telling me about a conversation he had with some silvertaillady with a strange
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accent who spoke to him while he was doing the garden rounds. He also said he felt

conscious talking to her with the eoppers watching them from nearby.

" Did you notice anything strange yesterday, mum? "

" I thought it best not to say anything yesterday, but yes, I was aware ofat least

something being different. Like we had to serve a meal to this lady who remained

very quiet during the table service.

" We couldn't really find out anything about her as we were not allowed to take part

in any conversation while serving the meals, " Tommy's mother replied.

It had been a full day at school and arriving back at mum's quarters to set up for the

evening as well as the excitement of what Melson had told him. sleep eame quickly.

Tommy was disturbed early the next morning as his mother prepared for the breakfast

routine and left him to drowse a little longer. By the time she returned briefly during

her quick break to leave his meal, he was fully awake and eagerly looking forward to

his breakfast tray.

As usual, it was another warm and humid morning as he devoured his pieces of toast

quickly followed by a boiled egg, two bananas and all washed down with a cup of

warm milky tea. By the time he had finished his breakfast and tended to his share of

the cleaning up, his mother had returned to see how he was getting along and to bid

him farewell tor the day.

Before Tommy left for sehool, he wasn't sure that he would return to sleep-over that

night. To cover himself in case he made other plans or something presented itself,

like what Melson had overhead and passed on to him, he said,
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" Mum, if I'm not back here by four o'clock this afternoon don't expect me as [ won't

be sleeping over tonight. I might sleep at Sammy's plaee instead. Is that okay? "

His mother reminded him about his after-sehool responsibilities.

" Yes, but before you go over make sure there's enough wood for the stove and eheek

to see if nanna needs anything down at the shop. Also make sure that everything else

is okay before you leave. It

Tommy assured his mother. tI Okay mum I'll make sure I do my jobs first before I go

over."

Tommy was planning the next step, especially after what Melson had oVeThead about

the foreign visitor being flown out sometime late on Wednesday night. Which meant

tonight!

If that was the case then he had to move quickly to make some further inquiries with

Lanky Lyall, the polieeman's kid at school. After that, then talk with Sammy about

riding around later that night.

Perhaps he would suggest riding out to the RAAF Base to see if anything was going

on there. Try to catch up with some of the hoodlums that hang around outside the

pieture show.

Tommy wheeled his bicycle along the low lying path and made his way toward the

side exit gate which opcned onto the main street near the Cenotaph. This gate was in

fact a public thoroughfare which provided aeeess to the lower slopes of Government

House. It was a short carefree walk to the exit commonly used by the public.
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However, on this day, unlike the times when he would simply come and go as he

pleased, there were policemen galore. Two of them remained close to the exit, their

khaki unifonns were unmistakeable. One approaehed him and from under the broad

rim of a khaki-coloured hat said:

" Hey kid what are you doing here at this time of the morning? "

Tommy, having never encountered a poliee patrol in such eireumstances on any

previous sleepover, was stunned to be treated like he was a eommon eriminal.

Especially to be asked what he was doing at this particular spot.

" I'm on my way to school and this is the way I always come when I sleepover at my

mum's. Along this track, under the trees and through this side gate and up on to the

street. That's what I always do!"

The burly polieeman did not expect sueh a neat response.

" What do you mean sleepover, sonny boy? "

Tommy provided an answer that he though! would bring the interaction to an end.

" My mum works at Government House as a housemaid and I sleepover sometimes

and go to school from here. I'm on my way to school right now. II

Tommy fiddled nervously with his bicycle handle-bar, rotating the rubber grips back

and forth as he waited for the next gruelling question.

II What's your name son and what's your mothers name? "
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Tommy provided all the details as the poliee offieer meticulously recorded the

information in a small, black notebook.

" Well son, we'll check out your story, but for now off you go then. Make sure you

don't bring any kids back with you if you come this way later. "

Tommy said. II No sir, " as he mounted his bicycle and rode on past the Cenotaph and

headed for school as fast as his skinny little legs would carry him. He arrived at

school earlier than usual and decided to wait in the 'eave' for Sammy's arrival. The

'cave' was a safe place to discuss things out of earshot of the sticky-beak kids you

didn't want snooping around trying to eavesdrop on eonversations they thought might

hold something of interest for them.

The 'cave' was a disused concrete tank-stand minus the tank and occupied a corner of

the yard. Three forty-four-gallon drums of tar lay on their side underneath the roof of

the stand. The drums formed a sct of makeshift seats.

When Sammy arrived at school, Tommy beckoned him to take a scat as he had some

interesting news to tell him.

"Cripes Sammy, you know what! Government House is erawlmg with brown

bombers.

" The bastards are everywhere.

" They pulled me up as I was leaving mum's place to come to school. They wanted to

know what I was doing in the grounds. Something's going on y'know. It started last

night I think, evern my mum felt the same way.

" What do you think about riding out to the RAAF.
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"Tonight? 11

Sammy responded. It Yeah, I'll come along, you going to te11 me what we're going to

do exactly? "

" Better I don't say too mueh now, II Tommy rounded off. " I'll tell you more later, I've

a few things to check. out with somebody first. Once ['ve done that I'll fill you in. I

should be able to do that by recess time. 11

At morning recess Tommy located Lanky Lyall. He was someone who could

generally give a lead on most things kids wanted to find.

II How you going Lanky. What's happening? Got anything interesting to talk

about? II

Lanky trusted Tommy to keep a secret and his mouth shutl This came from the fact

that they had traded different pieces of information over a long period of time.

Information that had been of a mutual benefit to both ofthern.

" I sure do. But this time, this is a big seeret mate.

11 In fact, I reckon more important than the Queen of England.

II I can't tell you about it right now fuough. I'll meet you at lunchtime up the street.

" It'll be safer for me to talk about it away from here. But this bit of information is

going to cost ya plenty to find out what I know." Tommy arranged to see him up the

street outside the snack shop.

The lunch period seemed unusually busy with lots of kids hanging about the

tuck-shop waiting to buy their supply ofpies, sandwiches or fish and chips. As
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Tommy approached the snack shop, he was absolutely intrigued about the idea of a so

called secret even more important than the Queen. Maybe Lanky was kidding around

and trying to be a big-note as usual. Then again, he could just be telling the truth.

But Tommy was about to find this out, the moment of truth was to be revealed.

Lanky was in the group that was always trying to break into the beginning of the line

of kids waiting to be served at the shop. His !"YTOUp had better things to do than waste

valuable time around lunch shops. It was more important for the group to use the

remainder of the lunch-hour to sit around under one of the trees in the park, look cool

and puff away on cigarettes.

Lanky had purchased his lunch and was standing around talking to the boys in his

group laughing and kidding about as usual. He was one of the more popular kids at

the primary sehool. He was an enigma against those whose popularity was based on

looks and height. He had neither of these attributes. He was a bit of a midget in size

that's why they called him Lanky. He had blonde hair and a thick neek that sat on

broad robust shoulders. Perhaps it was the broad shoulders that helped him carry

around all the odd stuff he had in his head.

He always seemed to know a little bit about everything, about a lot of things that

most kids could only dream about. Mostly he had a repertoire of infomation to share

amongst his friends.

For special stuff it didn't matter whether you were friend or foe, anything was

available for a price! His price, his individual one-man racket. One could only figure

that he had access to all sorts of information by virtue ofbeing the son of a brown

bomber - to speak of.
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After spotting Tommy he beckoned him over whilst telling the others who had

accompanied him to thc shop, to continue on to the park with the promise that he

would catch up with them a little later.

While trying to appear nonchalant, Tommy carne straight to the point.

" What's this bull about something more important than the Queen? You gotta be

kidding!"

Lanky provided an offer.

" Like I said, I have something you might be interested in. Especially as I remember

it your mother used to work at Government House. Because that's the setting for this

stuff that I know all about. I knew it would interest you and the kids you knock

around with as they always like to ride out to the RAAF Base and visit the picture

show and fool around a bit. "

Tommy thought it best not to acknowledge that his mother still worked at the

Residency given that he had been questioned by police as recently as this morning.

After all, he had to remind himself that this kid's father really was a brown bomber.

Lanky continued, " Well, I'll tell you in a minute. I said it was going to cost ya, didn't

I! Well how about I trade you for what I know in return for you buying me lunch

tomorrow.

" The deal is a pie, a packet of lollies and a packet of salty plums. That should do

the trick. "

Tommy thought it was a hell of a price to pay. " That's a bloody steep price ifyou ask

me; boy, this must be some secret you have. In fact that's daylight robbery! How do

I know I'll like what you tell me? What if it's no good to me, eh? It
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Lanky observed the unwritten eode of ethies (hat existed about such dealings amongst

the kids at Dar~/in Primary School. That a deal was a deal. In knowing this he said,

" Well, if you don't like what you hear, I'm willing to buy you lunch to the same value

by next Monday.

" That's a promise 'cross my heart and hope to die'! "

Tommy felt reasonably eonvineed that this was the making of a good deal.

" Okay I'm with you, I agree to lunch and the other things, but ifyour bulldusting T'm

gonna pay you back tough.

" Okay, let's hear this big seeret you have. "

Lanky opened with the line. " There's a seeret Russian hiding out in Darwin. A very

important international visitor and she is staying at Government House at the

moment, but I also know she will be flying out probably tonight.

" No-one other than the Administrator and the police know anything about this. "

Tommy couldn't help himself. " Well, how eome you know so much about all of

this? "

Lanky's answer came as no surprise, it was to be expeeted and fitted his profile of a

polieeman's kid-at-Iarge.

" My dad has been assigned to some speeial project at Government House. Early this

morning I overheard an interesting converation. My parents' bedroom door was

partly open and I overheard my dad say: 'There's a woman we have been guarding and

she is the wife of a Soviet diplomat, a Russian. She might be seeking asylum in

Australia.
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" 'Everything is very hush hush at the moment and it looks like tonight or even early

in the morning there will be a move to fly her OUl of Darwin by a secret Dakota

aircraft.

" 'Her destination is top secret.

" 'But [ have been told that she will be driven out to the airport under anned guard.

It'~ highly likely that I'll be home very late, probably some time in the early hours of

the morning. When we were on duty at the airport earlier, that poor woman, she had

to struggle so hard just to break free from two big Russian bodyguards who wouldn't

let her out of their sight. In fact, we had to take evasive action during a struggle to

disann both of them.' "

Lanky continued: " So, that's what I overheard and that's the deal!

" It's a beauty, isn't it !

" When dad left for work this morning, I was up and he told me that he wouldn't be

home until very late.

" Aw, you know how us kids are sticky-beaks, I even thought of picking up a couple

ofmy friends and riding out to the RAAF Base. You know what I mean, ride out

after school and tell them at the guard gate that I will be visiting some friends. That

would give me the opportunity to sneak about and see what's really going on.

" But I must admit I gave that a second thought. That would be far too dangerous for

me because, for a start, it's late at night and I wouldn't be allowed out after a certain

time anyway. Furthennore, if I got caught, it wouldn't look good for my father as a

policeman connected to the security side of things. The worst part would be that I

would have to face him later on. I would eop a hiding that's for sure.
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II So what do you reckon. Feeling game! Think you might ride out and take a look

see as a bit of a dare? "

Tommy was interested. " Sounds interesting to me but]'11 think about it this

afternoon. "

As he walked away, he pieeed this together with the information Melson had given

him. He thought about the idea of this Russian lady leaving Darwin under tight

seerecy and the eover of darkness. As he munehed. on a corned beef sandwieh, he

thought about what his friends had already done and who had undertaken the greatest

dare.

As far as Tommy was concerned, he had surpassed all of his friends with being game.

Things like walking through the Botanical Gardens on a moonless night or riding past

the cemetery late at night! It was always a matter of acting game even when you

were shit-frightened.

Like the occasions when you were pulling a croeodile free that had become entangl ed

in a fish trap. One wrong move and you could lose your fingers!

Tommy could now appreciate that there might be something in all of this. Maybe,

just maybe, he thought, this might indeed be more important than the Queen.

The lure of someone keeping a big secret was special. It went beyond the small

everyday stuff that kids would feverishly promote such as 'make sure you guys don't

tell anyone about this' or the 'promise not to ten' or 'can you keep a secret'. Lanky's

story fitted the oath eategory of 'swear to God and spit to death' stuff. Tommy felt he

could even beeome famous, at least among the kids at school anyway.

For being privy to this taleTommy had given Lanky Lyall an oath and an undertaking

not to broadcast what he had heard, in order to qualify for a sequence of certain

privileges. The first such privilege to be bestowed was, of course, the very fact that
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the knowledge ofa seeret such as this even existed. After all, how could it be a secret

if no-one knew there was a secret, then there would be nothing to hide.

Trying to keep things low-key and without arousing any unnecessary suspicion,

Tommy casually approached Sammy with a way-out offer.

" Remember what I was talking about earlier. How would you like to be in a ride to

the RAAF Base tonight. It might even involve something that is supposed to be a

sort of secret?

" Like a flight for someone famous!

" But I'll tell you more about that later. "

Sammy responded. " Yeah, okay but what's the catch? "

" Absolutely no catch and no eost," Tommy responded.

During the afternoon recess break Tommy quickly found Sammy and filled him in on

the news he happened to come by and talked to him about a plan that might involve

being on the RAAF Base.

To see how close they could sneak to the aircraft hangar, to get there one way or

another, either by the main entrance or by an alternate route sueh as jumping the

fence. All of whieh could mean that in the process there was the chance of being

caught and, therefore, being able to run and hide was part of the deal.

Tommy said, " Well firstly let me tell you what Melson told me about what was

going on last night when I had the sleepover." Sammy listened intently to the details

of the story.
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By the time Tommy added Lanky's offer he could see that Sammy was definitely

hooked and interested in the long ride and being part of the expedition into the

military enclave. Although this ride was no longer than other adventures they had

tackled, this one required a sense of caution.

It had the overriding elements of danger, undercover and trespass, all rolled into a

night-time excursion. It would definitely involve being close to the runway and

security gates. The worst aspect was that it would be close to the dark creepy area of

Rapid Creek. Overall it would be a long, drawn out and tiring episode.

To Tommy's complete surprise Sammy said, " When do we ride out there, what time

do we hit the road? "

Tommy made a finn arrangement. "Let's meet at home straight after school and sort

out how and what we need. to do. Oh just in case I forget, can you shove a spare

pencil in your kitbag and bring it home with you.

" We'll need it later.

" You'll see. "

Arriving home from school, Tommy quickly attended to his after-school chores,

paying particular attention to restocking the woodpile and making sure enough

chopped pieces were available for the next two days. After this, he quickly checked

with his grandmother in case she wanted him to attend to any last-minute shopping

requests for her. Having carried all of this out, he told his grandmother he would be

over at Sammy's place for a while. In the same breath he asked her permission to go

to the movies and afterwards would it be alright for him to sleep over at Sammy's.

Fortunately his grandmother agreed to both the movies and the sleep-over.
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The HB pencil was put to good use to draw up the checklist of essential items that

they needed to pack into their kitbags and carry with them. Each item was eheeked in

order ofimportance sueh as toreh, batteries, spanners, pump, spare tube, repair kit,

some first aid items and the all important extension teleseope.

The last item to be packed was a paeket ofboiled lollies, two oranges and pieees of

sugarcane in ease they beeame hungry.

Tommy reminded Sammy ofthe need to wear something dark, it was much safer.

" Don't forget to wear something dark ifyou ean, long blue dungarees would be okay.

Shorts are useless. "

After they had covered all the items, Tommy returned home, showered and made

ready for their ride to the movies. Sammy had already signalled to his mother that he

and Tommy would be leaving late for the pietures as they were only interested in

seeing the second halfofthe show.

Before they left, they sal around planning when they should leave and what to do if

for any reason they became separated, or were caught on the RAAF Base, or were

questioned by anyone at any stage of the journey.

Finally, it was time to strap on their kitbags, do a last-minute eheck of their bikes and

equipment, before leaving home to coincide with the second half of the movie.

Really, the next step was to kill some time by riding around until ten or eleven pm.

They moved off into the night.

The secret journey to glimpse a Russian had begun.
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CHAPTER FIVE
STAKEOUT

" Well let's push off then, what's the time now Tommy?"

" Can't see my watch. It's too dark. Wait till I shine the torch on the face.

" Gee, it must be very late..... .It's nearly midnight now, by the time we get there it

will be closer to one o'clock in the morning.

" I told my grandmother that after going to the pictures with you I'll be sleeping over

at your place and that I'll be okay.

" What about you? How did you manage to get away without any trouble? "

Sammy replied, " You know what us kids are like. We tell a lot of fibs so that we

can go riding late at night. My mum doesn't really like the idea ofus riding around

till late though. She always thinks we might get into trouble or be hurt. Anyhow,

mum has accepted the riding around bit and she just tells me to make sure that when

I corne horne late, not to make any noise and wake up the rest of the house.

" So, I told mum the story that you and I would be going to the pictures and riding

home afterwards. Also that you would be sleeping at our place.

" That was a good lie!

" Going to the pictures was the easiest way for me to stay out late and not be

expected horne until after midnight.

" Just to be on the safe side though I also told mum that I could end up staying at

your house if we didn't come back to ours.
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" That was, to be sure, the best each-way bet to eonvince her."

While the night was cool, the humidity hung heavy in the air across the ex-army

camp complex. The boys encountered very little traffic as lhey left their Parap Camp

home in WestraIia Street and continued around the loop into Charles Street. This

particular street ran between the Parap and Francis Camps and continued on past a

small complex known as K9 huts. Francis Camp was the most striking of all the

buildings as it was decorated with camouflage designs.

They gathered speed as they entered the Stuart Highway. This was the road made

famous during World War Two to earry troop transports a thousand miles from the

Port of Darwin down to Aliee Springs. It would be hard to get lost on this road!

By the time they reached the interseetion, where Bagot Road met the Stuart

Highway, they had come almost four miles; it was time to pull the bieycles alongside

the streetlight and confirm the next move. 11 was a good thing they didn't have to

check map references or anything like that as the light reaehing them was very dim.

All Tommy had to do was to outline the plan: " I think instead of riding on for about

another two miles there's a need for a slight change ofplan. We continue by

following the railway line until we reaeh the five mile post. We can then leave the

line and cut across the main highway, eheck out the situation and see if we can crawl

under or go over the top of the fence-line. With a bit ofluek make our way across

the edge of the Base as close to the aircraft hangar as we can get.

" lfwe do it this way it will be easier to spot anything that looks like activity.

Keeping an eye out for maybe a camouflaged military plane or refuelling tankers

parked alongside the aircraft.
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" Ifwe're lucky enough we might even spot how many people leave and if anyone

that looks like a well-dressed Russian woman boards a plane or anything, just like

Melson described.

" Okay then lel's continue on along here and if we can't make it through the fenceline

to the Base, we'll just double back to a good hiding spot along Bagot Road

somewhere. From here we should be able to find the end ofthe runway close to the

main road and then, it will be a matter of waiting around awhile to see what we

come across.

" Anyway let's get a move on! "

Sammy seemed delighted at the change in pace. It It's a good thing we're on the

railway line.......We must be on a bit of a rise as we seem to be level with the top of

the grass. Like we could just reach down and touch the top of the stalks. Being

above the spear grass is much better as it all looks very dark and spooky down

there. "

Tommy thought it was too late for Sammy to feel scared about anything. It was time

for a little bit of home grown wisdom to help boost his friend's eourage.

tI Well my friend you'd better get used to it fast, there are plenty of bogey-men,

spirits and dark spots where we are going tonight.

" You can bet your life on that! "

It Aren't you scared of the dark Tommy? "

tt Nah not really, nothing to be scared of. As long as we have the trusty old torch

with us eh?" Tommy said, trying to keep up the morale and still maintain an air of

confidence.
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There was about a mile left to go before the white-painted five mile post eame into

view. With a combination of ride and push they arrived opposite the

elaborate-looking entranee gate to the RAAF Base. The two boys were well

eamoutlaged by the patterns of spear-gass that formed a wavy backgrollild near the

road.

There was a scattering of shadows east by the brightly lit RAAF insignia. As they

surveyed the scene, they were well out of sight of traffic both from the road and from

vehicles entering and leaving the Base.

Tommy re-organised the increased activities:

" I know we're going on further but let's have a quiek look here.

.. God! Looks like there's double the guard that they normally have on the gate.

Especially at this time of the night when things normally quieten down a little.

" Tonight the gate looks a bit like a bloody Christmas tree, lights all over the place.

" I tell you what, there's no way we'd get through that sentry point. ..

Sammy piped-up. " How do you know that for sure?

" Things quieten down at night. ..

Tommy gave his reasons. "Well I know this mueh because me, Wayne, Lo Lo,

Kelly and some of the other kids often ride out here to go to the pictures or attend

the boxing matches held on weekends.

" I was also part of another experience out here when I turned up one night with the

idea ofjoining the Air Training Corps, or ATC as it was called then. This eame
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about after I was invited by one of the boys at school to come along and join in all

the fun.

It What a night to remember. I don't know about fun though! We all assembled in a

huge hangar-like building not far from the front gate. All the boys that were already

in the ATC went through their paees and paraded around to show that they had learnt

their lessons from the previous week. Well, to me, they were just a bunch of stupid

kids being show-offs. Strutting around like peacocks trying to show all the

newcomers like myself how full of self-importance the corps made them. I decided

that night the scene was definitely not for me.

It They were all trying to outdo one another. "

Returning to what Sammy had asked about knowing when things quietened down,

Tommy continued.:

" All of us would ride through the gate, make our way up the central road past some

of the married quarters and on to the movie-house or the boxing ring. Well after

taking part in those sort of adventures the guards never seemed to worry too much

about everyone passing back through the sentry gate. Especially a bunch of young

hoodlums like us.

" Sometimes the guards were not even standing at the check-point when we rode our

bikes through for home.

" We would speed through the entrance and yell, , See yah next time!'

" Y'know, if we could just go through the gates now it would be easy as sipping

lollywater. We'd have a clear run. Straight past the row of service houses, the

picture-show, then take the junction to end-up where all the planes are parked. "
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Sammy listened with great interest thinking this was beginning to sound like an easy

way to get where they were going without all the undercover work.

" Hey! That almost sounds too easy! II

Tommy quickly dampened Sammy's mounting enthusiasm before it rolled clear over

the idea of sticking to an agreed plan.

" Yes, it does. But it's not for us to think about this time....sorry mate. Besides, that

works on normal days. Not for two young delinquents roaming along the highways

near a military base late at night. "

Moving from their position opposite the main gate, they continued following the

railway line on for about another quarter of a mile unlillhey reached the five mile

post.

" There it is painted white and bright for all to see. The very post that lets everyone

know that they have at last arrived at the outskirts of Darwin before entering the

bush around Berrimah. "

Before leaving the railway traek and making their way toward the road in readiness

for a quick dash across to the feneeline on the other side, it was time to slow down

and take care. The right moment would emerge to coincide with a time when the

headlights from all oncoming traffic had finally moved past them. To disappear far

into the night with only the taillights showing as small twinkling red dots in the

blackness. That would be the cue to move quickly.

" Okay there are no cars coming, let's run for it!1I Sammy yelled as they made a dash

for the other side of the road making sure not to collide midway with each other nor

tangle the bicycles.
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" Well now we have to find a spol for the bikes, somewhere safe and easy to find

when we return."

Hampered by the dark, it was a long slow seareh whieh seemed to take hours and

hours to loeate a dear lead-off path, thaI look them close to the perimeler fence and

offered a place to hide the bicycles. The torchlight was used to scan the bush for a

suitable spot. The light daneed across the trees and along the undercover growth

creating a myriad of variegated patterns.

Sammy held the torch steady and focussed on a dense outcrop ofbush. " I think

we've found a suitable place. There, have a look at that spot near the clump of

bush...Jt looks okay to me. Let's have a closer look. Yep it's perfect with the

overhanging branches. Looks like there is enough grass to give good ground cover 10

hide the stuff. "

Tommy fett only one thing remained before they could set-offunhindered on the

next leg of their mission. The matter of kit-bags.

" We need to leave the kit-bags behind, we really don't need them for this part of the

expedition. I mean we don't really need any of this gear.

" The less we have the better especially if we have to make a run for it in a hurry.

" Better our ehancc of survival.

" [f we take the bags with us just think what will happen if we lose them or they

come adrift while we're trying to escape. They will know who we are as our names

and schools are plastered all over the inside of the bags. Ifill just be a matter of time

before we're in for the big surprise when the coppers eomc bloodywell knoeking on

our front door.

" We would be shirting our pants and have a lot of explaining to do! II
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Finally they were ready to begin the next part of the journey. They left the bikes

and kit-bags feeling comfortable in the knowledge that if the worst came to the

worst. that is, even if they were caught; their belongings would not be found.....well

at least not for a couple of days anyway.

Feeling their way in the dark they located the fenceline which Tommy thought:

thank goodness it's only a low barrier and not one of those high fences to elimb over.

With the aid of one shoe they carefully held the dangerous barbed wire down so that

it wouldn't move about while each jumped the fence in tum.

At last they were inside enemy territory.

They had penetrated the airbase! It was a strange feeling being on the domain of the

dreaded military police, the MPs.

Their adventure with danger had begun.

They skirted a low grassy area adjaeent to what looked like a series ofculverts that

provided drainage to the runway area. They made their way over the drains treading

carefully across the grassy clumps and headed for the nearest outcrop of what looked

like a row of general staff quarters. Tommy was familiar with these buildings as

they were similar in design to most around Darwin, in that they were built to

withstand tropical weather. The sort of construction that had row upon row of

louvres to take advantage of cross-breezes. Also the buildings being erected upon

concrete pillars gave the advantage of a rapid cooling down at the cnd of the day.

The bonus of elevation wa& the added space for storage beneath the floorboards.

They went as far as they possibly could along the grassed area until they needed to

avoid the out-hangar security lights.
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Tommy, aware of what being caught on such ajoumey would mean, restated what

needed to be observed in earefully mapping their way through this particular military

outpost.

At this stage they needed to concentrate on as Iowa profile as possible. They kept to

the grass and decided to make a quick dash across to the darkened area beneath one

of the quarters. It was their hope that moving forward through these spaces meant

they were able to reach a vantage point close to where aircraft might be located.

If We stick close to these single quarters and not stray anywhere near the centre of

the Base or we could run the risk ofbumping into dogs and that would really set

things otf.

If We would have the bloody MPs chasing us as well. II

Running very quickly under the cover of darkness through the blaeked-out spaces

beneath the floorboards meant dodging and darting between poles and having to

make ultra- quick changes to direction, in order to avoid stored material and all sorts

of obstacles that could suddenly loom out of the blackness.

A loud bang brought their dodge-em ga.me to a temporary halt. " Shit a bloody briek!

I tripped over a fucking garbage bin! .....Damn it." There was a pronounced silence

as both of them crouched close to the ground anxiously looking around to see if the

collision had aroused any curiosity from nearby. To their utter amazement no-one

appeared as a result of their mishap and the only sound each of them could hear was

their breathing.

After they fell sure that the coast was all clear and there was no sign of military

personnel fast approaching their position, Tommy beckoned to Sammy with a sweep

of silent hand signals the need to confer about their next sequence of movements.

They huddled together and agreed that the next series of stops would take them
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closest to a fenced off area housing an assortment of aeroplanes, portable stairways

and servicing gadgets.

" If we continue to move along this particular trail, we should then be able to see

what's happening.... .1 have a fair idea about where we're heading. This is about as

elose to where our elass teaeher brought us when we were given a special

opportunity to have a look over and climb aboard a real Dakota aeroplane last year. tt

Out in the open they made their way round the comer of a building and suddenly

realized that the hiding places had come to an abrupt end. There was to be no-more

building to building or shrub eover. Just open space except for an illuminated area

adjacent to what would have been the the last building for them 10 hide against.

before encountering a bitumen covered parking place leading to the feneed off area

that doubled as an enclosure.

The area was heavily guarded by what looked like Northern Territory police officers

as well as RAAF mililary police.

There was a sense of urgency in Sammy's voice.

If Stop! Jesus, man!

" The place is crawling with all kinds ofbloody coppers of all shapes and sizes.

RAAF ones and our own coppers.

" We ean't take the chance to move yet. We'll have to to stay put for

awhile. "

" Can't do very much can we, but to wait awhile and see what happens, " was

Tommy's rapid reply. It was said in a tone that was meant to ensure that an
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immediate halt to any further conversation, would prevent their voices being

projected toward the guards patrolling the outskirts of the hangar.

Tommy's heartbeat started to rise as he tried to contain his fear. With a quiet

tremble in hi:; voice he whispered softly,

" Quick back into the shadows. That looks like it for now we can't go much further.

" We'll have to hide here, otherwise if we are spotted we will be nothing but

dead-meat. "

" Yes, minced meat to be exact, left for the kitehawks that swing all day long on the

upward drafts that swirl around the edge of the runway," he added.

The hiding place was ideal and they were not spotted, being on the shadowed side of

a corrugated-iron building. Their luck in being concealed was aided by the presence

of a huge mango tree that was the ideal hiding spot which allowed them to melt

further into the shadows.

The huge fruit tree was a bit out of place. It had been allowed to flourish by default

into thc most magnificent mango tree. It was probably planted by some military

bencfaetor with a strong interest in either preserving lonely mango trees, or simply a

sheer love of tropical frui ts.

The tree appeared to be in thc wrong place at the wrong time.

" Hmm, can't you just smell this one, it's a turpentine mango for sure, the scent really

hangs around for a long time." Sammy knew a lot about mangoes.

The main trunk was hard-up against the outside wall of the building. As an

undisturbed tree it had developed a massive trunk system which had spread to
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become a general sprawling eanopy with enough shade Tommy thought, to

adequately conceal a basket ball team.

Keeping well hidden under cover of the shadows they gazed toward the spot where a

number of aeroplanes were parked inside a fenced enclosure.

II Bit hard to see. Thank God I brought the brass telescope with me just to be on the

safe side, II Tommy whispered as he pulled the circular tube from his back pocket

and stretched the extension pieces to the maximum. He placed the tube to his eye

and scanned the enclosure housing the planes and assorted odds and ends.

Tommy continued: " Well that's a significant improvement to the scene, I can at least

make out which plane is which. So far, doesn't look like much movement going on.

I can definitely see a Hastings, some smatter aircraft and ......bingo L .. .It definitely

looks like the shape of a Dakota, unpainted and shiny. Just like the one we were

allowed to board during our school visit.

" Other than perimeter guards can't see too much other movement taking place in

and around the planes though. "

Sammy anxious 10 get a share of the telescope urged for a tum at peering into the

lens.

II Here let me have a look too so ilial 1 can see what's going on over there?

II Sure seems to be a lot of guards around the place. "

While Sammy moved the telescope side to side in an are, Tommy returned to his

earlier conversation and added some more background about the school visit and the

Dakota story.
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" You know, the sehool excursion to see the Dakota was a pretty exciting day all

round. We were all given a lecture on how fast, how high, and what sort of payload

a Dakota could carry. We were also told about how they carried troops and cargo to

rough landing strips in the jungles and all.

" The most exciting bit was to be given a took around the inside and the cabin area.

It was sort of strange and hard to get used to at first. It was like climbing a hill as the

walk to the eaptain's cabin was very steep. That's beeause of the big wheels at the

front and a small wheel at the tail. It was an even funnier feeling sitting in the seat

as you almost ended-up lying baek in a sleep position.

" When the eaptain star1ed the engines up while we were in the eoekpit of the plane.

it was sort of funny y'know what I mean.... like a truek engine turning over and over

before it burst into life.

" Then suddenly wow! Everything seemed to vibrate from the floor upwards, from

your feel and up through your body.

" It was even more powerful when we climbed down and stood behind the safety

barrier and the captain revved the engines full throttle. The propellers were going

tlat-out, so fast that the wind-stream nearly blew us all away. We had to hold onto

the barrier rail.

" There was something else also, a peculiar sound coming from the engines and

propellers. It sounded like a queer droning noise like a swann ofbees and the air

seemed to carry the sound like a series ofroHing waves.

" It's the sound that's heard over Darwin a lot, par1ieularly when the airforce is

having an exercise or they are playing those silly war games. When the planes come

into land they approach the runway and come in low over the bottom end of Francis

Bay and the mangrove flats close to Dinah's Beach.
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If It's that rolling sound that you first pick up what sort of plane it is miles before you

actually see one come into view. I call it the Dakota drone.

II I never forgot that experienee. That visit was something, espeeially for all the kids

that had never been to the airport or flown on an aeroplane before. That of eourse

ineludes me as I've never travelled in an aeroplane. "

Sammy understood never being on a plane. " Yeah you and me both. The only thing

we've travelled in is our billy-earts, eh?

II Travelling on an aeroplane, that was only something the posh people did.... fly on

aeroplanes.

.. Just leaves you and me for dead, doesn't it?"

" Sure does boy, sure does," was Tommy's reply.
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CHAPTER SIX
SNAKES ALIVE

Their conversation was broken when suddenly a beam oflight crossed over their

heads and continued across the taITIlac and surrounding area.

" It's the search-light, the one that operates from the top of the water tower. For it to

come on like that means only one thing, and that is, that an aeroplane is about to

land shortly.

" Not only that, the runway looks like a Christmas tree full of lights."

Tommy was quiet as he appeared to be listening intently as he said:

" Hang on a minute. I think I hear something in the distance. Nol sure what it is

though, bit hard to make out. "

After a few minutes, Tommy exclaimed under his breath. "Dakota, that's a Dakota.

I'd know that sound anywhere. Bet you ten bob on it." Sure enough a Dakota

aircraft with its unmistakable bulbous nose flew low over the base and far into the

night as it eirded baek and prepared to make a final run for its landing.

From their hiding place they only had a glimpse of the full-length of the runway and

had to rely on the noise and a screech of tyres to confiITIl that a landing took place.

The drone became louder and louder and then there was a drop in pitch followed by

a screech of tyres as the plane touehed down somewhere in the darkness beyond the

hangar. Their ears continued to follow the noise of the propellers until there wa.<;

almost nothing to be heared except an engine idling sound and then silenee.

From their view nothing approached or came near the perimeter of the enclosure

and, after a long wait, Sammy offered a theory about the mystery landing they had

just experienced.
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" We know what we saw.....We heard it and it definitely landed. It sounded like it

stopped somewhere out there in the darkness a bit further out from the hangar.

II Bit strange that it's not parked close to the other aircraft near the enelosure. The

teleseope shows lots of darkness beyond the hangar area. I'm unable to pick up any

glint of an aircraft. I think either they havcn't unloaded that plane yet or maybe they

don't want anyone else to see what's going on out there.

" What's even more strange is the absence of any reflected light or the noise of

rowdy service vehicles buzzing around all over the place.

" If anything is going on it's certainly very quiet out there. "

The constant surveillance had taken its toll on both of them. The two boys had

grown tired and had squatted down on piles of dried mango leaves. They decided

this was better than suffering from aching legs from Slanding too long in the one

spot. Finally, their watchful sequence to sean the enclosure and keep a check for any

new movements was at last rewarded.

The telescope revealed that there appeared to be a change in some of the activities

taking place close to the edge of the hangar. It was Tommy's turn for the next

watch.

" Yes this telescope is the revealer of all truth my friend .....Looks like a jeep has

arrived and some things are being off-loaded. There are some erates. tt

Blinking his eyes and trying hard to focus, Tommy continued to draw out in slow

deliberate words what was taking place around the enclosure.

" And.....and.....what could look suspiciously like portable floodlights!

" Yes I am certain floodlights for sure."
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Sammy reported on the next sequence taking place. tI Looks as though the

floodlights and equipment are being earned past the enclosure and toward the

hangar. "

A few minutes passed and Tommy exclaimed. "Well, I'll be a monkey's uncle! The

tloodlights have been turned on and guess what? There's a Hastings plane sitting on

the tarmac and the place is all lit up like daylight.

" Not much of a secret with all those light-beams wandering about the

place. "

Sammy added his bit. tI Yep I can see the glare and make-out the outline of bodies

and gear being taken out and loaded into the cargo hold,"

Tommy had discovered something else. tI Wait a minute, with all that glare I think I

see something else standing a bit farther out from where the Hastings is. There's a

kind-of dull shine of some sort like it's being retlected from an aircraft body. I think

I've spotted torchlights being waved about in the direction of that shiny area. Hard to

make out exactly what it is though. Perhaps it's another plane, maybe the one we

lost when it landed and disappeared on us."

tI Could be, " Sammy said as if trying to add confirmation.

At that moment the searchlight from the tower flicked into operation and rotated its

powerful beam across the airbase. lighting up the tarmac and surrounding area as if

the sun had suddenly been switched on, The abundance of illumination made it

relatively easier to identify the different landmarks, vehicles and shapes of

aeroplanes.

Tommy was convinced that the dull shiny outline sitting beyond the floodlit

Hastings, might indeed be the lost Dakota!
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" Yes, I think we've found the missing link.

" BUI I'm a bit puzzled about why it seems to be much further away from where most

of the other planes are parked.

" Look I know how we crossed our heart and swore not to tell. But this is all starting

to make more sense to me now in relation to what Lanky-boy had to say about the

arrival of a secret aeroplane that was due sometime tonight. Also, how he went on

to tell me that the plane could be leaving DalWin with a special passenger on board.

" Bit hard to believe, I think he was pulling himself!

" I mean, who could be more important than Queen Elizabeth.

" She's the Queen of Australia too!

fI That must count for something espeeially after her visit here a few weeks ago. "

Sammy answered back quickly and focussed on the importance of Royalty.

" Queen Elizabeth sure did visit, it was only a few weeks ago that she toured the

Northern Territory. We all went to the Botanical Gardens that day and as our

teachers told us to do, we stood in line and waved our tlags to the Queen and her

husband the Duke of Edinburgh as they rode past us in an open landrover. tt

With the standing around Sammy was growing impatient for some form of action

and again scanned the Hastings to eheck for activity.

" Here let me take a look and see if this stuff is really going to happen tonight or

what.

"Dh oh! I think we have more company.
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" A couple ofjeeps and a busload of MPs have arrived on the scene and a stack of

people have stepped off the bus. It looks as if they have all started to create a sort of

human barrier around the Hastings. Unless my eyes are playing tricks I'm almost

sure that some of the people out there are civilians.

" Either that or they are RAAF officers dressed in civvies and carrying cameras.

They could even be reporters from the newspaper. "

Sammy continued: " I shouldn't have spoken too soon about something happening,

because it also looks as though the enclosure is filling up rapidly. The cordon is

widening out and it's starting to look suspicious!

" I think that pretty soon now it will be time for us to move on and get the hell out of

here. We're out ofhere before we're discovered having nothing better to do than

hanging around like a couple of delinquents under a mango tree. What do you think

we should do Tommy? "

Tommy grabbed the telescope to gauge the urgency that had now arisen. " Hmm.

you're bloody dead right. I think it's time for us to move to a safer plaee. Look I

lhink we're better off continuing on with what we originally planned to do. We might

be able to get a better look if we were located on the other side of the parking bays.

You know, by looking at the silhouette. "

Sammy was a bit puzzled. It What do you mean silhouette? How are we going to do

that on the other side of the runway.

" We'll be too far away to see any action. "

Tommy explained his rationale so that Sammy could grasp what might represent a

slight change of plans:
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" Well instead of waiting for the plane to fly over us, we leave here, enter the runway

from the Bagot Road end and ride to about opposite where the hangar is located.

Then find a good look·out spot and settle down.

" We'll then have a view that no other kid eould have dreamt of. "

This was too much for Sammy and too dangerous to eonsider.

" Are you mad! That's a bloody hell ofa risk and a long ride just for that. "

Tommy seized the moment and prattled on with a new found excitement in his

VOIce.

" The idea gets better. First of all we ride along the rough road beside the runway,

then guess what? .

" We ride on the tarmac itself! "

The shadows beneath the mango trec did little to disguise Sammy's utter disbelief at

what he had just heard. The suggestion ofriding on the open runway itself.

He recoiled in horror and was stunned into absolute silence for a few seconds before

he uttered.

" My God! Your'e flaming mad..... that's just too dangerous. I don't know if that's a

good idea. I really don't think we should go through with it - just for the hell of it.

" We'll get caught for sure.

" They'll hang us! "
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Tommy felt his idea was gaining ground and decided to be bold with the launch of

his next suggestion.

It Aw don't be a spoilt sport. I dare you to come along?

It Are you with me or not, c'mon have a dare.

tI Don't be a sookie baby, be a devil for onee in your life!

tI Look, where's that pencil?"

He grabbed the toreh and after a series of deft movements of his hand Tommy had

sketehed an outline of Rapid Creek and the outer extremities of the runway they were

yet to explore.

It We've been there and this is where we're going."

In leaving Tommy to ride off on his own, Sammy couldn't think of anything worse

than being by himself. Waiting alone in the darkness, in the gra.ss at the end of a

runway. Not only would he be scared out of his wits, but he would be missing out

on all of the action given what he had experienced so far.

This time he was not overly eager to be part of such a erazy idea but responded more

to the idea of being with someone. It was a matter of what might befall him from out

of the darkness should he remain behind.

By contrast, Sammy wa.s always ill at ease with being anywhere in the bush. He was

uneomfortable with the likes of leeches and creepy crawlies and all manner of things.

He took great pride in keeping his jet blaek curls neatly eombed and in place at all

times. Spider-webs were a curse as they caused hair to knot together and made it

diftIcult to comb out. He didn't like anyone messing-up his hair, besides he was

almost a responsible teenager.
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He was never one for exploration and always imagined that the worst of any situation

would befall him. He would rather be at home or taking part in weekend sports away

from all the dust and darkness of Rapid Creek. Besides, he was an up-and-eoming

junior member of the Buffalo Football Club.

" Okay, okay you win. I'm with you..Jet's go.. .the sooner we get started the better. "

Tommy felt very pleased with himself at the result he had aecomplished in having

Sammy agree to take part in the ride. After all, he figured, what was the use of him

riding alone on a pitch-black runway. It wouldn't seem half as much fun without

someone else to share with.

Besides, if the truth be knO\llTl he couldn't really go without his friend anyway. They

needed to stay together as a team.

As they left the safety of the mango tree, Tommy felt a strong sense of rejuvenation

after what had been a long vigil of keeping wateh over the enclosure and surrounds.

Hc also felt it important to keep reassuring his mate that everything would be okay.

" You okay about all of this so far, we'll be right y'know as long as we keep moving

and don't get too sleepy. Remember to keep your eyes peeled.

" Some of this will be easier to do because we will be on the move again and not

sitting under a mango tree trying to keep awake. Exciting but at the same lime

bloody boring not being able to talk openly or move around.

" At least while we're riding the bikes we could talk as we rode along. Well, not

talking really, but more like shouting into the wind! "

They cautiously retraeed their steps keeping an even sharper eye out for security

guards and vehieles on the prowl, given the increased level of activity whieh now

appeared to be taking place on parts of the Base. While they both felt a little uneasy
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about the build-up of people and traffic they also felt a sense of being wiser about

when to make a move.

In retraeing their footsteps they both felt they knew the obstacles to avoid and the

ducking and weaving movements that would create the least line of resistance

without attracting any unecessary attention.

Storage yards and accompanying buildings were aglow as bulbs burned bright

sending out shafts oflight that opened up shadowy areas that could blow their cover

and spell disaster for any wrong move. Ifnothing else, the abundance of light was at

least making it easier for the two of them to map out where not to venture in finding

their way back to the bikes.

As they moved on, more and more traffic went whiZ2ing along the main streets and

darting around the various side roads and off-shoots. In crossing a side street they

were almost caught by surprise as ajeep suddenly entered the strect from the far end.

Sammy was quick to offer what could only be considered a controlled shout.

" Quick back into the grass. Back..back further into the grass.

" Hit the deck, hit the bloody deck quickly! Do you think they saw us? "

Tommy did not feel the need to answer and thought it best to remain silent and

concentrate on the fast approaehing jeep. In keeping still they were both sweating

profusely and virtually kissing the grass in a face-down position. By now both were

as frightened as all hell that they might be discovered at any moment. lbis would

mean having to split up and make a miraculous run-for-your-life dash toward thc

perimeter fence.

They lay there for quite a while until the jeep had well and truly passed them and

disappeared.
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Tommy breathed a sigh of relief. "Whew! That was a close one by jingo! Thought

we werc gonners that time.

" Okay, I guess the coast is clear, now let's keep moving. "

Before they moved off on the next segment Tommy discovered a slight difficulty to

their smooth return to the fenceline.

" In making our way back looks a.s though we might have a bit of a problem

following our footsteps underneath these quarters. See, have a look at that," he said

pointing to two of the buildings exuding light in all direetions.

" We're okay for the first few and can make our way underneath those no problem.

" But then it will be best for us to make a detour on a different track. We'll have to

swing wide of the two buildings that have their lights on then find some sort of cover

before we hit the drains.

" After that I think we're okay and we can move along the last leg of the flat

country. "

Sammy wryly focussed on the earlier incident of bumping into the likes of garbage

bins.

" Well, at least we won't have the hassle of bumping into garbage bins this time

round. That particular bin is under one of the buildings we'll go around. "

Scurrying hurriedly from their temporary hiding place of being face down in the

grass, they made their way towards the first row of staff quarters. They slid quickly

and silently around the support pillars underneath the buildings and traversed the

darkened spaces of each successive buildling. So far everything was running to plan
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even with the idea of making a detour this appeared to be a lot easier than they had

anticipated the return might be.

They kept up a craeking paee and reached the spot where they would start to detour,

signalled of eourse by an unmistakeable blaze of lights which now eut a elear path

aeross the darkness. Just before entering this no-go zone they peeled off as planned

and merged into a wide arc that took them away from the illumination.

Their running paee slowed to a steady trot and finally down to a quick walk. This

allowed them to catch their breath and gain a bearing of where they were situated.

They eontinued walking and their new route took them elose to an outcrop oflow

slung buildings all1inked together and surrounded by a series offences. An

abundanee of different sized shrubs and plants hugged the rails. [n the shadowy

light the buildings resembled what eould be a type of family unit.

As they approaehed the units it was relatively easy to distinguish the shape of the

motor vehieles parked nearby. The units were in darkness and it was either the ease

that the oeeupants were away, or at the late hour everyone was simply asleep. Under

the eircumstances this seemed to be the more plausible explanation for the eomplex

to be in darkness.

The general sense of direction they were travelling in indicated that they really

needed to skirt around the units, which meant a slighty longer trek than originally

intended. Tommy suggested a bit of a gamble that might payoff.

" I think its a good idea to go straight through these yards rather than around them. It

will save us a lot of time I'm pretty sure about that.

" So let's jump the fence. "
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They jumped over the strands of wire and were about halfway through the yard when

all of sudden Sammy came to a stop. There was a strong sense of urgency reflected

in the tone of his voice.

"Dh oh! I think we have eompany mate.

" A bloody fueking Alsatian. Someone's bloody mongrel wateh-dog.

" That's the last frigging thing we need roaring up our arse."

Their sense of feeling at e<lse quiekly ehanged to become one ofbeing highly

irritated and feeling rather fraught at coming face to face with a horror-story.

The discovery of what was certainly someone's failhful four-legged friend to them

represented the enemy at large. Indeed as someone's prized pet, this pooch was a

most formidable foe in being territorial and protecting its pieee of property.

Both of them were like statues frozen in time as Sammy continued in a rather

delicate voice.

" So far so good. He hasn't spotted us yet but it won't be long before he does. The

sooner we bolt back the way we came the sooner we lose the bastard. "

There was little need for words as they sprinted back to the fenee, performed the

most almighty leap over the top and darted back toward thc way they had come.

However, the dog had other ideas and was now in hot pursuit. Worst of all, to their

absolute horror, the dog let out a sequence of loud barking noises and followed them

into the shadows.

Sammy couldn't eontain his agitation any longer and resounded with:

" Fuck mc! The bloody bastard won't stop barking. Quick, follow me... .this way.
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" Just keep running and let's try and lose the mongrel. "

The dog was gaining ground and yapping close at their heels until they inereased the

distance between them with a burst of extra energy. Fortunately for them the dog

seemed to be temporarily distracted by the howling of tom-cats playing their stalking

game across the spread of open space.

Tommy looked around to see the big dog distraeted and trying to make sense of the

howling eats. He slowed down and gathered. his breath and said.

" Now that we have a few seconds to spare I've just the thing for that bastard. "

He drew something from his shirt pocket and hurled it with all his might in the

direction of the relentless Alsatian. There were several high pitched thuds as a series

of projectiles showered the dog like a spray of shotgun pellets. Simultaneously out

of the darkness came a corresponding loud groan deep from the belly of the big dog

as it quickly retreated into the darkness.

Sammy was relieved but also puzzled. " What the hell happened. then? What did you

do to him? II

Tommy was full of self-praise for thc action he had taken in getting rid of the bloody

pest

" I hit the bugger with my secret weapon."

Sammy was curious. " Yeah, what's thai? "

Tommy continued, " A handful of marbles! I thought I would carry them with me

just in case of an emergency. I mean, for all the plaees we go there's always a

fucking dog lurking somewhere nearby. Bloody yap yap yap for sure.
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" Yep I let him have it all at once, stopped him dead in his tracks and made him

seatter for home.

" Somehow I don't think: he will bother us anymore. He mighl even have a sore head

for awhile."

Time was of the essence after the delay with the dog and it was time to make some

ground and run the majority of the remaining distanee starting with a steady pace.

Bit by bit they inereased the size of their stride to make up for lost time.

Both boys passed through the last patch of cover afforded them before moving out

into the open low grassed area. Beyond this point it was a short distance to the

sanetity of the fenceline, their exit to the real world again.

They serambled hurriedly over the fenee and stood motionless for a few moments

absorbing the exhiliration while trying to catch their breath and release some of their

pent-up emotion.

" What a relief, " Sammy was so pleased to be outside the danger zone he breathed a

sigh ofrelief for having made it back to their starting point without a major mishap.

., Well, thank God, we got through all of that in one piece, that Alsatian was a

bloody menace.

" Almost the size of a small horse. Tommy, if your marbles hadn't stopped him he

would have given us a bloody good run for our money. "

They followed the fenceline and veered off at the approximate location where the

bikes lay hidden. It was only a few minutes before they reached the designated spot,

their goods still heavily eamouflaged under cover of darkness and the generous

cover of leaves and branches.
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Before racing to uneover their maehines, there were some necessary ehores to take

care of first before they could be on their way onee again. It wasn't as simple a

matter of throwing off the leaves and branches and retrieving their belongings,

mounting the bicycles and riding off.

The next step needed to be handled rather delicately, it was a very dangerous

operation espeeially in the dark with only a toreh to aid them.

" Hold on Sammy, don't touch anything yet, " Tommy said grabbing Sammy's ann

and making doubly sure his friend did not blunder unwittingly into a situation that

would spell disaster for all that they had been through so far.

Sammy failed to understand why he could not simply grab his bike and just get

moving. He wanted a quick explanation.

" Hey what are you doing ?" he said feeling baffled by the emergeney ofthe

command not to touch anything.

In a knowledgeable tone Tommy explained hastily.

" Be patient and ['11 explain as I go along...you'li see what it's all about soon enough.

" Snakes, that's what it's all about."

Sammy recoiled. " What do you mean snakes?"

Tommy knew all about their hiding places. II Snakes loving to curl up in warm cosy

places likc on the inside of kit bags, under blankets...under piles of rubbish and

things like that. "

Tommy unfastened the torch whieh was tied loosly to the handlebars of his bicycle.

With torch in hand he carefully searched the surrounding bush for a long sturdy
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stick, it was important that it was strong enough to do the job without breaking at the

erueial moment. Finally he found branch that was suitable. He stripped it of the

unneeessary leaves and eumbersome side-shoots and beekoned they were now ready

for battle.

Sammy was trembling as he tried to hold the torch still while Tommy undid the

straps seeuring the cover flap. While the kit-bag was fastened. by the top cover

straps, the sides were made so as not to be a snug fit and allowed room for oversized

items to be carried without too much difficulty.

Despite his trembling hands Sammy tried to maintain a steady hold on the toreh. He

was feeling quite sick in the stomach about the idea oflooking for snakes. For that

matter, he was never one to be keen about snakes in any shape or fonn. He had an

immense respect for them - always gave them a wide berth. To him the only good

snake was a dead snake. Sammy felt there was a little more preparation to be sorted

out before they proceeded any further with a final unveiling of what could be a

certain slithery character.

" What do we do if the bloody thing jumps out at us. I'm not as game as you are! "

Tommy provided him with reassurance." I am going to slowly lift the flap with the

stick of course. You can step back a little further if it makes you feel any bener. If a

snake is inside he won't bc moving around much.

" Look. ifit gets out ofthc bag jump back quickly and I'll whack it with the stick.

" Otherwise keep an cye on it until wc can grab the bikes and piss off out ofhcrc.

" As long as the torch holds out we'll be okay. "

After flicking the flap open Tommy slowly pushed the stick inside of the bag and

deftly probcd the contents like a master surgeon skilfully manipulating the inside of
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a body. At last, to his great relief, he was convinced that no snake had taken refuge

inside the kit-bag. Feeling a sense ofbcing the devil and before he gave his mate the

all-clear signal, Tommy decided to playa trick on his friend.

Before Sammy could grasp the situation, Tommy pulled the stick quickly from the

bag and at the same time allowed the stick to come into contact with Sammy's aITI1

as he shouted into his ear:

" Boo!"

The fright was too much for Sammy's loathing fear of snakes. He reeled backwards

with fught and as he fell into the grass he yelled.

" Fucking smart bastard! You did that on purpose, didn't you? "

Tommy realised his joke was definitely in poor taste, reacted quiekly and reached

down to help his stunned mate from where he was crouched in the grass.

" You're right that wasn't a clever thing to do. But J was only joking mate, only

joking. I'm sony if J upset you.

It Are we still friends? It

Sammy was fceling hurt and somewhat annoyed at the mean trick. He didn't

respond to the apology and it was quitc awhile before he regaincd his composure.

By this time hc was sweating profusely and still trembling from the incident. The

prank had takcn its toll, he was very quiet over the next few minutcs as he gathered

himself together and readied his bike and pushed it toward the road.

It was a nice feel1ng to be back on the road once again after their adventures inside

the Basc. It had been a long wait with the aching legs from being in the one spot and

sore eyes from straining for hours through a telescope eyepieee. Added to this was
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the eollision with a stubborn garbage bin and the twisting and turning from running

for their life; to escape a wayward jeep and a runaway Alsation, not to mention

preparing to kill a snake.

So far it had been a night full of adventure.

In travelling back to the tum-otf junction they kept to the bitumen surfaee which

made the going much easier. When they spotted car-lights they left the road and

followed the railway line to avoid further contact with motor vehieles. By the time

they reaehed the spot opposite the front entrance to the base it didn't take much to

ascertain that things had ehanged considerably since they passed the spot earlier that

evenmg.

Sammy felt he had found the answer to a long lost puzzle. "Well, what do you

know, the guards have doubled in number since we were here last."

As they had left the outskirts of the built-up area adjoining the Base the cool night

air had revitalised them. By the time they reached the junction their heads were

clear of all the 'cobwebs' and they were ready to tackle anything. Well, almost

anything.

The time had come for the next most important leg of the journey to begin as they

were about to head out on the long dark ride along Bagot Road in order to find the

place where the runway almost butted into the road. This main road ran alongside

the western boundary of the Base. At the junction Tommy started talking about

history as if to make the next part of their ride have a real eonnection with what took

place during the wartime.

Where history was involved Tommy spoke with a great deal of exhuberance and

passIOn.
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" Did you know that this road was the only way out of town after the bombing of

DaIWin?

" Did you also know that all of our families travelled in the back of army trucks from

the end of the railway line at Birdum all the way to Alice Springs? "

Sammy was quite struck at the enormity of such a journey. tI Gee that's a bloody

long way to be bumping around in the back of a truck for anyone let alone our

grandparents? "

Tommy was a bit of a show-ott" and quite proud of how much he knew of distances:

" Sure is. about one thousand miles or so to Alice Springs take off the distance from

Darwin to Katherine and that leaves about seven hundred and thirty miles. Allof

that in the back of a blitz buggy!

" It would have taken days and days just to get there, I reckon.

" Gee, just think ofall the flies and dust and heat.

II It would have been boiling under the eanvas and the bloody flies would have been

sticking to everyone like shit to a blanket tI
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CHAPTER SEVEN
BANDICOOT

They sped into the Sagot Road tum-off and with the aid of a good downhill run were

making good time and soon cruising pass the Sagot Welfare Settlement. About a

mile past the settlement, the lights of an oncoming vehicle flickered in the distance.

Tommy looked to the headlights no bigger than pinheads but growing rapidly in size

and coming in their direction. He remarked cautiously:

It The wide open spaces, we'll have to be more careful. I think it's better we hide as

soon as we see lights. Y'know what I mean. It's better to be safe now than sorry

later. Especially out here miles away from home and without a good reason for what

we're up to, eh."

As the noise grew louder it was easy to distinguish the outline of a huge truck. As it

came closer there was a distraction that drew the attention ofboth boys to a rustle of

sound that came from inside a clump of spear grass growing on the side of the road.

The tall green and brown strands of spear grass grew in prolific clumps all along the

murky edges of the road. At this time of the year the grass had reached full height

and maturity, with seed-tilled spears coming adrift and latching onto any host or

sticking fiercely to anything that brushed close.

The result of the rustling noise was now apparent. It Look out! " Tommy yelled.

" It's a bandicoot, a bandicoot with a baby joey in its pouch and it looks as though it

has been frightened by the noise of the truck or something and is now trying to make

a dash across the road."
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It was too late, the tiny bush creature became the victim of a powerful machine that

brushed its side.

" That poor bandicoot got skittled by the truck. Hope the poor bugger is still okay.

Quick, toss the kit-bags into the bush.

" Let's take a look before another car comes along and does some real damage. "

Trying not to scare the animal anymore than necessary, they slowly approaehed the

marsupial which was now lying on its side in a prone position. They moved toward

the bundle of fur in the hope that this little bush creature may have only been

temporarily stunned by the vehicle, and was about to leap to its feet and seamper into

the safety of the tall grass.

Nearing the animal, Tommy was feeling very hopeful about the condition of the

bush dweller.

" Hopefully this little bandy will just need a bit of coaxing to be up and away once

again. "

Tommy was familiar with such bush creatures having cared for many of them

throughout the years, espeeially after they had become injured in one form or

another. Often from being mauled either by dogs or from the aftermath ofbushfires

that had often raged through the gully below their house. These ereatures eould be

eonsidered the true gentle dwellers of the bush.

The bandieoot resembled a smaller type ofwallaby or kangaroo that inhabited the

open grass and woodland areas ofDarwin. Unlike both the wallaby and kangaroo,

the bandieoot did not negotiate the terrain with a eontinuum of hops triggered from

the power of their hind legs. Instead, their travel was through the use of all four legs

in a rapid succession of movement which produeed a combination oflong and short
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strides. Dcspite this difference, they were able to change direction with a minimum

of effort.

They both bent down to tend to the injured bandieoot which by now was

motionJesss, a pool ofblood now rapidly oozing from underneath its soft fur.

tI Oh I don't like the look of this, I'm feeling sorry alreadY,1I Sammy said and then

added,

" Ies dead! The collision with the motor car must have been just too mueh. tI Sammy

continued feeling most distraught about what they had just witnessed.

At first glanee there were no visible cuts or abrasions to be seen. The blood still

oozed from its mouth all of which indicated major damage to its internal organs.

They realigned its legs as a matter of respect and because they wanted to make the

animal more comfortable in death. They were surprised and astonished to discover

that another life-form had been spared after such a tragic event.

Tommy gasped. " Blow me down! I donlt believe it! She had a little baby and it's

still alive. Look at this tiny little critter here all curled up and tucked away inside its

mother's pouch.

tI She's wounded though, poor little thing. A bruised leg and a small cut from the

impaet but otherwise okay. "

Because of its tiny size both of them used a finger eaeh to stroke the little bundle that

lay snuggled into the warmth of its mother's belly. This unique cradle of eloseness

provided by nature had come to an end with the premature severing of the maternal

link. Tommy thought that taking care of the bandicoot could slow them down.

" What are we going to do with this little beauty? "
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As if to answer himself, he offered a solution at the same time: " We'll have to wrap

her up and take her with us. I think it's a her...could be mistaken.

tI We need to hurry can't wait mueh longer, we need to get moving to be in time to

see Mrs Petrov fly off.

" We could probably use some ofthe erepe bandages we brought with us. This will

keep the little one wann until we take her home and fix her up with some milk.

Only hope she'll last that long beeause we ean't leave her out here like this. She

would eertainly die. And if she survived without her mother, either way she would

still die from exposure to the weather.

" Or she would become a meal for one of those feral eats that live around here. "

They wrapped the erepe bandage gently around the little ereature making sure that it

was not too tight and that there were no exposed edges. Tommy gently placed her

inside his front shirt pocket.

They were so engrossed with the plight of the bandicoot, they failed to notiee the

vehicle that had pulled into the side ofthe road near them. Their distraction was

only broken by the powerful beam of the vehicle that had glided to a stop. A door

slammed and they could hear the approach of footsteps, but eould not distinguish

ex.actly who was approaching because of the glare from the headlights.

An American accent broke their concentration on the baby bandicoot.

" You boys alright now?

" I left the hghts on just in case you needed some help.
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" In fact, I thought you were hurt or that something was seriously wrong. I can see

now that's not thc case at all. I must tell you what it looked like to me from back up

the road. Your bicyeles looked as though they were lying in a funny position.

" Like someone had been hit by a car that had failed to stop after an aeeident. "

Tommy responded quiekly. " No we're alright lady; in faet, we just threw our bikes

down in a hurry as quick as we could to try and help this poor bandieoot here, " he

said pointing to the animal lying in the gravel beside them.

" She got skittled by a truek. We were too late to save her. She's dead, but we found

a baby in her pouch and we're trying to save it.

II So far we have wrapped her in a erepe bandage to keep her warm.

" I have her in my poeket for proteetion."

Lifting the little bundle earefully out of his poeket and showing it to the woman.

"Do you know what else we eould do with her?" Tommy asked.

"Otherwise we're thinking of taking her home with us. "

The Ameriean seemed 10 be coneerned and sensitive toward the little animal.

" Here let me take a look at the little one. I like all wild ereatures bUI I simply adore

bandicoots," the Ameriean said in a broad drawl.

" Yes, this little tike sure is going to need some love and affeetion over the next few

weeks, if she is to pull through and make it to brave the world. She will probably

need to be fed with an eye-dropper until she is much older and is able to lap from the

cdge ofa saucer and feed herself I think. she'll be okay though. "
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The woman offered to look after the young bandicoot. "I run a Zoo situated at the

end of McMilIans Road and we care for a lot of sick and injured animals. I can offer

to look after her and give her a good home for a couple of weeks at least.

" When she js strong enough and can feed properly, I will release her back into the

wild again. "

The next piece of information was even more interesting as it meant they would be

included and have a part in the rehabilitation of the baby bandicoot.

" In fact you two will be able to come out and visit and help to make her ready for

the wild. What do you two think about that? "

The two boys where a bit overwhelmed at the suggestion and gave each other a

searching glance before Tommy finally spoke in an inquiring tone.

" What do you think? Do you think it's okay, eh? "

Sammy felt unsure especially being asked to enter into such a decision rather

quickly.

" Er er.. .1 suppose SO,...suppose it's alright. " He mumbled as he continued along.

" That would mean we wouldn't have to worry about trying to feed il every hour and

all that stuff. Especially while we're at school. Then I guess it's okay with me. tI

Tommy spoke for both of them. " Okay we agree. You look after her and we'll come

visit.

11 Urn, by the way. I'm Tommy and this is my mate Sammy. "
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" I'm Mrs Wilson and this arrangement is okay with me. I live on the fann at number

twenty nine Oliver Street. lot number 898. It's on the eorner of Oliver and

MeMillans Road, the last plaee before you reach the Stuart Highway. II

The baby bandieoot in its new-found crepe poueh was earried to the vehie1e and laid

gently on the front seat. As the Ameriean was about to e1imb baek into her vehicle,

she inquired:

" By the way, after all that I meant to ask you two, what are you doing out along this

road so late at night? "

The two of them were taken by eomplete surprise at the question given their concern

over the death of the bandicoot and rescue of the youngster. Sammy threw a

compromising glanee at Tommy, in the hope that he would come good with an

explanation for why they were out on this road.

Tommy was quick off the mark so as not to give their plot away.

" Well, what happened is that Paula and Blackeye ran down the road in this direetion

and we had to chase after them. They're our two dogs. We just live nearby over

there in the houses behind Bagol Settlement. Paula's on heat you see and she woke

us up with all her howling and barking and trying to yank herself free of the chain.

We woke up just in the nick of time to see her leaving our yard and running in this

direction, wtih Blackeye after her. We didn't want her to mate you see but it must be

too late now.

" Up to the time the bandicoot copped it, we had a fix on Paula as she disappeared

into the grass somewhere around this spot. We forgot all about her when the

bandicoot was hit."

Sammy thought it was like a rehearsal too good to be true.
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Mrs Wilson proceeded to the drivds seat and as she readied to drive off she said,

" Well I do hope you find your dogs so that you ean loek them away and get some

sleep. I'm off now. Hope to see you two in a couple of days. " The vehiele sped

into the night earrying its very preeious cargo with the hope of a new life for the

wounded bandieoot.

Sammy paid his friend the ultimate eompliment. "Whew! That was fast-thinking. I

guess we need to place Mrs Bandicoot somewhere away from the side of the road. "

They carried the body ofmother bandicoot to a safe spot and tueked her beneath a

spread ofleaves. In giving her the best possible protection they criss-crossed some

logs over her body to stop predators from disturbing her remains.

Tommy reminded Sammy about the importance of the kit-bags being hidden away.

" Good thing the kitbags were out of sight that would have been a dead give-away

with the lady who took the baby away.

" C'mon let's hit the road again, " he urged with a new detennination in his voice.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
SHENANIGANS

After witnessing the fatal moment of one ofnature's innocent little creatures, they

continued on into the night, following the long line of bitumen that stretched into the

distance. It seemed to be without an end. With the jaggcd edges and pot-holes along

this stretch, they were constantly engaged in a game of veering to the left or right to

avoid the deeper ruts that had been gouged out by the corrosive action of the wind

and rain.

Several miles from where the bandieoot had been killed, it was time for another stop.

To make a brea.k into the tall grass and attempt to find the end of the runway where

it jutted close to Bagot Road. For Tommy it was never a location that he really

needed to be absolutely sure about in the past. It was something that was just a

vague reeollection tucked away in the baek of his mind somewhere. To all

passers-by, this part of the road was where aireraft would rise or descend almost

touching the tail of traffic that ran adjacent to the runway apron.

They pulled off the road and for this part of the expedition seleeted a more powerful

torch from amongst the essential items in one of the kit-bags. This particular torch

had a beam that could penetrate the tall grass unlike the small toreh which they used

to find their way around the southern perimeter. In this loeation there was no need

to go to the elaborate lengths they had gone to earlier to hide the bicyeles. The grass

was much taller and denser and provided a more abundant and natural camouflage

cover from the road. Besides, there were no houses close by that would allow

busy-bodies or prying eyes to intervene. Or for that matter dogs to be alerted to

anything strange happening near their boundary.

Tommy ran through the items required for the brief trek. "I think it's a good idea

this time to leave the bags behind again, so that we won't have to think of it

weighing us down or stopping us from moving around quickly. We'll have the main
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things with us anyway. It's important we still have the plaster in case we step on

something sharp like a piece of broken bottle. "

Sammy made a strong point about what he considered a most necessary last minute

procedure before they made their way through the tall grass.

" Hold it! We can't go another step further until we've attended to something pretty

important.

" Let's roll our sleeves down again and button-up to keep the mossies and bugs out.

Tuck our trouser legs into our soeks to keep the crawlies from running up our leg

and into other places."

While Ihe trek through the grass was relatively mWldane and without incident, both

were kept alert for all the insects that made the night-time province their speciality.

The insects that loved to hone in on the unwitting humans that failed to take

adequate precaution against itinerant wildlife.

It wasn't an arduous trek but one that was deliberate and slow-going against some of

the stands of grass. Finally, they were over a small fence and the runway stretehed

before them to the distant trees on the far side. A small piece of canvas was used as

a ground-sheet to at least make life a little more pleasant, even if it was on a hard flat

surface.

They sat on the sheet for a few minutes listening hard and trying to pick-up any

unusual sOWlds that might emerge from out of the blackness. They were especially

attuned to sounds coming from the direction they had left earlier. Tommy with

small talk finally added some new-found personal knowledge he had gained recently

from a library book at school.
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" If there's is any noise taking place farther up that way we will be able to feel it as

sound waves travelling through the Earth and underneath the runway. It's easy to

trace, only a matter of plaeing your hand on the bltumen and feeling the vibration. "

There was a stillness in the air, time to think, to briefly contemplate on their

presence as they squatted on the deserted runway. There was a sense of impact, a

sort of excitement of actually being on a military establishment belonging to the

Royal Australian Air Force.

Their presence went beyond that ofjust merely sitting in the dark; it was the impact

of being there without any authorisation. It was even more daring to be in such a

highly prized spot without having to comply with anyone's permission.

To not even have the permission of the headmaster of the Darwin Primary School or

the permission of the MPs. No-one's authority at all. Absolutely no-one!

It was all a little too much for Sammy who was both elated and terrified aU at the

same time.

" We shouldn't really be here, you know. This is dangerous stuff welre mucking

around with. "

Tommy capitalised on the fact they were deeply locked into intrigue in one form or

another.

It Well, we're here now. Just think about that. How many kids would you know have

had the opportunity to do this? I bet not even the kids in the Air Training Corps

would have had this opportunity.

" I can betcha that much! "
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Then skilfully trying to change the subject a little, Tommy focussed on the virtues of

the bitumen beneath them.

II You can feel the warmth 0 f the bi tumen eoming through the canvas. far better than

sitting on insects and leaves. tI

Sammy feeling fearful needed some urgent answers. "Tell me, I know we've just

trudged through all that grass. Isn't it full of snakes and things. "

" Of course, there are snakes in there as well as other things. We would have passed

hundreds of them by now....inseets, miee, bandicoots the lot. But for snakes, lucky

for us they're not waiting around, if that was the case we'd be well and truly dead by

now.

II Snakes will do anything to avoid hwnans, it's only if they are cornered or provoked

that they will strike out and challenge anything that stands in their way. The very

faet that we are disturbing the grass as we make our way through the bush is a safe

way for us to travel. A sure signal for them to move away from any disturbanee as

quickly as they ean.

" Fortunately for us they are able to hear us coming hundreds of yards before we are

close to them. They are also able to pick up the heat of our bodies like a sort of

radar thing. Sometimes though they like to loti about near warm places and I

wouldn't be surprised if we come across some of them lounging about on the wann

bitumen along here somewhere.

" We'll have to keep a sharp look-out."

Hearing about snakes was almost too mueh for Sammy to contemplate. In a faltering

tone he said.

tt I need to check something out for a few minutes. "
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With a sense of great desperation, he immediately grabbed the torch and fiddled with

the switeh and swung the beam to each side of where they were sitting. It was his

way of making sure they were nol situated close to any slithery visitor wanting to

curl up on the warm bitumen surface. He checked the terrain by swinging the torch

rapidly in a three hW1dred and sixty degree arc.

Satisfied there was no reptile lurking nearby, he felt a little more self-assured and

definitely feeling better for having used the torch.

tt I feel a little better now there's nothing out there." With nothing to heighten his

concern any further he put the torch away.

The steady source of warmth that continued from the ground-sheet created a sense of

security and well-being and helped 10 ease what otherwise seemed like a long lonely

vigil. After what felt like a marathon sitting around Sammy came forward with what

could only be considered a profound statement.

" At this end we are too far away from where we really want to be. Where all the

action is! We need. to try to get closer to catch what's going on with that Dakota

thing."

Before they had barely finished their conversation, they were interrupted by some

sort of sound emanating from the far end of the runway. In the direction where the

runway disappeared into what was a faint glare radiating from the horizon.

" What's that! " Sammy said in a jumpy voice.

" Shh!. ...Listen for a minute and see ifwe can get a handle on what the noise is."

Tommy was quick to identify the sound. "Well one thing is for sure it's definitely

not a Dakota, I' Continuing to concentrate Tommy announced,
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" I know what it is. It's ajeep, it's definitely ajeep, I know for sure. "

Sammy was inquisitive. " How ean you tell?"

Tommy referred baek to their earlier discussion about the unmistak.eable drone made

by the Dak.ota. "Remember what I said about the drone. This sound is more like

the revving of a motor car. "

Their anxiety was heightened and fears confinned when the lights of a motor vehicle

rapidly approaehed their direetion. There was a need to grab their belongings and

make a scramble for the safety of the grass. Thejeep was closing in on their end of

the runway.

" Whew, that was elose, must be a military patrol doing the rounds. Probably

running a eheck to make sure thcre are no wild animals roaming around close to the

flight path. "

Sammy was completely baffled, " Wild animals!

" What wild animal s?

" They can't get through the fence can they? What animals are you talking about

anyway? "

Tommy enlightened him on the virtues of native wildlife. It Kangaroos, you know,

they don't stop at fenees. They just jump clean over the top and keep going. The

wire around here is not high enough to stop them. It only takes one small leap

espeeially for kangaroos and they're over without even blinking an eyelid. "

Sammy eould not argue with the essenee of such logic he knew to be true.

Kangaroos were masters of the art of dodging obstaeles and travelling quiekly across

heavily wooded areas or the open range. The two boys in making themselves
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comfortable in yet another makeshift spot discovered to their horror, that in their

hurry 10 vacate the rest~spot the canvas groundsheet had been left behind.

" Oh my God! The canvas is still out there, it will be discovered by the patrol. If

they find that they will be suspicious. The only thing that would be in our favour

would be for them to think that the canvas was one ofthose bits of rubbish that had

blown in on the wind."

The pace to retrieve the canvas was quickening with the sound of the jeep now

becoming louder and much more distinctive. Tommy cautiously crept back to the

edge of the grass to ascertain if it was safe enough to grab the canvas. Or would it

be much safer to leave the ground-sheet intact. Maybe it was a better idea to

abandon their post altogether before they were spotted and make traeks baek to

Bagot Road and beyond. From a safe vantage point it didn't take much for Tommy

to visualise that the worse case scenario was about to evolve with the border patrol

bursting in on their cover.

On the verge of deciding it was indeed time to exercise their only option and flee,

the jeep made a forty degree turn away from them and headed back toward the

middle seetor of the runway. Tommy again breathed a sigh of relief.

" Whew!

" Our luck is still holding out] think we are safe with the jeep heading away. Let's

hope it doesn't come back this way. "

At that moment and without hestitation Sammy capitalised on the opportunity that

had come their way and grabbed the eanvas and stuffed it back into one of the

kit.bags. They watched the jeep continue its rounds and disappear back into the inky

blackness. Some time later they decided it was best to abandon their temporary

eamp and explore the most crucial element ofthc journey which would take them to

Rapid Creek.
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The position thcy would try to occupy with the next move was perhaps also the most

dangerous one for them to be in. Especially with being out in the open space for

some of the time. It would be thcir downfall if jeeps with powerful spotlights were

used as a matter of routine. Returning to the present situation and feeling a sense of

overall reliefafter some very tense minutes of waiting in desperation,Tonuny was

relieved.

" It looks as though thai jeep has well and truly disappeared now so we ean move

off. But how game are you feeling after that bit of a scare?

" Want to try something real daring before we finally make our way back on to

Bagot Road! "

Feeling a sense of reluctance about anymore unnecessary flirts with danger, Sammy

responded cautiously.

" It depends on what you mean and how dangerous it is.

" We should take it easy now no more unnecessary risks. "

Tommy siezed the moment and responded quickly with.

" It's not dangerous at all. As tong as you ride properly and not fool around too

much.

" Here's the dare!

" Let's ride on the runway as far as we can to see if we find anything interesting up

that way."
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Sammy was aghast with this announcement. In his mind he eould visualise the

scene with the two of them being packed into the back of a patrol jeep and hemmed

in by burly MPs.

Then being questioned at length and treated as spies. Spies for all the world and

their school to know about what they had been up to. He couldn't eontain himself

and openly blurted out his feelings.

" That's bloody madness to do that, have you gone troppo? You sure you haven't got

a touch of the sun or some of that mango madness. How do we ride up that way

with our lights switched on? We may as well go to the front gate and announce what

we have been doing so far.

tI We will be nothing more than sitting ducks. "

The next suggestion was almost too difficult for Sammy to fully comprehend when

Tommy outlined the plan.

" We'll ride along the stop with no lights.

" Yep, you heard right. Ride in the dark without any hghts on.

" It's like this. No trick Dr fancy riding without your hands on the handlebars or

anything that stupid! All you have to remember is that it's a nat surface all the way.

" So if we take it easy It shouldn't take long. Besides we won't use the torch unless

it's an absolute emergency. tI

While Sammy was not impressed with the idea at first, he slowly wanned to the

suggestion after Tommy had outlined the plan and made it sound simple. With a

little more deliberation he wondered how this particular ride might even save them

having to undertake what he thought would be the more perilous journey to reach the
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Rapid Creek side of runway. The route where the creek ran under the perimeter

fenee.

The plaee where the trees hung low over the shallows of the upper reaehes of Rapid

Creek. For Sammy anything was worth suggesting if it prevented a journey via the

spooky bits. Especially near the pools of running water and overhanging trees thick

with spider- webs and crawling with a multitude of insects.

" Okay then I agree, why don't we ride up as far as it's safe to do so then head off at a

ninety degree angle straight into the bush. We can set up our observation point and

see if we spot those planes. If we do that, that should be shorter than going the long

way around to do the same thing. "

Tommy hesitated for a moment before pointing out a slight flaw in the suggestion. "

It's certainly shorter, your'e right; however, there is a slight hieeup to that plan.

\Vheeling the bikes from the runway and dragging them through the grass will make

our tracks easier to detect from the runway, especially if the jeep patrol has a swivel

spotlight on board.

" Really the best thing to do is to ride up there have a good look at least, then return

here and go the safe way as we originally planned."

They returned to the low-lying fence that was overgrown with grass and weed and

was the first line of defence in keeping out trespassers. They retrieved their bicycles

and hoisted them over the top and wheeled them to the edge of the runway.

The kit-bags were strapped on once again and the most unbelievable ride that any

kid could imagine had begun. It was slow at first riding against a light breeze and an

uphill incline until they picked up enough speed and were cruising along at a

moderate pace.
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It was the most eerie feeling riding along a runway that melted into a single blob

with the horizon. There was liiHle diseernible distinction as to whieh was whieh. In

a peeuliar way it was like riding into the black hole of the devil!

They rode on with a feeling ofuneasy peace for about a mile or two until the

blaekness began to separate into phases of semi-darkness as a greater intensity of

light began to seep across the horizon. Fortunate for them that the field ofrefleeted

light from hangar operations skipped its way across the open spaces and unfettered

runway paths, making it much easier to foeus on what would otherwise be hazy

outlines.

At a point where the light became distinetive enought to allow them to be identified

easily it was time to stop, wheel the bicycles to the outer edge of the runway and

take stock of the situation. Tommy considered it was not much use going further

with their bikes.

" Riding without lights for a dare is one thing, it's far too risky to go beyond this

point without being spotted. As I was saying 10 you earlier you ean see now, "

Tommy said, with his hands raised and fingers pointing in the direetion of the low

grassy area that merged into the higher stands of sorghum and spear grass.

" We would have left our trademark for all the world to see as it would have been

hard to disguise the wheel-tracks and skid marks. "

Sammy was very matter-of-fact with his response. " Yeah I see what you mean

now. "

Tommy turned the teleseope toward what he thought was a light source emanating

from the mango tree hideaway. After a few minutes of adjustment and fine-tuning

he was able to establish a bearing. He reacted in an excited voiee.
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" You bloody beauty we have found both of them. It's quite remarkable what can be

seen amongst the shadows from this distance. I can now see what was impossible to

figure out from our last posse. The light thrown from the aluminium makes it easy

to keep track of everything.

" That bloody Dakota was certainly kept well hidden away from us. "

The view in the telescope revealed a slight increase in the level of activity taking

place around the Hastings by comparison to the lack of movement during their

mango tree vigil. They had undertaken a most dangerous and daring ride and were

fortunate enough to have been rewarded with a glimpse of the possibilties for closer

action.

For now though, they needed to regroup quickly and embark on the last leg which

would place them in the closest possible vantage point. A position almost opposite

to the hangar itself Even if it was on the wild bushy side of the runway.

The vantage point offered the maximum view that could possibly be gained short of

crossing into 'no-mans-Iand', the bare, open illuminated area of the airstrip proper.

Unlike the decision taken with the daring ride the option of crossing into the open

space would leave them vulnerable and exposed to being spotted by the guards on

sentry duty_
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CHAPTER NINE
DARK ENCOUNTERS

As they left their strategic hideaway both of them experienced a scnsc of exhiliration

over having penetrated so far into a prohibited area.

They rode off, their spirits were boosted from the wind in their hair coupled with the

sense of their achievement in the ride without lights along the runway itself. As they

took advantage of the incline and gathered momemtum with each pedal stroke, both

of them felt as though the bikes were sailing along just above the surface, as if they

were riding on a cushion of air.

Their alignment to the runway on this return did not match the position they

oceupied when they travelled in the opposite direction. While the moonlight

provided enough light for them to travel in relative safety, the presence of clumps of

grass sprouting from the cracks in the bitumen posed another threat to their smooth

progress. The clumps could easily become entangled in the spokes of their wheels

and bring them to a stop.

Similarly there were other unfamiliar outlines or obstacles that required a quick

reflex action. It was a matter of redueing speed to allow sufficient braking time in

order to identitY any situation and swing wide to avoid collision.

One such situation which called for the need for them to slow down was an object

that they had spotted in the dark haze ahead of them. It was a relief to find out that

the objeet was only a length of dead tree branch lying flat along the runway and

situated slightly to the left of their ride path. As they neared the object, the outline

confirmed that it was indeed an old piece of tree branch sprouting the all familiar

distinctive twigs radiating outwards from the main stem.
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Tommy commented: It Good thing we didn't bump into that on the way down,

although we would have missed it as we seem to be closer to the middlie of the

runway this time. "

As they got nearer to the log, it suddenly took on a life of its own and started to

move quickly, rapidly beeoming longer and longer with eaeh second. Both of them

realised that what they had mistaken for a log had now taken on an ominous

presence which they were about to experience.

Sammy yelled with a sense of urgency in his voice that there was no way to avoid

the moving target.

II It's a bloody snake, not a piece of wood!

" A joe blake of all things! "

The steady rush-of-air feeling they had experienced seconds earlier disappeared as

suddenly as it had come. Their bicycles simultanously registered a huge bump as

they ran over the thing that lay across their path.

While they were not exactly sure what sort of snake they had passed over, it must

have been at least four to five inches thick, so much so that they were almost thrown

offbalance. Both of them yelled in unison as the bicycles reacted with a violent

shake that developed into an erratic wobble.

" Christ, that was a frigging bump and a half"

After regaining stabiliy and a sense of direction, Tommy hestitated and held off with

any comments for a few minutes until they had travelled on for several yards so as

not to create any unnecessary alarm for his mate. Sammy held a particularly strong

dislike of snakes in any form.
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He swung his bike around in a wide arc back toward where the snake was seen

flicked the torch on and said.

II I don't think you will believe what I'm about to tell you. But, yes, I think we just

ran over a bloody huge python..and I mean bloody huge! "

Tommy was still tracking the snake and providing a running eommentary as it

disappeared to the edge of the runway and the low-lying grass.

" Judging by the way we were nearly thrown off balance and looking at the sheer

size of the bugger, I reckon it must be the best part of at least three bloody yards

long.

"Whew! Bit frightening when you see something that size!

" He could swallow a bandicoot in one gulp.

" That fella was certainly on the move. He was probably searehing for food.

" Under the moonlight that snake looked like a stick of licoriee just slithering along

the flat when we got close enough to see il properly.

" Thank God we didn't lose our balance though and come offthe bikes. Now that

wouldn't have been so funny.

II I could just imagine the two of us scrambling around in the dark wrestling with a

bloody python from hell. It

Tommy almost added an additional piece of infonnation that could be significant to

this eomic event, but thought it beUer, not to tempt fate any further and create

another level ofpanic for his friend. He conveniently left out the piece of
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information that the python was heading in the direction of the watereourse that ran

close to the far side of the runway.

That would be the next area that they would be travelling through after they left their

present position.

Generating extra pedal power into their legs, they eontinued on down the runway

and gained more and more speed. The rush of air whistling past their ears produced a

sort of hum consistent with the velocity of wind and the speed at which they were

travelling. While any increase or decrease in the speed they travelled resulted in a

change to the level ofpiteh reaehing their ears, they began to experience a strange

phenornenon.

Without any change to travel speed there was a noticeable muffled sound which

added a distortion to the pitch in the wind. The more they rode on, the more the

sound increased. ]I sounded like it was co-ordinated to a particular sequence. to the

point where it seemed to be catching up with them at a rapid rate.

What was more alarming was that it was a localised noise coming at them from the

left-hand side of the runway. It had developed to the point where it could no longer

be ignored. Sammy reacted with a touch of trepidation.

" I hear a funny sort ofnoise. Can you hear it?

" Now come on, we don't want another blind accident like the one we almost had

with that bloody python.

" Maybe we had better stop, Tommy, and have a look. "

Tommy was most insistent due to the need to catch up with the time already lost on

their near-mishap.
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" No way, we need to keep moving but we could slow down a little and use the toreh

to have a quick look if it makes you feel better. II

The torch illuminated the scene before them. It was like the unfolding of a

movie-set as the light revealed a series of tlickering images of animals passing by, so

close you could almost reaeh out and touch them.

It confirmed what they had heard as a series of muffled co-ordinated thumps.

However, by this time, it was too late to change direction and Tommy could only

shout for all he was worth.

"Shit! Kangaroos! Fucking thousands of them!

If We're going to bump into a big mob of them crossing right in front of us. " It was

too late to add further warning. There was a loud whack as the bicycles beeame

projectiles and slammed into a row of moving targets.

They were catapulted into the air landing dazed and in a disoriented state. After

miles ofthe wind rushing past their ears and the slow-down over a snake, their

momemtum had been brought to a sudden halt.

The silence was deafening. They lay prone on the bitumen too stunned to move.

Their bicycles precariously piled on top of them.

The kangaroos had unwittingly escaped a most dangerous encounter with some

rather eccentric human beings whizzing down a runway at the dead of night and let

loose on a band ofunsuspecting native wildlife.

Fortunately, the kangaroos remained unscathed as they continued on their way and

disappeared into the night.
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The stillness resounded with the familiar 'thwip thwip' sound that echoed from the

impact of powerful paws, eoming in contact with a surface and then the recoil of leg

muscles and sinews. All the time expanding and contraeting in unison to propel

them forward with each enormous stride.

They lay dazed as the seeonds passed excruciatingly slow Thc 'thwip thwip' sound

of thc kangaroos slowly faded. Thc hand-held lorch and kit-bags were thrown clear

and lay scattered some yards away from them. The impact must have triggered the

torch switch to reveal a penetrating strcam of light which resembled a low-flying

search beacon shining across the tarmac.

Tommy tried to make light of their predicament and inquired about whether

everything was intact as he crawled quickly to douse the now unruly torch beam.

" Well, we'rc still alive, at least we're still in one piece.

" Boy their eyes were like diamonds, all bright and shiny from the torch-beam.

" You okay? I think I have a bit of gravel rash and a bruised knee but nothing a piece

of plaster wouldn't fix. "

Besides some sore spots thai required a little dressing up, Sammy was both amused

and bewildered as he said.

II I'm okay except for a bad scrape along one side of my leg. It won't stop me from

limping home anyway. But I can't understand what the hell kangaroos are doing

anywhere near here let alone this close to the buildings up there.

" Just imagine what sort of damage these guys could do if they ran into an aeroplane

Or a jeep. "
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While Tommy agreed with the devastation that could be caused to both animal and

human alike, he added an important piece of information to what was a puzzle 10 his

friend.

" Believe it or not this runway is an important connection for the kangaroos that live

around here. "

Sammy intenupted with a hint of sareasm. " How is that? You have to be kidding.

Have I missed something, surely they're not training to beeome pilots are they? "

Tommy provided some additional information to make his point.

" No smarty that's not what I mean. It's about a long line of spiritual connections

that animals have just like humans do. You know, like how birds navigate and fly

great distances around the world.

" Generation upon generation of kangaroo families would have passed down their

knowledge about what feeding areas to avoid and the extent of their boundary tracks.

tt The kangaroo-pads as we call them. They use them all the time until the pads

become the invisible migration lines that have an incredible pull on their being.

" The bitumen and the fencelines are artifieial things merely physical barriers put in

place by human beings. As ereatures of habit they follow their instinct for the wide

open spaces. "

Using a handkerchief to clean-up the blood, they drew a role of plaster from the kit

to patch-up the open wounds, using different sized pieces to cover the sore spots.

Finally with their limbs dotted with an array of plaster strips that resembled the

layout of a noughts and crosses game, they staggered to their fect and inspected the

damage to their bieycles.
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Sammy thought the damage would be nothing short of extreme and was pleasantly

surprised that mostly everything was still intaet.

" My mudguard is slightly bent but easy enough to straighten out. Looks as though

your handlebars have done an about-turn but a good thump with your foot should fix

it. "

After a brief rest it was time to twist a mudguard that had gone mad back into shape.

A final show of strength to realign a wayward-looking handlebar so that it eould

onee again be considered a reliable steering meehanism. Finally after making sure

the rest of their gear was intact they were on their way once again.

After the various bouts of exeitement it was a quiet relief to return to their original

hiding spot. They arrived baek at the point where the canvas had almost created a

major incident and eaused them a few anxious moments of fear and trepidation, at

the prospect of being eaught red-handed on government property.

By the time they reaehed the fenee, they were sore and aehing all over and almost

too tired to hoist the bieycles back over the wire barrier. Transferring the bikes to

the other side beeame a matter of resting the bikes at an angle against the fence and

by the aetion of leverage and jerk, tip them over the top. They were on the open road

again and it was a.bout a mile to go before they reached the major turn-off at

McMillans Road.

In the distance they could see the faint glow ofthe street light at the turn-off. A lone

bulb with a reflector to enhance the illumination aeross the junetion. Like most

other street lamps in the vieinity it was certainly struggling to make an impact on the

night against the myriad ofinseets that smothered the irridiscent glow.

Fortunately, this part of the road was endowed with an abundanee of flickering light

radiating from the verandahs of dwellings that were a central feature of the small

family.run plots that lined the side of this rural road. Mango and banana plantations,
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with the odd sprinkling of paw-paw trees was a striking difference compared 10 the

miles oflow-Iying uninteresting scrub that the road passed through further on.

The runway on one side and the other dotted with the fannlets that acted as a buffer

leading to the prolitic stands of mangroves, that followed the numerous bays and

inlets that lined the coastal fringcs of the Arafura Sea.

The intersection was a four-way demarcation point wherc two roads met and crossed

each other creating a physical presence to the geographic lines that made-up

boundaries that provided the crucial elements ofmaps.

More importantly, this was where the easiest part of their ride ended. The most

gruelling was yet to begin.

The bitumen ofBagot Road continued on unabated as it made its way towards the

sea-front along the cliff edge. McMillans Road was to be a new challenge, a dirt

highway that stretched out beyond the lonely lamp-post. There was not the slightest

hint of any other street light to break the gloomy darkness that lay ahead.

The area was the plaee where the far reaches of tropical Darwin ended with the

aerodrome and the flight path that jutted its way into the fannlets and banana

plantations. Toward the sea on one side was an area known as Coconut Grove, a

mini-rainforest environment full of a mixture of bushland and coconut trees and

dense scrub covered by overhanging vines and creepers. This rainforest eleared to

reveal clusters of paperbark trees alongside pools of cyrstal elear water, before the

beach-head of sand and knotted mangrove burrs started to emerge.

For the two boys their destination was at the rural end of MeMillans Road. They

were now at a tee-junetion that joined a dirt connecting road. This road ran from

Coconut Grove via the coastal perimeter which wove its way through stands ofhuge

shadowy trees and a series of small allotments of corrugated iron shacks, all carrying

a variety of animals and produce. There was a predominanee of sheds that were
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nothing short of a mix of hastily erected chook-factories that catered for the

commercial production of table eggs.

Beyond all of this on the other side facing the sea was the housing area known as

Nightcliff, a collection ofbarrack-stylc dwellings and huts that were structured to

meet the needs of a quiet unhurried sea-side community. No dense scrub here, but

rows of houses all in different stages of completion. The houses straddled the

sheltered waters of Nightcliff Beach as a collection of left-over huts which had

largely been used as the domain of a former military oeeupation.

As they drew closer to the intersection and the street light it beeame easier 10 see the

edge of the road. For most part of the journey the definition of the road remained

out of sight, except for the odd bump or two when they accidently swung their

bieycles too close to the outer edges and felt the impact of the rough uneven surface.

Tonuny was a little poetic and likened the road to a recent meal he had feasted upon,

and at the same time reflected upon the rather small insects that lived and foraged for

nutrient where the soil and bitumen converged.

" The edge of the road looks very much like a long line of spaghetti gone mad. To

the tiny insects that live down there in the dust these edges must look like a line of

towering cliffs. "

Sammy added something to cover all the human casualities. " Yeah sure thing, just

like it's for everyone travelling under their own steam on bicycles or billy-carts,

there's the damage that ean be done to the rims and tyres. Bike wheels are too

bloody expensive to fix when you have no dough. "

As they moved away from the sanctity of the street-light it didn't take tong for them

to be swallowed up by the ineoming darkness of MeMillans Road. There were only

two things this dirt road had going for it: that it was on a slight downhill incline

toward their final destination by the creek; secondly, that the drainage along the
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sides of the road was not prone to great wash-outs like most other dirt roads.

Perhaps this was due to the road being a major thoroughfare leading from Bagot

Road to Berrimah and one that the authorities regularly maintained as an all-weather

link. In this respect, the road engineers endowed the road-shoulders with an

abundance of drainage channels that would allow the excess water to escape

quickly.

This was an important fact and would work in their favour in terms of minimising

the difficulty should the need arise for them to avoid passing vehicles at relatively

short notice. Again., this would be part of the strategy to avoid detection. The

correct drainage meant an absence of wandering deep ruts to hinder their quick exit

off the road.

The next thing to think about was to always be on the lookout for the best path to

traverse the surfaee. This road was notorious for the corrugations that formed as a

series of bone-shaking ripples that ran for almost the entire length of the road.

Tommy had ridden the road so many times that he knew it like the back ofhis hand.

He knew that the importance of negotiating the corrugations was in selecting the

correct position according to the speed being travelled.

" The main thing is not to travel on the corrugations at slow speed. It's best to ride

along the top of the corrugations at a reasonably fast speed. That way you don't feel

the big bumps only a slight sense of vibration."

Sammy added some of his own experience and said, " Yeah, I know what you mean,

I had that happen to me once and everything on the bike I was riding rattled so damn

much, it feIt as though the bike was going to fall to bits. "

Tommy added what he thought was something that might make riding parts of the

road much easier to handle.
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" Sometimes when you're on a road that has lots oflarge corrugations it pays to be

on the lookout for a smoother surface. You sometimes find this as a small traek

wedged between the edge of the eorrugation. where the soft shoulder of the road

begins. It makes peddling so much easier to travel this way. Every little bit of

peddling that is easier for us will help.

" Thank goodness this stretch only runs for about another two miles. "

About half a mile along the road. the idea ofavoiding vehicles was tested as Sammy

suddenly shouted.

" Kill the lights, kill the hghts! There's a bloody car coming." They had spotted the

car with suffieient warning time for them to make a quiek exit from the road and

pass through the dip of the water channel and continue up into the safety-screen of

the bushes that proliferated along the length of the road.

The rest was simply a waiting game in terms of the speed of the panicular vehicle

and how long it took to pass them by.

At times their progress was slowed considerably due to the amount of traffic using

the road and having to repeat the same sequence of leaving the road and darting into

the bush. By the time they were about a mile from their planned exit where the road

intersected with Rapid Creek, they had become quite adept at having to eonstantly

leave the road and dart for cover. It was easy to tell they were close to the place

where the creek ran through pipes under the road on its journey to the open sea at

Casuarina Beaeh.

The first hint of being anywhere close to freshwater Rapid Creek was the

overpowering smell that wafted into the night from the piggery located on the left

hand side of the road, not far from the creek boundary. The foul-smelling odour

which hung heavy in the air was like breathing in a ready-made cocktail ofpig dung,
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slops and mushroom fungus. AU combined and thrown into the tropical night to

produce the delights of pigswill scent.

"Poo! That smells like shit!

" Thatls even worse than the smell of shit-houses burning down.

" It must be all the muck at the piggery. Bloody crook smell if you ask me, that's for

sure.

II Smells like somebody died and forgot to be buried."

To which Sammy followed quickly with. tI Now if you were in a ear, this would be

the part of the road where you would plant your foot on the accelerator, zoom over

the corrugation and leave the shit far behind you. tI

A sprinkling oflights flickering through the trees provided a bearing that they were

passing the outline of the pig-swill factory. Sammy retorted:

" A few seconds ago I am sure that I heard the sound of pigs squealling and those

lights mean that we must be passing the poo factory for sure.

II At last.. ..I'm glad about that! "
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CHAPTER TEN
RAPID CREEK

The smell and sound of of running water was a weleome relief from the

foul-smelling piggery. It also meant that they had left the last of the bone-shaking

eurrugations of MeMillans Road far behind them. They had turned right and entered

the road that ran between the runway to their far right and the ereek on the left. This

area belonged to the domain known as Rapid Creek proper.

Beyond this point it stretched into the vast woodlands adjaeent to the top end of the

runway. Further on, the souree of the ereek was spread aeross a wetland known as

Marrara Swamp, which was made up of a variety ofpaper-bark trees and marsh

which hugged the far side of the upper reaches of RAAF property.

Eventually they needed to position themselves at a spot somewhere close to the

airstrip. A number of situations were yet to unfold, to test their skill, enduranee and

their ability to navigate the upper reaches of the creek and other obstacles under the

cover of darkness. The gentle moonlight would at least aid them in their endeavours

rather than be a hindrance.

Like McMillans Road, this stretch was unsealed, but as a dirt traek that ran alongside

the creek, it was much smoother and without the miles and miles of corrugation they

had just traversed. This was a pleasant change after the sensation of riding high on

the frozen waves of corrugation that hampered their progress.

For Sammy this was the beginning of what he thought could be a number of scary

encounters. This was reflected in his quavering voice.

.. The..the...creek area here looks real dark and spooky....all those shadows...we

won't have to go down any closer to the creek will we? " He said this as if trying to

glean some sort of quick assurance from Tommy as to where the next move might
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lead them, while at the same time Irying to figure out the fate that was in store for

him. Before Tommy eould answer, he added a final indireet plea with.

" We've seen enough' Haven't we? After all, we got to do some pretty daring things

tonight. Maybe we could head off for home now.

to It's getting late, too, you know. People back home could be wandering about us. "

Tommy did not fail to detect Ihe worried tone in his friend's voice and thought about

what Ihis meant in terms of which particular route they should now pursue.

" You know we can continue on this way until we reach the gate, hoist our riding

machines over the top and continue on as far as the road will take us. Or, we can

take a safer way, an alternate route. We make a change on reaching the gate and just

follow the fenceline until we hit the creek then continue along the contours.

" Basically whichever way we choose we are still inside the RAAF Base, it's a

matter ofwhether we do so sooner or later. Going the creek way we need to travel

more slowly and cautiously and manoeuvre our way in and around the grass, tree

roots and overhanging branches. Not to mention vines and webs full of spiders and

stuff

" In our favour we will be tucked away under cover of the trees and scrub, not be out

in the open. 1 think we need to ride on a little way and then have another think about

what we really want to do. "

Within a few minutes ofpicking up speed and making good time, they noticed

behind them the approaching lights of a motor vehicle which seemed to be

deliberately travelling very slowly.
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They continued on in an attempt not to arouse suspicion but felt unnerved that the

lights never came any closer and the gap between the bikes and car never seemed to

change.

Tommy was agitated, tI Let's pull over quickly and ditch the kit-bags for now just in

case we get searched. We can pick them up later. " Both of them quickly discarded

their bags so that they were out of sight. It was a precaution just in case anyone

approaehed them or were close enough to raise a question about why they were

travelling with such bulky things as kit-bags.

Before they remounted their bikes, they checked to fmd that the vehicle was still

moving slowly; in fact it seemed to be moving at an even more deliberate pace than

previously.

This was an alarming sign for two reasons: firstly, that the vehicle could easily have

overtaken them by now but it still remained behind them. It was as though they

were being followed and observed at close range. Secondly, the very presence of a

vehicle at all along this stretch of road at night was most suspieious.

The road led to nowhcre except, of course, to a locked gate somewhere in the

darkness up ahead. With a hint of coneern and sense of fear in his voiee, Tommy

blurted out a warning.

" Fuck me! I think we're being followed.

" We might have to make a bloody run for it. You ready? "

Sammy reacted with absolute panic. " I'm a bit frightened.

" Who knows who's in thc car. I don't want to cause any trouble.
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" Could be the bloody military police for all I know. Bugger riding along the road

let's head for the bush and lose them all together. "

" I think the driver would have well and truly spotted us by now, anyway, heading

into the bush that would only arouse suspieion. That wouldn't be any good to us later

on, " Tommy reassured him and contunued on with an idea.

" If we try to be cool I've a bit of a plan that l think will save us having to bolt into

the bush for now at least.

" Just leave it to me, I'll do the talking to throw them offtraek. Try to stay calm and

leave everything to me.

" Remember just keep quiet and let me do all the talking. "

They continued riding on as though there was nothing to be afraid of. About another

hundred yards along the road Sammy eould feel his bicycle wheel suddenly behaving

rather erratically and pulling strongly to one side.

He quiekly came to the conelusion that his tyre was going down at a very fast rate.

" Oh shit not now, just what we didn't need.

" My tyre is almost flat. It's running on the rim. Must have pieked up a nail or

something. Only thing that I think is good about this is that we brought a puncture

outfit with us.

" Shit this will make it slower going and trying to repair it in the bloody dark with a

torch. We need to save our power. We'll need those batteries later. "

By the time they finally pulled to the side of the road the tyre had lost all of its air

and was rubbing against the rim. Sammy moved to a hump at the side of the road
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and flipped the bike upside down. He rested it on the seat and ran his hand around

the tyre and along the rim trying to locate what had caused the puncture. It had been

both their experience to run this sort oftyre check, as a way of saving coWlt1ess

minutes of unnecessarily pulling something to bits; only to tind that there was a

much simpler solution.

Sure enough, Sammy tOWld that the valve retaining serew had worked its way loose

and was barely holding the valve in place. The air in the tube had simply leaked past

the valve.

It wasn't a puncture but merely a loss of air.

" Good news, I don't think it's a puneture at all, might just be a valve connection that

worked loose from all that damn corrugation. "

They were so engrossed with the tightening of the valve screw and with providing a

few rapid bursts of the pump (0 inflate the tyre, that they almost forgot about being

tailed by the slow moving car.

So much so they failed to notice that the motor vehicle had now pullled to a stop

nearby. Against the darkness, the lights of the cabin revealed that there were two

men in the car. One of them opened the door and prepared to get out. From the

height of the dirt hump it was clear to see that both of them wore uniforms. One of

them had what looked to be a notebook and was busy scribbling notes.

Both boys were quite unprepared tor the uniformed figure that finally stepped out of

the vehicle and walked toward them.

For a moment it was as though the world stood still in an instant freeze. They

whispered simultaneously.

" Shit we've had it! Looks like someone in Wlitorm.
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" Could be a copper! Ii

Tommy said. " Don't be silly he's not wearing a slouch hat so it can't be a brown

bomber. He's wearing a cap so he must be an airman ...yes he is, the number plate

on the car is a RAAF one. I know I've often seen cars like this running around the

Base.

" Just shut up and act dumb as though we live around here and let me do all the

talking. "

As the man neared, they notieed the uniform he was wearing was unmistakeably

RAAF. The badge he wore on his cap was definitely an airforce insignia. They

expected to be ehastised for being on the particular stretch ofroad but to their

surprise he spoke with a quiet but firm voice and offered his help.

" What appears to be the trouble boys? Can I help you there? "

Sammy nervously blurted out a response very quickly. " We're okay, we're okay, we

thought we had a puncture but it's only a loose valve.

" We're pumping the tyre full of air and we should be on our way in a

minute. II

Tommy sensed they were about to be the subject of individual curiosity before they

were rid of the more than helpful airman. Tommy had thought out how he would

respond to any seemingly innocent remark directed to them about what they were

doing out late.

Sure enough, the airman raised his observation.
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II Are you two boys aware that about a mile further on this road becomes a restricted

military area and you shouldn't be anywhere near here?

" Anyway, what are you two boys doing out here in the middle of the night? f1

Tommy had antieipated sueh a question and had his story well rehearsed to suit any

such situation.

" We only live just over there back across MeMillans Road at the piggery. Our dog

Paula is on heat, she was howling so much she woke the whole house up. By the

timc wc went outside and checked on her shc had broken her chain and run offwith

another dog in this direction. Mum sent us out on our bikes to bring her back with

this bit of rope.

" That's why we're out here.

" We would rather bc back in our wann bed instead of running around in the dark

after that silly dog. "

Tommy added a sense of being thoroughly annoyed for good measure to make it

sound convincing and to help rationalise their presence on the lonely streteh.

" She's a real nuisance keeping us awake and wanting to play-up by running off like

that and ereating so much trouble for us to come and look for her out here in the

dark. II

The offieer then asked, " By the way, which school do you two attend?"

Tommy piped up quickly. " We both go to St Mary's Convent School."

The RAAF officer appeared to aeeept their story and left them with a sense of

reassurance.
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" Well, I sure hopc you find your dog soon so that you can get back to bed.

Good luck and remember you're not allowed to proeeed beyond the fence and gate if

you happen to get that far looking for your dog. "

As well as being amenable to the acceptance of good authoritarian advice, Sammy

added a sense of the absurd with his reply.

" Thanks for offering to help us, sir.

" We'll be careful about where we shouldn't go. tt

As the unifonned officer drove off, the m'o of them felt lucky they hadn't been

arrested for loitering or something as Sammy remarked.

tt That bit about the convent school was a load of bullshit, we're public school kids.

What were you playing at?

" Other than that you wouldn't believe it would you of all the people we had to

strike, it had to be a couple of bloody RAAF officers who aetually came down this

road and offered to help us.

II That was a bit of a laugh.

" Either those two were just going to work or returning horne and decided to check

the road out and spotted us in the meantime.

" From now on we'll need to be extra careful.

" Anyway, let's grab the kit-bags and get the hell out of here quick, before someone

else comes along and also wants to know what we're doing out this way. tt
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After the dust of the RAAF vehicle had settled Sammy still thought it would be

much easier to travel via the road. For him it was more comfortable than the

prospect of mixing it with all the wild things that eould be lurking about in the

shadows.

On the other hand, it was a hard decision for him because the creek posed a higher

level of personal danger. However, he was now convinced that the road meant being

exposed to the sort of interrogation that they had just experienced. This also meant

being exposed to the possiblilty of those nuisance jeep patrols whieh roamed about

indiscriminately waving spot-lights aeross the night-time terrain.

He was quite firm as he finally said. II Okay it's the creek, we will go via the creek. I

think that's the best thing to do after all. 11

They reached the point where they could ride no longer. Before lhem stood a firm

metal gate. It was an ominous-looking structure obviously built to keep out most

vehicles let alone a couple of knock-around-kids travelling incognito on bicycles.

The torch light revealed a solidly-built frame, cemented firmly into the ground and

properly secured by a series of heavy chains with immense padlocks to prevent

entry.

For this outer extremity of Darwin, roads were rough and dusty and generally devoid

of street lighting, all ofwhieh exuded a sense of rural calm. All of a sudden this

calm was broken by a sign with an unmistakeable message. A guardian of

authority. the RAAF.

The metal plaque was the best part of a yard long and meant to forceably project its

seering message upon all passers-by and to anyone who dared to venture or stray

beyond its j urisdietion.
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The torch beam seemed to energise the sign. [t was as though the words were

reaching out to capture all those that dared to contemplate moving beyond its

message.

The word 'warning' on the sign was displayed in larger print than the rest of the

words and created a feeling of fear amongst the two boys. Further to look around, to

search the darkness, to make sure that no-one was keeping a check on them since

they had ventured to this sentry point.

The message being emitted from the sign was so powerful it was as though a

trespass had already occurred. 'RAAF Military Base - WARNING ~ No

Unauthorised Personnel - Trespassers Prosecuted - Keep Out.'

It was as though the RAAF Officers who had followed them earlier had just painted

the sign and left it espeeially for them to see.

Sammy was thrown into absolute panic by the sheer power of the words.

" Shit let's get out ofhere..... this is too dangerous for us to be mucking around

with. "

" Well that certainly spells it out for us doesn't it? Makes you feel shit scared about

even taking another step in case it's the wrong foot eh ? " Tommy said as a way of

trying to add a sense of humour to calm his friend as well as tone down the

foreboding message.

He eontinued, " Look, we have come this far, this is reasonably safe, no street lights

or spot-lights to slow us down.

" What do you say?

" I think we go on a little further.
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" You said back there before we got to the gate, we would follow the creek, so let's

do that.

It C'mon mate, let's have a go.

It What do you reekon, eh? "

Sammy was unsure. " Okay okay, but I still feel shil frightened. It doesn't matter

what you say or how nice you make it sound. it's still the same to me. "

From the gate they carefully followed the fence-line in the direction of where it

crossed over the upper reaches of the ereek. Some distanee further on they came

across another plaque carrying exactly the same message. By the time they reached

the water, they found yct another plaque bearing the identical description. This time

the sign hung on the wire suspended above the waterline.

It was a means of ensuring that not only road users but itinerant swimmers visiting

the creek should also be warned of behaving responsibly with respect to the notion

of trespass.

Three signs in a row did not escape Sammy's attention to curious detail.

" Hey! Have you noticed anything funny so far?

" We have come across three warning signs, hope this isn't going to be a bad omen

for us.

I, Like third time unlueky and all that stuff. "

Tommy reassured him. " Yeah our superstitious families and all that. No need to get

worried just because we eame across three signs.
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It Look nothing is going to happen to us.

" By the way..J don't see too much funny business going on way out here in the

stieks.

"Do you?"

.. Nab, not really, It Sammy returned quickly.

Tommy added some extra thoughts to bolster reassurance. tI Just remember lucky for

us we have been here lots of times. We know most of this area like the back of our

hands. We could almost come here blindfolded, not that that would make any

difference tonight.

" The main thing is to keep those bloody leeches and insects out. tI

Tommy digressed and recalled an earlier tale about leeches. "Talk about wild

leeches, remember that time last Christmas, when we brought that new kid Stanley

out here for a swim. Do you remember what he thought leeches were?

" Thc stupid_dingbat called them water worms mind you. Black water worms, what

an idiot. Hc had absolutely no idea of what they were.

" Then again how would he have known what they were anyway. I bet the poor

bugger would have fainted at the first sight of blood once a leech gol hold ofhim. tI

Sammy was a bit more considerate of thc difficulties poor Stanley had experienced

with his first encounter with leeches.
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" Aw take it easy on him. Poor Stanley, don't forget at the time he was only fresh

out from jolly old England as he described it. And then after arriving in Australia

his dad brought him on a visit to the wild's of the Northern Territory.

II That's how Stanley raved on about his visit to Darwin, that it was the land of desert

and blacks.

" Imagine that Tommy.....us kids living right here in Darwin and being in the wilds

of the Northern Territory.

" Exeiting eh? II

Tommy altered his stanee. II Yeah I suppose you're right but he looked so funny that

day didn't he? A pommie kid all dressed up in his khaki safari suit and that bloody

pith helmet he was wearing made him look sitly.

" Like he had just stepped off the boat from the jungles of Afriea.

tI The really funny part though was that he wouldn't part with that bloody silly hat.

" I don't think a crow~bar could have shifted it. He wore it in the sun, while sitting in

the shade, everywhere he went.

" It's a wonder he didn't wear the thing to the bloody toilet.

" He was truly a little pommie. The funniest part though was that he was wearing

long socks and sandals.

" He thought we were crazy because we weren't wearing hats. That we were a bit

touched by the sun. What about those crazy socks and sandals! The stupid bastard.
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" I remember that astonished look on his face that day when a leech crawled out of

the water and made its way up the bank. I think he found it difficult to maintain his

broad english accent because he started to mumble in a croaky voice. ' I say...you

chums, that jolly water worm looks as ifhe is heading in my direction.'

" Boy, oh boy! Remember, didn't we just bloody-well roll on the ground with

laughter that day?" A wicked sort of smile came across Sammy's face as he

reealled the event.

" You and I could hardly keep a straight face that day. Yeah, Stanley was so

convineed that the Bombay bloomers he was wearing kept him cool and safe.

" Of course we told him, between our laughter, that him not wearing any undecpants

and with the way he was sitting on the bank, that he might be cool but he certainly

wasn't safe from those wild leeehes.

" Yeah but the fun really started when we told him that the leeehes were fond ofhim.

Remember how we kidded him and said. 'Those leeches, they are really wild about

you Stanley. If one of them ever got inside your Bombay bloomers they would make

straight for your eye'.

tt He couldn't work out how the hell a leech eould get into his eye without him

knowing something about it.

" Finally, to put him out ofhis misery we had to explain that we were referring to his

'doodle-eye', his private part, and how the leech would travel down the eye of his

doodle and he wouldn't be able 10 walk anymore.

" Stanley jumped to his feet with fright so quickly he almost lost his pith helmet in

coming to the upright position. I don't think he really believed us. He reacted with

so much disbelief that he thought we were just pulling his leg.
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" Poor guy he was so full of fright the sweat was just running down those rosy-red

cheeks ofhis. "

Recalling the hilarious moments both Tommy and Sammy broke into peals of

laughter. Each time it looked as if there might be a pause in their rumbling giggles

they broke into another series of belly-laughs. As Tommy recalled:

II Shouldn't laugh should we, poor bloke, shame eh? It wasn't his fault he was

just an innocent kid and we really stuffed him around and took the piss out of him

well and truly that day. "

As the night resounded with their] aughter at the recall of Stanley's trauma, they

hoisted the bicycles over the top of the fence and moved slowly along the side of the

creek.

The area closest to the ereek supported a variety of monsoon type vegetation such as

ferns, hanging vines, cluster fig that formed living ladders of greenery for insects and

small animals to negotiate their way to the top branches. Scarlet gum with bright

yellow flowers always stood out amongst woodland foliage.

Across layers ofdead leaves, picking their way through bits of grass, low slung bows

and spider webs until they reached the point where the flow of the creek began to

change. Tommy maintained a check on progress as he inquired.

" How are you travelling, you okay? ..

Sammy responded with a need to quickly share his progress. " So far so good, thank

God I have a torch, makes life easier espeeially helping me to dodge those huge St

Andrews spiders clinging to their monstrous webs.

" Some of these webs are almost a bloody yard across.



II God, I hate it when they drop down on you from out of the shadows.

" Just scares the living shit out ofme. "

138
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
AMERICAN LEGACY

The creek opened into a huge area about the size of a mini basketball court. This

area was commonly known to all the kids as Yankee Pool. This part of the creek

owed its name to the many thousands of American soldiers and airmen that were

stationed in Darwin during the Second World War and around the time of the

bombing of Darwin.

Tommy changed the topic. " My grandfather told me that the Yanks were

eve'YWhere with their vehicles and equipment. That amongst them there were some

nice guys and, of course, some very nasty characters as well. Others were just plain

happy to be in Australia. Some of them even married Australian girls and stayed on

while others returned after the War and settled in Australia permanently. He

remembers how a lot of them would go around trying to talk like an Australian with,

, How you going mate? '

.. My uncle didn't like them beeause they were always chasing his girlfriends and he

couldn't really understand what the hell they were doing here anyway.

" I wonder why the Yanks really carne to Darwin in the first place.

" I suppose they helped Aussie soldiers fight off the Japs. They could come here

again, you never know.

" My grandtather also described how a group of GIs had cleaned up and widened a

part of Rapid Creek. This was to be a special swimming hole behind the runway and

just for the GIs during their leisure weekends and recreation times. For civilians in

those days there was no easy way of getting out to freshwater because ofbad roads

and the lack of public transport.
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" The story goes that thc GIs had cleaned out all the fallen trees .and rubbish from the

creek. Then they lined the bank with sheets of corrugated iron all wired together to

stop the banks from caving-in during heavy rain .and flood-periods. It still remains

much today as it was then.

" On many occasions when we would come swimming out here on weekends, there

were always groups of smart-arse posh kids here who claimed this waterhole as their

own.

" But we'd always outsmart them by arriving at the spot very early and setting up our

own eamp. Yep we would damn-well pinch their spot. By the time they arrived later

in the day we were settled in .and they would be really pissed-off and angry about us

stealing the best spot, They couldn't do much about it though except for trying to

stand over us like a bunch ofbig-time bullies."

With the little he knew about the history of Yankee Pool, Sammy was eager to share

some of his knowledge.

" Did I tell you about some special things that my mends found at Yankee Pool last

year. "

While Tommy was generally up on happenings connected to both freshwater and

saltwater Rapid Creek, he had to admit he had not heard of anything special being

found at Yankee Pool

" No you didn't tell me?

tI What did they find?

" Surely not treasure now!" Tommy said in a disbelieving tone, knowing full well

that his suggestion was a wildcard and would amount to nothing more than purc

fantasy.
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Despite Tommy's tone Sammy was still eager to continue with the story. If No

nothing like that.. ..hey don't kid around this is serious stuffy'know. My friends

found two interesting things out here.

" The first one was an Ameriean eoin I think it was ealled a niekel or something like

that, whatever that means. They showed it to me, I ean't remember too mueh about

it now but I think it had an eagle design on one side. I'm not sure about what was on

the other side.

" Even more interestingly though was an old bullet shell. Someone eonjured up the

idea that the shell looked like it eame from a serviee pistol or revolver.

" Maybe a .38 or something like that. "

Wbile Tommy listened intently, he ventured the thoughts that were eommon to this

part of the world and generally understood by most people who worked and made

their life in the Northern Territory.

" Well if the Northern Territory is always eonsidered the last frontier, then hey, it

makes you wonder what it must have been like during the wartime days. Probably

bullets being fired off randomly all over the place.

If If we look hard enough the next time we come out here during the day we'd

probably be lucky enough to find pieees ofbullet still embedded in some really

funny places.

Maybe cven lodged in the bark of the trecs around here. "

Sammy continued on with the next part ofhis story.

" Apparently the bullet was found in the grass near the edge of Yankee Pool. That

makes sense to me given all the bullet holes in the sheets of iron along the sides of
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the pool. The shell was in good nick even though it was covered by a tuft of grass

which had kept it hidden for a long time.

It The coin was found in a different location and f reekon they were lucky to find it.

lt must have been because the water was very low during the dry season. A couple

of the boys were digging around in a hole that had been gouged out by the water

when the stream was flowing strongly. While they were sifting through the sand and

gravel they came across all sorts of items that ended up in the wash-hole.

It Ama2ingly, out of all the rubbish eame a heap of Australian and American coins.

It There were several pennies, a shilling, a number of sixpences and threepenny

pieces and the American coin. "

Tommy was quite intrigued and inquired after the fate of the bullet shell and coin.

It Who's got the shell and coin now? "

Sammy offered what he knew about the stuff. " I don't know about the American

eoin, that disappeared, some kid probably has it hidden in a tobacco tin under his

bed.

" But the bullet shell, that's doing okay, it's been polished and the kid that found it

wears it as a necklaee a sort of trophy around his neck.

" It looks good too, hangs from his neck on a piece of plaited leather. I know that

because I was there when a teacher told him that he was not to wear it during school

times and he had to take it off immediately.

" He's a bit of a rebel though, he took it off at ticst but when the teacher wasn't

looking he continued to wear it to school against what she told him to do. He always

disguised the bullet by keeping the top button of his shirt done up so that no-one
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could see it. But of course all of us kids knew that he wore it every day. He's smart,

he just kept it well hidden from the teachers.

" But he came unstuck one day, didn't he? He forgot about our sports day though

when he had to peel his shirt off and wear the team singlet. But before he had time

to hide the shell he was spotted by the sportsmaster.

II He was given the eane and told to write two hundred lines about why he must

remember to do as he was told.

" What made it even worse was that the headmaster wrote to his parents and, boy oh

boy, didn't his mum and dad give him curry.

" To be on the safe side he doesn't wear it to school anymore, he wears it on the

weekends and school holidays. He's a bit of a eharacter and refers to the bullet shell

as a special war souvenir.

" He likes to big-note himselfall the time and goes around telling all those kids

dumb enough to believe him that the shell is from the gun that killed a Jap officer

during the raid on Darwin.

" '''know, how we found all those war souvenirs around the rubbish dumps,

wouldn't it be interesting to find a long-lost Japanese coin out here. Maybe even a

Russian coin! "

As they moved further on the pace of the water changed from small swift swirls to

slower running water crossing a shallow bottom. A series ofhigh pitched tch, teh,

tch sound radiated from somewhere in the tree-tops and seemed to reverberate across

the surface of the water. Sammy couldn't contain himself and reacted with sheer

fright after almost colliding with a tree branch.

It Shit a brick! What the hell was that? " he said nervously.
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Tommy was reminded of a sound that he was very mueh familiar with at horne. He

knew about geeko lizards.

He was an expert at hatehing baby geekos and eonsidered they were the only inseet

repellant that eame with four legs.

II That's only a gecko lizard making its call, definitely nothing to worry about. Shine

the beam up into the branches you should be able to spot them easy enough. It

Sammy scanned the foliage and found the small night predators stalking insects

toward the underside of the tree eanopy above them. Great bulging eyes reflected

the light beam and revealed a band of geekos on night patrol. Normally they would

inhabit areas relatively close to the ground. But the stalking of prey took them on

journeys which included haunts sueh as street lamps and the tops of trees.

In this instance, they were oeeupying the highest levels of the canopy using their

sucker pads to walk upside down amongst strands of foliage and branches; cleverly

using their camouflage and stealth to trap the unwary moths, mosquitos and the

myriad of other insects that foolishly ventured too close to these small, agile lizards.

As the drama of insects being hunted and devoured was being played out high above

the ground; there was also a great flutter of wings as the torch-beam had disturbed a

number of birds sleeping in the canopy. The night air was broken as the flurry of

movement produced a series of leaves, small twigs and feathers to float down around

them.

Feeling a sense ofrelief Sammy shone the torch along the edge of the water just for

good measure.

" Well, the frogs are certainly out in full foree tonight look at them go all along the

reeds over there. "
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Sammy very eautiously studied the entire bank as far as the beam would penetrate

the darkness.

tI God! millions ofleeehes too, but lueky there are no pink eyes hanging around

anywhere.

" That's a relief, no eroeodiles this far up the creek.

tI 1kncw there wouldn't be any but it's good to make sure just in ease. "

Tommy returned to the idea of there being no fear about croeodiles amongst this

colleetion of amphibians. He interrupted the focus on saurines and other things and

indicated it was now time to move away from the creek edge to higher ground. They

dueked and weaved through a variety of foliage and undergrowth and followed a

sequenee of criss-cross trails. This meant having to constantly switch from side-traek

to side-traek in order to keep within the more well-worn and rubble-free trails.

Some of these trails were little more than mere animal pads elearly in use by a range

of native fauna. From the state of some of the pads and the accumulation of animal

droppings; it was easy to distinguish that kangaroos were certainly heavily featured

as amongst the most recent users of the tracks.

Through a eombination of ride, wheel, drag, push and pull they manouevred the

bieycles over and under a variety of obstaeles. The moon assisted their progress and

bathed eveI)1:hing in a swathe of silver shine. Where obstacles prevented them from

moving forward they either moved sideways or simply skirted the entire area.

All ofthis manitested itself as requiring a heightened sense of bearing, anticipation

and ex.tra sensory alertness. It was a matter of taking extra eare not to be

unnecessarily exposed to insects or unpleasant situations that would add an element

of pain or discomfort and slow them down. Besides reptiles, bumping into hanging
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nests of itchy grubs, or brushing against the bark of the great woolybutt tree where

intchy-grubs hung out, these were the things to be avoided at all cost.

Away from the creek the woodland had an abundance ofwoollybutt, kapoc, a variety

ofwattle and the most common of all the straggly-looking stringybark.

The open woodland was deeeiving to those that walked the bush. The beauty of the

kapoe tree with its alluring yellow flowers was a trap for the unwary traveller. Being

in the vieinity of this woodland dweller resulted in bouts of coughing and sneezing

from the silky strands that hung in the air surrounding the tree.

Similar to the kapoe, the woollybutt was also to be feared the most with its thick

bark whieh harboured the dreaded itchy-grub caterpillar. To encounter this lot was to

be exposed to temporary insanity from the intense itch. The only relief being to

avoid scratching and a generous spread of anti-allergic lotion to calm the dreaded

itch.

Sammy started eoughing violently.

" Damn, I think something got up my nose. "

" No we're near the bloody kapoc. But that's good you're coughing. "

Sammy was persplexed. " Why is that?"

" The noise should frighten the shit out of all the bogey-men in the bush at least."

Any slight movement, wind in the trees, unusual shadows or sounds were all

magnified out of the ordinary. Sammy wanting to be prepared for the unexpeeted

kepI a kcen look-out as far as his eyes werc able to distinguish what fonns the

shadows might represent. Hc was eertainly not keen to havc another close
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encounter with a somewhat aggravated python that had endured the indignity of four

bicyele tyres driven over its back.

Sammy's thoughts came to a sudden holt as he shouted.

" Hold it. Stop!

" Don't move another inch!

" I think that's another bloody snake ahead of us. Big enough to be the same python

we ran over earlier. Well, if it's the same big bastard, this would be about the spot

where he would be by now ifhe travelled this way after we ran over him. "Hang on

a minute. I'll ehuek a stiek at it.

" If it moves, we'lllrnow that it's a snake or a goanna for sure. If not, it'll be

something else. "

Sammy bent down and scurried around amongst the undergrowth for something that

could be used as a mobile weapon to be hurled in the direetion of the shadowy

outline.

" Okay, here we go," Sammy said as he launehed the first projectile quickly

followed by a fonnidable pieee of tree braneh. Both projeetiles landed with a

succession of loud thuds hitting the designated target area.

They waited for movement for a sure sign that something might be very much alive.

The coast was clear.

Tommy quickly foeussed the torch beam on the shadowy area. The illuminated

patch of ground confinned that they were safe from any hann.

" Silly bugger! You lost your marbles or just jumpy?
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" That's not a bloody python that's just a twisted. piece of old tree root that's been

laying around for yea.rs. It only looks like a snake lying across the path that's all. tI

As they moved further away from the line of the creek some of foliage and tree cover

started to significantly thin out. A sure sign that the terrain was changing from bush

into more of the flat woodland.

" How far do you think we have yet to go?" Sammy inqulred.

After a quick eonsideration Tommy responded with,

" As they would say in the arithmetic tables at school. Five thousand two hundred

and eighty teet in a straight line mind you. That's a mile to be exact. tI

Sammy was a bit bewildered by such a smug response talking about arithmetic

tables and all that sort of stuff after trudging through the scrub and undergrowth.

He wanted a simple conversion.

tI You sound tinny with your answer.

" How the hell can you tell how many feet to go before we even reach there?

How can you be so exact? Have you measured the distance or

something ? "

Tommy provided the basis for his infonnation. " Well, I've made a rough guess that's

all it's about a mile to go. JI

They continued to move through the scrub adding a slightly quicker pace to their

stride in an attempt to cover the last of the undergrowth that was interspersed with a

few small tennitc mounds.
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This terrain was a sure sign they were nearing their planned destination.

The muffied rhythm of their trouser cuffs raking a trail through the low stubble grass

was cancelled out as Sammy changed pace to once more go through the procedure of

hiding their bicycles and support gear.

II It's time once again to leave all the bikes somewhere close by. Grab the torch and

scope. Without that we would sure be like a blindman relying on touch and smell. "

After planting their machines in a secure hiding place they moved off. After

emerging from the grass it didn't take long for them to find themselves once again,

walking on the all familiar bitumen surface.

It was like a huge black carpet. While it was only a temporary stopover, it was

nevertheless a welcome relief to be standing on a surfaee that failed to attract the

attention of the multitude of insects that inhabited the grass, mosquitos excepted, of

course.

Before they proceeded to wander in any direction the next thing to do was to mark

their entry point onto 10 the runway, as a means of making sure it would be relatively

easy for them to find their way back to the same spot.

The marker was a tuft of grass held in place by a heap of gravel the grass providing

the stark eontrast against the gravel. An easy-to-pick landmark.

For the moment at least no more trudging and pushing and pulling their heavy

machines through a combination of watercourse terrain and grassland. Finally they

reached the position they had been searching so long for. A position which, if

converted to a map grid bearing, would be approximately opposite their earlier

position, perched under the mango tree. The only difference being that the positions

were about a mile apart.
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They had certainty covered a lot ofground, in effeet. through a rectangular shape,

each side representing the borders that surrounded the aerodrome. In an are

configuration they had travelled about 300 degrees from their original point of entry

at the south- western end to the eastern perimeter where they now stood.

The area was the most eastern sector of the airport complex, no farm-houses, no

vehieles or public roads. virtually nothing except for a range of trees, bushland and a

variety of watercourse vegetation. An of this was the habitat to an assortment of

wildlife and insects.

Added to this a collection of gecko lizards posing as rambunctious nightime

predators staging skirmishes under the bush canopy far beyond the reaeh of mortals

and other ground dwellers.

In reaching their observation point they had been tried and tested with the likes of a

wayward Alsation, witnessed the arrival of a secret Dakota, nonchandy rolled elean

over the 'python-from-hell' and eollided head on with a gang of kangaroos just for

good measure. Before their arrival at the omnious-Iooking gate they had also

suffered a bone-shaking ride along McMillans Road and been subjeet to a form of

passive interrogation.

As Tommy slowly extended the trusty telescope to its fullest position the lights from

the hangar and airport administration complex became elearly visible. Every ineh of

scope cxtension piece now counted more than ever. The greater the extension the

closer the scene allowed them a more intimate disclosure of clandestine aetivities

taking place over the way. Just to make sure that every possible step that eould

make viewing much easier had been taken, Tommy lowered the telescope from this

eye and double-checked the serew connections for looseness.

He also drew a handkerchief from his pocket and with a cupping motion of his

mouth and hands exhaled over cach lens piece to capturc a coating of eondensation.
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" Well, we're finally here. After all that and best of all we are here alone.

Without having to think about whether any sentries are close by or breathing down

our necks. "
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CHAPTER TWELVE
GOODBYE MRS PETROV

Tommy focussed the scope on the area oflight around the hangar buildings and after

much fiddling with the scope still pressed against his eye he said:

" Hmm, eertainly looks like lots going on over there that's for sure.

'/ There are bodies running around like blue-arsed flies.

" I have a clear pieture of the planes, the enclosure and all the bits and pieces.

" The Hastings, it's still there....that's for sure.

" It must be awful late, boy are we going to cop it when we get home!

I! What's the time? 11 Sammy inquired.

Tommy reacted quickly electing to avoid the question refening to the possible fate

that awaited them on their retum home.

" Look I know it's very latc but something is definitely about to happen for sure.

" Can you hang on a bit longer?

" Here you have a look, "he beckoned to Sammy.

Sammy peered into the telescope and said. " You're right a bloody lot is happening

by the look of things." It was as though Sammy was trying to squeeze the last bit of

action out of the telescope looking for every elue as he eontinued.
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11 Here we go, a ear has now pulled up close to that Hastings. Looks like four or five

people have got out.

H Hang on!

" Looks like three of them have boarded the plane.

" Here you'd better have another look and make sure. "

Tommy was ecstatie. " I can see some other things happening about a couple of

hundred yards away.

" And I think I have located the Dakota. Like we figured earlier there is enough light

around to make the Dakota visible as a sharp silouette.

" We're in luck!

" The car has off-loaded three people. One of them looks very much like the outline

of a woman passenger.

" Yep they have all boarded the Dakota and umrn...... "

Sammy interupted Tommy before he could finish what he was saying.

It Tommy look to your left!

It Two bloody patrol jeeps making for this direction. "

At that moment the entire runway burst into life as hundreds and hundreds ofyards

of distinct blue lights linked together carving a line into the night and marking the

runway as a silent irredescent highway. As well the control tower beacon had been
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activated and sent out a piercing blue/white arc as a way of allowing aircraft to

orient thcir tlight position.

This was also a sure slgn that events were starting to take shape and that it was now

imminent that the runway would comc alive with aircraft movemcnt.

Or for them perhaps (0 witness if a Dakota would take to the air carrying a certain

passenger. That is according to the infonnation provided by Lanky Lyall.

While Tommy and Sammy shared with the kids at school the privilege ofhaving

seen the Queen and Prince Phillip on their recent tour, the success of this mission

when it finally gets out was sure to attraet a certain amount of status amongst all the

kids at school

Tommy reacted like 'greased lightning' as he slammcd the telescope shut and shoved

it into his pocket. A distinct note ofirritation in hi s voice.

1t Just what we needed 1don't think! Quick, back into the grass again. 1t

They ran for the cover of the grass and watched as the jeeps did a reconnaisance run

of all the nooks and crannies along the sides and ends ofthc runway perimeter.

Their spotlight beams thrusting into all the depressions and shaded outlines. The

patrol constantly cheeked and rechecked each stopover to ensure that the bush and

scrub could not produce any surprises.

After what seemed like hours of seareh. the jeep crews must have established that

everything around the perimeter was in order and they headed back to the hangar

complex.

After the patrol had finally disappeared a strange new sound began to fill the air. It

seemed to increase in intensity at a very rapid rate as it reverberated into the still
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night air. While too far away to identify correctly, it sounded very much like an

aeroplane rather than a sequence of patrol jeeps.

Tommy quickly expanded the telescope in an attempt to see if it was coming from

the direction of the hangar. After peering into the scope he screamed with the

excitement of someone realising a great discovery in having found a ten pound note

after losing a shilling.

" At long last! At long last!

" The Dakota from the dark is making a move.

" The landing lights are on.

" It's heading toward the runway apron.

" Sammy here we go. This is it!

" The big moment has arrived! "

The Dakota with its total of three passengers and possible extras was a magnificent

but ominous sight as it continued to move to a take-up position with its red locator

beacon flashing intermittently.

The landing lights tucked away in the wing came to life illuminating at least about a

mile of the dark streteh of tarmac.

Of the three people that boarded the planc earlier one of them was clearly a woman.

According to their information they figured this could only be Mrs Petrov. How

could it be anyone else. It would be absurd to think otherwise.
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After all they had heard, how far they had come lo see, with the hope of a sighting.

To perhaps catch a glimpse, of the someone they had been told was indeed very

important. For that matter, maybe even famous!

The Dakota reached its standing position and was awaiting take-off instructions

from the radio-tower. The rotating flight beaeon from the water tower whipped

around incessantly as if it was trying to shove the plane forward prematurely, before

the crew had carried out the necessary flight cheeks in readiness to take to the air.

It was a strange, eerie moment for the two boys as they stood and watched in silence

at the sheer awe of the huge lumbering Dakota with its high bulbous cabin, slowly

inch its way forward.

After hours and hours of walking, waiting and running, not to mention the

encounters with mosquito and native wildlife, the presence of this huge plane with

its lights beaming commanded attention.

There was nothing to stand in its way. The runway was dear for take-off

On board was probably Mrs Petrov, the most likely secret Russian passenger who

had been smuggled aboard.

In anyone's imagination the inside of the Dakota cabin would have the setting for the

unfolding of what may tum oul to be a piece of notable history, if ever the story

unfolded.

Also it would mean that all those present within the cabin were being sworn to

utmost secrecy. To a much greater oath than any kid could comprehend.

An oath more dire than crossing your hean and hoping to die.

For the two youngsters outside in the darkness of the balmy tropical morning theirs

was to be a silent testimony to a great event! If the infonnation provided by the
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policeman's kid was correet, then this famous passenger was on her way to an

unknown destination.

To a new life, a new beginning.

Perhaps.

Was this to a safe hideaway in another part of the Northern TerritoI)' or another part

of Australia? Or was the flight really to an international destination? What would

be Mrs Petrov's innennost thoughts?

What would she be doing at a time like this as she looked out ofher cabin window

to the moonlight fliekering aeross the trees in a femote balmy paradise. A landseape

she had barely eome to know exeept ofeourse to smell the seent of the tropieal

frangipanni flower from the terraee of the 'House of Seven Gables'.

Would this mysterious passenger ever wonder why fate had brought her to the small

North Australian town of Darwin? Gateway to Australia and situated on the shores

of the Arafura Sea and close to the Indonesian Archipelago a few short miles to the

north.

What about her home and friends, would this be a goodbye never to see them again?

Would she feel trustful of all those aboard the Dakota? Would the next part of the

journey be a pleasant one?

Would she leave the plane at the next destination under cover ofdarkness or would

it be during the day?

Would she bc able to dress in fine clothes and move about displaying a deft use of a

certain cigarette holder? Or would she have to disguise her every move in the

future!
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As the Dakota moved slowly forward the propellers revved to their highest pitch.

The witness of this very sequence represented the culmination of what Tommy and

Sammy had eagerly waited hours for. What their journey had been all about, the

adventures amidst insects and the noeturnal creatures that inhabit the night.

The Dakota picked up more and more speed as it made its way down the runway.

Past the spread ofwoodland bush and elusters of pandanus trees.

The throttles opened to full for maximum aeeeleration as the propellers pounded the

air, mercilessly slicing through the tropieal humidity to gain every possible ineh of

Ii ft.

This now instantly-made famous flying maehine roared down the runway and past

their position. Rapidly gathering momemtum with eaeh yard ofbitumen that

disappeared under the glare of the landing lights until with the typieal drone ringing

in their ears, the plane gradually lifted from the runway and aseended slowly into the

night sky. The engines surging in a noisy eresendo.

Both boys were estatie as they repeatedly jumped up and down.

As much as their lungs would aHow they sereamed into the wide flurry of baekdraft.

" Go Dakota. Go! "

"Goodbye, Mrs Petrov. "

" See yah Mrs Petrov, ifthat's what your name is, or whoever you are. "

" God bless you and keep you safe for the rest of your journey. "

They watched as the blinking lights from the Dakota grew smaller and smaller to be
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nothing more than small dots. The plane turned to the right and slowly disappeared

into the night sky.

" You know what was interesting about that plane?" Tommy was curious.

" It banked shaJ1)ly to the right. That means it was travelling in a south easterly

direction. "

Sammy failed to Wlderstand what his friend was driving at. " Yeah so what if it

turned south easterly?

" What does that mean? "

Tommy had taken into account the position of the airfield in relation to where the

saltwater entered the mouth of Rapid Creek.

With his orienteering skills, it was a matter of simply converting the Arafura Sea as

true north. He provided Sammy with a quick lesson in compass orientation in

relation to the Dakota route.

" Well, it means that for the direction that the plane headed in, it certainly didn't fly

overseas at all.

" It must have turned inland towards another part of Australia.

" That much I am certain about.

" And yet how can that be.

"That is really puzzling.

" I wonder what that means! "
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
FINAL INDIGNITY

Their exeitement over the lift-otf of the Dakota was rudely interrupted and bought to

an unglorified end. A sound eould be heard of what could only be a return of the

patrol jeeps undertaking an after-flight eheek of the perimeter and surrounds. Both

of them were stunned and simply eould not believe that they were about to get

another dose ofthe seeurity squad.

After the somewhat short-lived measure of excitement over Mrs Petrov flying into

the unknown, Sammy felt a sense of annoyance about jeeps suddenly reappearing on

the same seene. He could only wonder whether this was standard practice. Or was

this perhaps a tip otf or sighting that had been reported to the MPs about strangers

lurking inside the airbase.

11 Here come the bloody jeeps again all four of them.

" Looks like they are doing another check-up, maybe they're searehing for spies, eh?

.. Well all we ean do is to keep out of sight see what they get up to and take-off for

horne when they finally leave. "

They watched and observed the disorderly fashion in which the jeep crews carried

out the round of inspection. Even though they were on prohibited ground they were

also fascinated by the lack of any meaningful attention given to proper perimeter

security.

The manner in which the erew scoured the perimeter earlier was laughable. It was

almost like watching characters straight out of a war movie at the picture-show. The

jeeps now separated with two taking a section of the runway each and working their

way along the sides until they met each other in the middle.
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The sequence appeared to be a search by a combination of spotlight and elementary

disturbance of the bush with a hand held torch. The spot light would be used from

the jeep to scour large areas of the bush. As well as an officer alighting from the

vehicle, walking into the bush and taking some cursory steps into the surrounding

area for a few seconds.

The telescope revealed a much more scary element that was part of the new search

pattern. The MPs were wearing sidearms which were being drawn as they undertook

their search.

" Shit a brick Tommy. they're wearing guns. They mean business. "

The officer would report by yelling back to the waiting crew that everything ehecked

out in the particular seetor and it was okay to move on. The conversation was

crystal clear and could be heard easily assisted by the lack ofbackground noise and

the stillness of the night.

"Nothing to report here, sir.

tI Everything seems to be okay, sir. I'll move on to the next patch of grass. "

For the two boys there was no escaping the patrol check without creating a lot of

unnecessary attention. The best thing for them to do was to simply lie low until the

patrol moved on.

By the time the jeep moved to the sector close to them, the two were 1aying with

their noses almost touching the ground. They lay still as rhe spot-light beam trailed

through the grass and started to pass just above their heads when suddenly the grass

became dark as the beam swung away quickly to an associated command.

" Quick over here.
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.. l think we have something in the bush, sir. "

Tommy and Sammy waited to hear the outeome of the command in relation to what

the patrol was about to stumble aeross. There was a sense ofantieipation that they

as foolish kids were also about to be eaptured along with what or who else was also

hiding in the bush near the runway.

Who else beside them, had been silly enough or game enough to sneak onto the

RAAF Base and use their trick of trying to eateh a remote glimpse of some stranger

flying off into the unknown.

The next pieee ofconversation they overhead was rather unsettling. ~'Who goes

there, step forward ? "

The sound of a military command echoed into the depths of the night. The

command was again repeated a few seeonds later only this time aceompanied by a

more serious tone.

" A warning shot will now be fired over your head. " Two loud but distinctive shots

were then blasted into the night air.

The darkness echoed with the sound ofrapid gunfire.

Tommy whispered. tI Shit!

" Sounds like shots fired from a serviee revolver or something! 11

Fortunately no-one had stepped torward and all the boys heard was the flap ofwings

and the response.

tI Looks like nothing more than a night owl rustling in the bush, sir.
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" So far everything is okay I think we could call it a night"

The return response came back from the Jeep. " Well done, men, let's move out. 11

Finally the Jeeps left and returned to the hangar complex. The only things left

burning into the night were the landing beaeon and the line of iridescent runway

lights standing out like lonely sentinels and guardians of the dark. The lights had

been witness to an international event.

Tommy piped up. " Shit that was a close call.

" I felt like the underside of a snake's belly hugging the ground.

" But 1was bloody shitting myself when the bullets sprayed into the air.

" That could havc been us. How about you, how did you feel? II

Sammy eoncurred. " Yeah I felt the same just frightened the shit out of me.

" I was barely breathing.

" I almost felt like yelling out for them to stop so that I could give myself up and

they wouldn't have to fire bullets anywhere in our direction.

" Like you know, just say there was another owl or something tlying above our

heads.

" We'd have been in the fucking firing line for sure.

163
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" Lucky they decided to move when they did though because an insect had crawled

up my nose and while I was trying to get rid of it.

II I almost sneezed at around the moment that light-beam was above our heads.

H Sure glad that didn't happen.

" All hell would have broken loose for us, eh, " Sammy chuckled.

Tommy continued. "Ifwe thought we had some close calls so far tonight they were

nothing compared to what just happened.

" That was the closest we ever came to being caught

" You know what I was doing when we were pinned to the ground.

" I was praying like hell so that we wouldn't be caught."
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
GOING HOME

" Well the coast is clear now, it's time to go.

" I have another idea that we have nothing to lose over but something to gain by

getting home a bit quicker. "

Tommy advanced his proposal. II Instead of going back the way we came via the

creek and along that awful corrugation on McMillans Road, why don't we grab OUT

bikes and make a dash straight across the runway. Hopefully to end up somewhere

close to Bagot Road. "

Sammy pondered for a moment before he said, " Do you think. that's a smart idea? "

" Well the jceps have gone and it can't be any more dangerous than OUT earlier antics

of riding up the runway without any lights. " Tommy reassured him and then

continued with the plan.

" It's probably best that we wait until the landing beacon is turned offbefore we start

OUT crossing."

Sammy almost breathed a sigh of relief at the suggestion of not having to walk back

through all the dark undergrowth adjacent to thc creek.

11 That's a fantastic idea.

11 Anything that means we don't have to go back where the spiders are is okay by me.

" Whcn do we go? "
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Tommy also feeling anxious said... About now, looks as though the landing beacon

has stopped turning and has shut down for the night. Well grab the bikes and our

gear and we're out of here. II

They left the une1uttered open space of the runway proper and returned to their bikes

in the bush, cheeked their equipment and wheeled their machines back to the edge of

the runway they had left earlier.

Before crossing the area that would again leave them at their most vunerable out on

the open runway, (hey stood in silence for a few minutes and listened for any

out-of-the-ordinary sounds or noises that could suddenly appear from nowhere and

materialise into fast moving jeeps. Except for the occasional flap of wings from

small insect-feeding bats there was nothing to stall them any longer. The coast was

elear.

As they pushed off, Tommy gave last minute directions. " Okay we're off, the best

way in the dark is to zero in on the perimeter lights on the other side and ride toward

them.

" That way we'll be on larget and it will be easier to work out exactly where the

bitumen ends and the grass and gravel begin without running into anything thing

nasty I hope. II

The wind was more brisk now compared to when they set out many hours earlier.

They reached the other side without mishap. They rode beyond the bright blue

iridescent line oflights as far as they could and pushed the bikes through the rest of

the grass. It was once more over the fence and they were back on familiar ground.

Bagol Road at last!

Now they eould begin the long run home as Tommy remarked. "Well at last were

out ofRAAF property and away from the spookies of the creek.
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tI It certainly is good to be going home at last. ..

Sammy telt like kissing the ground.

It had been an extra long vigil and as if an enormous weight had been lifted from his

shoulders he yawned and said,

.. Thank you God. But I'm relieved that's over.

tI I wasn't really scared, you know, I just aeted like I was.

tI I was only kidding all the time. "

Under the aid of the moonlight, Tommy tried to read the time on the watchface.

" Well. with all that excitement and erawling through trails of water and high grass

and running about dark runways we'll need to hit the road fast.

" It'll be daylight soon.

" Time to ride home like a bat out ofhell.

" Have something to eat and try to look like we have been asleep and get ready for

school.

" Just imagine what the other kids would say ifthey knew what wc know and what

we saw tonight or should I say today!

" But I don't think they would believe us anyway. What do you reckon, eh?

" Y'know we have to keep all of this quiet. Can't tell them or my sister Gwenny and

you can't tell Maureen or Raylene either. Otherwise we're in big trouble.
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" We could even go to jail and worst of all, you and me would get a bloody hell of a

hiding from our parents.

" [ don't want to get a taste of Ihat again. The last time mum gave me a hiding it

was with the big green stiek.

" They're the real stingy ones. They bloody hwt like hell! And hurt tor a long time

afterwards."

Sammy said. " We'll have to be real careful when we reach home though. Sneak in

the window quietly without making a noise it will be no use trying to get in through

the door.

" Too risky. "

" Your right, but for me as long as I'm quiet and take extra eare everything should be

okay," Tommy remarked quietly.

Tommy started to yawn. " Gee, [ am really tired now though. I feel so tired that l

don't feellikc riding all the way back home.

" Be nice wouldn't it ifsomeone driving a ear stopped and gave us a lift home?

" It's been a long way to peddle out this far. There aren't any short cuts going home

either. Just like coming here, it's a full ride.

" A hard slogger all the way. "

" What's the time now, Tommy?"

" Gce it must be very late.
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"Shit! It's nearly four thirty, by the time we get home it will be e10ser to five o'clock

in the morning.

.. When dawn breaks we need to be off the main road and into the sidetraek before

the sun comes up. If we ride flat out It should take us only about fifteen to twenty

minutes to gct to the end ofBagot Road and the cross-over. "

Sammy was eager. "So let's make the move and pedal as fast as we can. We should

be able to make good time with no cars on the road now. If our bike chains hold out

we'll be okay. "

As they pushed their bikes slowly across the tee junction looking left and right

making every effort to avoid vehicles, they veered toward a slightly different route as

a streak of crimson dawn was beginning to break across the sky.

A low collective chatter began to filter the still pre-dawn air as birds began to stir

and make ready for another busy day under the tropical sky.

" Well, we have about another four miles 10 go and the best way to go back is to

retrace our steps along the railway line.

II At the railway yards we'll tum offwherc the wild passion fruit grows and take the

short-cut toward home.

It Okay, we're past the yards, the power house, down a couple of side streets, across a

bit of scrub and we're almost there. This is it.

" Okay see you later sometime after school. "

Walking the last few steps toward the house for Tommy was a matter ofmaking sure

not to step on any loose object lying around the yard. Mainly so as not to arouse the
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household. Instead of parking the bike against the house it was better to lay the bike

down on the grass where il was less likely to make a racket.

Slowly push the door open little by little, tip toe to the bed, climb in and pull the

sheet over his head and breathe a quiet sigh of relief.

The early morning sun began to sparkle through the open window.

The excitement of a new day had already been a long one.

As he dozed he recalled the events of the last few hours and in doing so realized how

important the role of the paperboy really was. It was more than just being a seller of

newspapers. It was a way that ordinary kids were able to find out what was going on

in the world.

To bring events to the notiee of ordinary folk. How else would they find out about

news like the Petrov incident and what the government was doing and the affect it

would have on the residents living in the ex-anny hut complex known as Parap

Camp. Government offieials were always snooping around checking on people for

one Ihing or another.

The newspaper was also a great place to look at the prices listed for shop goods in

order to haggle with the indiscriminate salesman who often peddled their door to

door wares around the neighbourhood.

For someone like his grandmother, who could neither read nor write, the radio was

the only avenue for her to hear the latest news or listen to her favourite serial.

Tommy always had greal delight in reading out particular items or generally sharing

the essence of the newspaper stories with his grandparents.

As he drifted into temporary drowsiness his curiosity was aroused.
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If this supposedly secret person with a name like Mrs Petrov really was the one that

left on the Dakota, would the newspaper really be game enough to print the story

about who she was and where she came from.

Tommy started to wonder how important this person was. He was anxious to read

the next edition.

The newspaper was a window on the world.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

STORY TO HIDE

"Another day of primary sehool eh Sammy, hope you've kept quiet about all that

stuff?

" Boy I'm still tired......1mean real tired!

" I'll be well and truly buggered by the time today is over.

" We could spin a few yams if we were able to talk openly about why we're so dam

tired.

" You and I could bulldust about history and war and maybe even spies. Now

couldn't we? "

Sammy tried to fight off an enormous yawn by shielding his mouth with his hands.

" Of course we eould and I haven't told anyone.

" A promise is a promise y'lcnow.

" Did you get into trouble when you got home? "

" No thank God for me! Everyone was fast asleep and when it was time to wake up

they must1ve thought that I had been in bed all night. I was half dozing and just lay

there very very still pretending to be asleep.

II I was lueky that Blackeye and Paula didn't bark and wake everyone up.

" That would have been the end of everything. Like the execution squad! "
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Tommy eontinued to eram in everything possible that had happened so far.

" You remember me saying when I left yesterday, thatl wanted to eheek something

out. Well, [ ended-up going to the old banyan tree, the mysterious 'Tree of

Knowledge', the one at the end of Cavanagh Street. I wanted to sell some

newspapers to the old-timers that were sitting around just yarning their heads offl

" While I was there, I asked them what they remembered about the bombing raid on

Darwin.

" Like what did they do?

" Did they have to run for their life?

" Old Jimmy Chang remembered very dearly how some of the Japanese planes

swooped in very low over the town. He told me that he could actually see the pilot's

head complete with flying helmet and goggles. l think Jimmy got a little bit earried

away with the story, especially when he told me that if he had a few paeking eases to

stand on he would have been able to shake hands with the pilot.

" I feel he was well and truly pulling my leg about that one.

" That's old Jimmy for sure! A real teller of tall tales that old bloke. He's been

around so long he just about knows everything.

" I must say [ believed him though when he said he eould clearly see the rising sun

emblem on the fuselage of the plane. At first he thought nothing of the sound of a

plane. It looked just like any other aircraft flying low over the town. Planes were

always tlying around the harbour area.

" He thought that it was just another training run by the RAAF.
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" But tben Jimmy became quite serious and went on to tell me that the moment

quickly turned to fear when he realized the plane was a Japanese fighter aircraft.

" The emblem of the rising sun flying low overhead soon eonvineed him that

something was terribly wrong. Especially when he heard the distant sound of bombs

dropping, bullets Whistling all over the plaee and smoke billowing from the wharf.

If He remembers being frightened out of his wits.

" The other thing he said was that there was no sueh thing as a warning to the

townspeople. Everything just happened so quickly.

II It took all of them by eomplete surprise.

" One minute there was peace, the next there was confusion.

It There were people running for their life screaming amidst bullets and bombs

raining down all over the place. "

Sammy was listening spellbound as the story unfolded. Before he could imagine

how this tale might turn into yet another bombing run, perhaps this time by

Russians, he realised that someone was approaching their spot by the giant boab tree

that occupied a central spot in the schoolground. It looked as though the passer-by

was about to interrupt their flow of conversation.

The two boys quickly changed their discussion and lowered their voices. They

spotted one of the regular tough kids walking toward them. With a scowl on his face

he asked them what they had done the day before.

" You kids do anything useful last night like riding around and getting into mischief

and that sort of thing? "
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With a low drawl Sammy responded slowly. "No. We didn't do much at all, did we

Tommy? Just rode our bikes down Westralia Street and hung out at Tang's Store till

about nine o'clock. We were talking to Heney and the kids about what we might do

over the weekend.

It We talked about riding out to Rapid Creek for a swim in Yankee Pool. "

The tough kid seemed disinterested. "That's a long way to ride just for a swim. Why

the hell ride that far when all you have to do is to go down to Mindil Beach."

"Yeah, Rapid Creek sure is a long way to ride as Tommy and I know too well.

" We rode that way the last time, eh, didn't we Tommy?

" But sometimes it's worth the ride just to have a swim in a freshwater joint. Better

than all that saltwater on your skin.

" That's the worst part about swimming in the sea, leaves you feeling itehy

afterwards."

As the tough kid left them. He was more anxious to find out from others who had a

much more interesting time, rather than hearing about two hooligans hanging about

outside a general store drinking lollywater and stuffing their face full 0 f biscuits and

lollies. Tommy and Sammy continued their previous conversation.

" Well, what about you Sammy?

" How was your bus-ride home last night?

" Anything interesting happen?"
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Sammy was intrigued. "Tommy this Petrov thing must be pretty big stuff In the

bus everyone was talking about her secret arrival in Darwin and the drama at the

airport.

" Passengers were talking about how Darwin made it into the international headlines.

" Some of them were even saying how the event eould make Darwin a real famous

town.

1/ Real famous mate, just think of that.

" Real famous, eh !

" Some of those government workers seemed to think that Mrs Petrov was important

news and described it as cloak~and~dagger stuff.

" J'm not really sure what that means, but anyway how about that for news?"

tI Yeah, but you and 1knew what was going on long before those kids on the

paper-round did. Even before they read about it in the newspaper. Not to forget that

kid who was erawling up to the teachers with his composition about how fast and

how far Dakota aircraft could travel.

" He's the one who's father works at the newapaper offiee.

" Yeah, he also had great delight in telling me how he knew something about eertain

things associated with Mrs Petrov before it reached the newspaper. He raved on,

and on, about how long he had known the true story.

1/ Well, for a change we were one-up on that smart little bastard. Especially being on

the RAAF Base and hiding about the place.
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tI We're a long way ahead of that little turd.

tI Later on we'll throw a few clues at him just to let him know we knew more about

the goings on than he did. "

Tommy continued with their endeavours.

" But, you know, the really funny thing about all of this is how it all started.

From a sleepover with the promise of a banana and eggs on toast, we got to be part

of an international story.

" All of this ended up being in the newspaper with a headline as well.

Amazing, we're really famous you see! Even if we have to keep quiet about it.

" It will be time to go to class shortly so I 'II meet you ncar the toilet block a( recess

time. We'll be able to catch up on other things or see what news we pick up from the

other kids."

The morning school session seemed to go so quickly that before they knew it recess

had come around once again and they were standing under the shade of the tree.

They were alert as hundreds of other kids roamed the school yard in small groups all

. in different stages of discussing some event or another.

Tommy and Sammy were particularly interested in blocking out anyone straying too

close to them or trying to enter their conversation.

While trees provided shade and a place to discuss kid-business sometimes it was

much safer to keep your story intact by moving out into the open and away from the

crowd. This was a sure way to avoid coming into contact with the accidental

ear-flappers who always made it their business to feast on any of the scraps of

information that wcre floating around.
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They criss-crossed the yard to avoid having to share their conversation with others as

they reminisced about the dangers of their exploits. In order to avoid anyone being

able to overhear what they were saying, they thought it might be an even better idea

to move away from thc main part of the school yard altogether.

They took up a position at the opposite end of the block.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

SECURITY INTELLIGENCE

Their new position was close to the street where the passing traffic noise allowed

their voices to be easily diffused. With their backs facing the traffic they located

themselves close to the front gate and near a lone tamarind tree that grew just inside

the fence.

It was a matter ofleaning their full weight on the fence which allowed them to talk

and be free of distraction and still have a full view of anyone approaching them from

the direetion of the build ings. At the same time being able to observe the nonnal

rough and tumble of kid-stuff drama that was always being played out in the yard.

The tamarind tree next to the fence was close to the grade-three sehool room. The

tree always seemed to be struggling for existence and nourishment in the harsh

gravel of the play-yard. Nevertheless, the tree at least provided a meagre amount of

shade for those seeking refuge from the sun, as well as a more secure loeation to

conduct private business.

After a while they turned towards the road and focussed on the passing traffic as if to

elicit each passing vehicle to help to diffuse their voices. As usual, like on any

normal school day, all make and type of vehicle continued to whizz pass the school

grounds heading for the eentral part of town. By the time the reeess period was

almost over their coneentration on the highlights of their journey was interrupted by

a motor vehicle changing gear and stowing down. A sedan had left the stream of

traffic heading into town and pulled into the kerb alongside the front gate not far

from where they were standing.

In knowing his friend well Tommy notieed that he was slightly shook-up by the

vehiele idling nearbye. Unless he was wrong, he strongly sensed Sammy wanting to
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be anywhere but situated by the front gate of the school at that precise moment.

Tommy's thoughts were confinned with Sammy's excited voice.

"Jesus! That looks like the bloody vehicle and the RAAF guys that pulled over last

night.

" They've come to pick us up.

" C'mon let's disappear quick! If

Tommy's heart was pounding in his chest but he tried not to show it as he turned to

Sammy.

" You look a bit worried. Take it easy or you'll blow it for us.

" Look, il's not the same vehicle we saw last night at all.

" For a start I caught a look at the number plate and this is a different car. "

The doors opened and tour people got out of the vehicle. The two alighting from the

front scat were definitely RAAF personnel. Their unifonns were a dead give-away.

But more than that they were military police distinguishable by the broad MP

annbands worn on the upper part of their uniform sleeve.

Sammy remarked. " Look, two of them are MPs and the others are ciwies.

" What do you think they're up to?

" They give me the creeps, espeeially the civvy guys! "
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Tommy didn't answer and as if lo deliberately place as much distance as possible

between them, he beekoned Sammy to move away quickly from the gate and down

to the opposite end of the yard.

He was more interested in the direction the group were taking. In particular were

they at school to talk to a teacher, or was it to visit the headmaster.

His thoughts were confinned as the MPs proceeded through the gate and made their

way towards the headmaster's office. The two civilians were in hot pursuit. They

looked as though they had learned to march in a group as they syehronised their

steps to replicate the MPs.

Once the group of four had eovercd the distance leading from the front gate and

disappeared beyond the stairs leading to the headmaster's offiee Tommy's curiosity

got the better ofhim.

He pondered why the deputation from the authorities to the headmaster of Darwin

Primary. He decided that they would position themselves near the oleander bushes

that grew immediately below the headmaster's window.

It was a smart way of trying to find out what the visit was all about. The oleander

bushes had been used on many oceasions lo eavesdrop on conversations.

Tommy signalled to Sammy that they would move to the secluded oleander shrubs.

" e'mon let's go see if we're lucky enough to pick up any of the conversation floating

out of the window.

" I've heard lots of things coming from that window just by standing near the

oleanders.

" It's a fantastic hiding place.
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" Sometimes even the kids going past the bushes can't see you, especially if you

crouch down low and blend in with the leaves. It

They crouched beneath the window and were indistinguishable as they became part

of the pattern of leaves and branches. At first there was just a low murmur of voices

that seemed to cover the introductions and exchange of courtesy and nothing much

was revealed. Tommy felt they were missing out on crucial elements of the

conversation taking place above.

He manoeuvred himself into a more comfortable position and a better listening spot

between the branches. His ears were now tuned to catch the voices filtering out of

the window.

The conversation reaching them was now dearly audible and easy to understand.

Their worst fears were confirmed. They heard the headmaster say:

" Well, gentlemen, how can Jhelp you? "

They heard a response that came from one of the group.

tt We're concerned about a number of sightings reported to us about unauthorised

entry to the RAAF Base.

" Of course, we're checking out all sources including schools. We recently operated

the Base under what could only bc described as tight security conditions for certain

activities. Wc believe that during this time a number of disturbing events took place

inside the grounds of the Base.

" Frankly, it's fair to say we're investigating a possible breach of security connected

with certain childrcn being on RAAF property.
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" According to our sources we are certain that two young lads were seen inside the

RAAF perimeter fence.

" We're trying to establish the whereabouts of the two in question. We'd like to sort

this matter out and we need your help."

The headmaster said, " This sounds serious - you have my cooperation."

" Well, as I said headmaster, we're most interested in trying to sort out this matter

with a minimum of fuss. However let me remind you that without making too

strong a point the essence of this has implications for security on a much larger

seale.

" The issue goes beyond our visit here today. The gentlemen here have the interests

of the local military base at heart.

" My role, however, is as a representative of the Australian Government with the

Security Intelligence Organisation or SIO as we are more commonly known to the

public. Our primary function is the interest ofAustralia's national security. "

Tommy gasped as he heard the word 'SIO' and whispered to Sammy.

"Shit! Did you hear that?

" [ don't know what Australia's national security means but at least I know what SIO

stands for from that kid in our class. His dad works for the SIO. He told me and

some other kids that it was a spy organisation and they don't waste their time on

small stuff.

" They go for the really big things!

" If they really are SIO they're on to something I bet.
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" We'll have to keep our mouth shut. Well and truly shut! " The level of their

anxiety increased as the rest of the story unfold.

The group visiting the headmaster continued. " We're interested in talking with

sehool children who may have had contaet with these youngsters.

" We thought we'd start with this school before we move on to the convent sehool.

" Further we'd like to talk to anyone who had reason to visit the base over the last

month through friends living on the base or being invited to the picture show or

boxing tournaments.

" Let's say we are exploring our options to see what comes up.

It Is there any way we can have you arrange for the ehildren to cooperate with us on

this important security matter? "

The headmaster replied. " Certainly glad to help. I'll make an announcement at the

next assembly time and ask ifanyone is aware of this situation.

" For them to come forward with any information to assist you with your

enquiries. "

The bronze school bell that had been privy to all the recesses since the school had

been built reverberated loudly against the milkwood tree. This faithful old tree had

absorbed many many ringing sessions of the bell.

The headmaster had the teaehers bring the students together for a special assembly

session. He had an import.ant announcement to make to the entire school.

The headmaster came forward and addressed the erowd all waiting anxiously to hear

this special announcement.
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" Er, good morning again, children. J've an important announeement to make about

how this school might bc able to help officers from the Royal Australian Air Force

and these other gentlemen with their inquiries.

" The officers are interested in talking to any children who may have noticed

anything strange taking place during their last visit to the RAAF Base.

" Either by way of visiting friends or attending the movies. they are interested in

anything.

" Anything unusual at all! "

The headmaster rounded off his plea with:

" In finishing my brief speech, I ask your help once again.

" There's a team of people waiting in my office in case any ofyou are able to offer

information that will help them further with their enquiries.

" Even to the point where you may not be able to assist them now, arrangements can

be made that they talk to you privately or at home.

II Or if it is more convenient for you, to visit the RAAF and talk to these gentlemen.

" There's absolutely no problem for any of you to meet with them during school

hours.

" We can easily arrange this. "

Tommy turned to Sammy and whispered, "Not bloody likely! "

They both looked at the sky.
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CRITICAL ANNOTATION
THE WOUNDED BANDICOOT: A Cold War Story

This essay accompanies the novel The Wounded Bandicoot: A Cold War Story. It is

a requirement of the thesis process that the writer provide a critical annotation to the

work of fiction. While the annotation provides an insight into Ihe ideas associated

with how the creator of the work constructed the elements and integrated them,

readers will nevertheless draw their own analysis about what the work represents (0

them. Overall, readers will bring their interpretations forward regardless of the

novel's construction or the author's intent. A work, especially of fiction, is about

writers picking their own way and finding their own voice and not necessarily setting

an agenda to accommodate anyone else's interest.

As David Malouf, one of Australia's most celebrated writers, commented, " Anything

can start a novel." 0) Within the context of this premise the writer is able to

strongly identify with Malouf, partieularly in relation to the opening lines in his

novel 12 Edmonston Street where he talks about memory and how this relates to the

house in which he li"ed as a child being tom down.(2)

For the writer of this critical annotation, it has been a similar experience in recalling

the memory ofa house that has long since been removed to make way for 'progress'.

Many things come to mind but to use two examples: how the unlined 'tin walls' of

the ex-army hut that was home for many years could 'speak' as a result of the metal

sheeting expanding and eontracting according to the changes in temperature. The

other predominant recall was how 'Gecko Lizards' were very much part ofthe

author's neighbourhood and as such the lizards appear in the body of the thesis.(3)

This work will suggest that writing begins as an idea. moves beyond the notion of a

tabula rasa and becomes intrinsic in terms of words on a page: that is, white page,

black words. Add imagination and a story begins to take shape, fOlTIl and sequence.

In short, a narrative develops.
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The essence of this story arose as a result of the writer's long-held association with

Darwin, Northern Territory, a place that was in the 1950s a slow-moving Australian

town re-emerging from the devastation created by the bombing by the Japanese in

February 1942. Predominant in this association was the childhood memory of a

newspaper article and more in particular the large-format picture coverage given to a

very distressed-looking woman. This person was Soviet citizen Mrs Edvokia Petrov

on the lead.up to her defection in Darwin in April 1954. (4)

The original intention of the writer in the birth of this novel was to produce a work

that reflected the elements of a ehildhood spent in tropical Northern Australia.

Darwin was a place that provided the expression and outlet for a child's imagination

for self-discovery and exploration. To construct a narrative shaped from the

experience of growing up in a mix of many cultures including indigenous, Asian and

white Australian.

It was not to be the portrayal of a continuing spy drama to add to the numerous

worles already produced so far regarding the now famous Petrov Case. Given the

controversy surroWlding the Case, it is highly likely that further interpretations and

vicws about the Petrovs will eontinuc to emerge for years to corne.

Nor was it the original intention that this work become a ereative thesis,

but rather a non-university work of fiction containing characters developed around

the theme of an adventure story.

However, suffice it to say this is now the case; hence the critical annotation linked to

this novel. Apart from the analysis that has been associated with the Petrovs, the

matter of continuing this work has allowed the writer to stand back and to be able to

concentrate more fully on the characters and their place in the story, without any of

the unwanted distractions that have shaped the Petrov saga. The adventure theme in

the story draws upon both fact, in [he form of an international event taking place in a

small town, coupled with the use of imagination in this case drawing upon childhood

expencnces.
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Beyond this, for the writer, it was veIY much a matter ofdrawing on experience and

entering imaginatively into what happened. David Malouf describes a place as a

form of a map; tI A city as a map ofyour experiences." (5) In similar tenns,

Darwin is both a map of my experiences and a character in itself, the essence of a

casual tropical lifestyle, a place remote from all the major centres in Australia.

In 1954, at the height of the Petrov defection the town had only been reopened (0 the

public for less than a decade following the Japanese air raid of 1942. MemoIY and

imagination have been used to convey themes associated with the war. Within this

context there is a connection made between the Japanese bombing and the likelihood

of another external invader (Russians) arriving in Darwin.

For the children portrayed in this work, Darwin is in effeet a huge playground. The

author remembers the disused slit trenches ringed with barbed wire and dumps

containing an assortment of ex-military equipment and burnt-out oil tanks. Added to

this was the scale of destruction represented by the number of ships that had been

strafed by enemy gunfire and were lying on their side in Darwin Harbour.

How this work came to be written begins with Mrs Petrov's defection as a eentral

starting-point for the novel. More specifically it begins with the writer as a young

paperboy selling newspapers (Northern Territory News) on a Darwin street comer on

the day the Petrov story was released. It was the euriosity assoeiated with the

headlines and, in particular, the imposing photograph of three Russians carried by

the Northern Territory News, that initially attracted the interest of the author. The

spread was an unusual story and one which burned into the author's imagination with

the image of a vel)' distressed-looking Mrs Petrov flanked by bodyguards at Sydney

Airport prior to her departure for Darwin.

It was an unforgettable scene.
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From the personal premise of a paperboy, the immediacy oflocallife sometimes

took preeedent over the things that appeared to be of a more sensational nature. In

this context, outside of the extra sales generated by a sensational storyline and the

impact this would make to the eash economy of a humble newsboy, the story 'passed'

into history.

Over the intt..TVening years up to the emergence of this particular work the newspaper

image of Mrs Petrov remained a mystery to the writer. The image was lost

somewhere in the vast annals of newspaper editions that were held in the libraries of

the world and of Australia. Similarly, the newspaper oflice that had produeed the

original copy had long since disappeared, demolished to make way for a new and

prosperous Darwin. It was a journey of recall that called into question the very

notion of reliability of memory.

The use of memory is an important aspect of this work in terms ofthe level of detail

associated with the outset of the event. in this case the reportage of the Pelrov

incident. In this respect the greater the distanee in years between the occurrence of

the event and subsequent recall, memory can become questionable in relation to the

depth of incident recognition. That is, whether the Petrov image really did exist in

an earlier time sequence or was it the rather furtive construction of a very

imaginative youngster masquerading as a seller of newspapers.

For the character Tommy the routine ofleaving the paper-run early in order to arrive

home before sunset was important. To avoid nightfall was not associated with any

slrong parental considerations but for a youngster simply being afraid of the

darkness. To be trapped in town after dark had catastrophic proportions for those

who lived beyond the town boundary.

The dilemma of riding a bicycle without a lighting system revolved around two

issues. Firstly, the matter of thoughts and beliefs held by the juvenile characters that

were an extension of family belief systems that gave reverence to the existenee of

supernatural beings. For the two young characters in the story this related to the fear
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of contact with bogey-men and spirits that lurked in the dark spaces that lay beyond

the town boundary. Seeondly, it was in effect to playa dangerous game of Russian

roulette with all the innocent road-users, humans and animals alike, not to mention

likely skirmishes with the law.

The overall research undertaken in relation to this novel has been varied and

eonducted across a number of states. During the author's residence in Western

Australia, a seareh was undertaken ofnewspaper (micofilm) records at the University

of Westem Australia (UWA). There was also a seareh conducted of bound editions

of the Northern Territory News held at the Alexander Public Library in Perth. It

was during this latter search that the writer came across the 'losl' pieture that had

been relegated to his subconscious. Add to this imagination and a potential story

was in the making.

While the novel is not a fictionalised account of the Petrov drama as it unfolded over

a three-day period, it was necessary to obtain an insight into the broader context of

which the Darwin incident was a part. A number of books provided an insight of the

events surrounding the Petrov Affair.(6)

In addition to the material contained within these publications, what could be

considered primary research material was also obtained through the Australian

Archives Office. The material was declassified through the Australian Security

Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) files and contains a brief biography of Mrs

Edvokia Petrov. (7)

It is also an interesting connection that the author of this novel now resides in

Canberra, Australia's Capital Territory, where the Petrov drama began. Also Albert

Hall, a prominent Canberra community centre used by business/community groups,

was thc venue used during the hearings of the Pctrev Royal Commission.

Records held at the Mt Stromlo Observatory (Canberra) werc also used as a
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reference point with respect to celestial light intensity (explored further in this

annotation) as a consideration for a particular sequence within the novel.

During the construction of this work, the writer also made a number of visits to

Darwin to revisit seenes depicted in the novel such as Rapid Creek and MeMillans

Road.

The photograph carried by the Northern Territory News clearly showed Mrs Petrov

being held through the anns by diplomatic couriers as she was being led toward a

waiting aireraft for her flight from Sydney to Darwin.(8) She carried a handbag and

wore gloves and a hat and was dressed in a smart two-piece suit. Her right shoe was

missing. An arrow superimposed on the photograph directed the reader's attention

(0 the shoeless foot.

The couriers handling Mrs Petrov looked determined and forthright in the approach

10 their task. They were both dressed in suits, one of them with an overeoat and a hat

canying a satchel and a large parcel. The photograph portrayed them as

tough-looking business men.

Overall this picture was signifieant in terms of the size (almost 11 inches by 14

inches or the equivalent of 27em5 by 36 ems) of the reproduetion for a twiee weekly

small eirculation newspaper. The photograph made an impact and captured the

reader's attention with the full-frame dramatic scenario of a clearly distressed

(contorted facial expression and her right hand placed across her left chest as if in a

gesture of protection and a plea for release) woman being escorted against her will.

The incident eatapulted Darwin and, hence, Australia into an international drama

involving a eold war power.

At another level the novel projects the impact of the photograph and the

deliberations of international politics onto the world of inquisitive adolescents living

within a cosmopolitan community consisting of a mix of many cultures.
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In terms ofmemory I would like to add a further dimension to the notion of

subconscious as mentioned above, that ofsensory deprivation. In tenns of the use of

fiction and the realm of imagination. newspapers and books were never prevalent in

the writer's household nor that of his peers. Newspapers were items that could not

be kept for any long periods of time as they quickly became fodder for the wood

slove. Otherwise they were left to deteriorate quickly under exposure to the thick

layers of mould that developed rapidly in the tropical humidity.

Nothing could be held for the future as life in the tropics revolved around the 'here

and now' practice ofreading newspapers and discarding them quickly. Beyond

school texts, print material was a scarce commodity; oral storytelling and anecdotes

were a more familiar medium.

From a personal perspective for someone young and growing up in a post-war era, it

was neither tacit nor compelling to recover a story through the search of old

newspapers. The nearest thing to a repository ofrecords for a child growing up in

Darwin during the 1950s was a private library-cum-shop-front which was really a

makeshift place of odds and ends, a place to check out a book or buy a balsa-wood

aeroplane kit.

Imagination is used as a tool in this creative work to reach beyond the suburbs that

comprise the Darwin oftoday especially in relation to MeMilians Road central to the

novel as a dusty track running past farmlets and piggery stalls on the outer fringes of

Darwin.

Yet all of this is seemingly far removed from the busy McMillans Road of today as a

sealed arterial connection that links numerous northern suburbs to both Darwin and

its outer reaches.(9) The use of imagination is also crucial to the building of a

picture that invites the reader to construct a glimpse of the 1950s and the 'way it was'

in Darwin. Again David Malouf conveyed a similar view in relating to his growing

up in Brisbane. He also indicates that writers are able to draw upon their emotions
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as a tool. He suggests that. " Emotions are recoverable: that's what you do as a

writer."(10)

Emotions are many and varied and in part I am recovering those that are connected

10 time and place. In partieular the emotions of reeall about Darwin and family and

friends and the mateship and closeness that developed between teenage peers. I am

reeovering also the emotions that are attached to the antieipation and preparation for

a weekend adventurc at a remote swimming hole like Rapid Creek and the visits to

Yankee Pool.

In the opening sequenee the novel uses imagination to build on faet as well as a

reeall of experienees. The faets contained in the newspaper headlines are conneeted

to similarities of the past experiences of Darwin people with the bombing of their

town. The Petrov incident represents not only a noticeable post-war event taking

place in their own baekyard but one of international proportions.

From this event, imagination is then used to suggest another bombing visit to the

town. This time by a new enemy, Russians invaders, the notion whieh drew strength

from the storyline about the defection of a Russian in Darwin and the behaviour of

her bodyguards, Zarkov and Karpinsky, who had to be forcibly disarmed at Darwin

Airport. (11) Another element that also adds strength to an invasion theme is the

idea of an old Russian immigrant living in a makeshift shack at the entranee to the

Botanical Gardens on the outskirts of Darwin proper.

The work eoncentrates on the two primary eharaeters Tommy and Sammy. Tommy

provides the thrust as a narrator and illustrates that the devastation and discomfort

delivered by the Japanese could be repeated, albeit this time by the Russians. (12)

Overall he provides a strong historical underlay that helps to maintain the storyline

between the early19405 and the post-war period.

The use of these two are seen as a way of maintaining a thrust to the nature of the
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predominant Petrov theme while at the same time allowing the young characters to

convey the plot in a separate direction. Tommy and Sammy are left to articulate the

machinations of the actual adventure.

This is achieved in the novel through initial information gained at Government

House and school and then later riding their bikes from home to explore the inside of

a airtorce establishment.

The major focus is on their somewhat illegal entry into the local airforce base and

surrounds located on the outskirts of town. This is an attempt to view activities

regarding the coming and goings of aircraft and how this might relate to the

supposed departure of MIs Pctrov. They enter the RAAF Base at a number of

points: first at the southern end, then proceed away from the Base proper and enter

the open runway from the western side close to Bagot Road. Lastly, they continue

around the northern tip of the runway along McMillans Road and then travel along

the eastern boundary and through the adjacent parts of the watercourse area known

as Rapid Creek. This brings them to a position located diagonally opposite to the

buildings at the southern end. While this last position is open to security patrols, it is

also the most isolated spot and allows them the freedom to catch a glimpse of aircraft

prior to and during take-off.

Mrs Petrov, as the most noteworthy historical figure, is portrayed with a sense of

mystique throughout the work. This is a deliberate approach and is aligned to the

nature of her presence or more to the point her absence as an ongoing public figure.

Her presence as a character, while instrumental to this particular story, remains more

as an icon. The wri ter has allowed the others to develop around her with their own

particular idiosyncrasies in moving the story fOlWard. It is almost as though this icon

is a minor distraction to the deliberations that the characters Tommy, Sammy,

Melson and others are enmeshed in.

While the juvenile characters are reliant upon each, with the others there is a mix of

tension and bravado in their operation. These are ingredients in order that the
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characters are not portrayed as apathetie. This mix of emotIon manifests itself in the

deliberations that emerge between the grounds ofGovernment House, the

school-yard, the RAAF complex and the watercourse known as Rapid Creek.

The bravado associated with running the gauntlet, ofnegotiating a passage through

the maze of obstacles that form the terrain of an out-of-bounds military air-base, is a

demonstration that the characters were interested in moving beyond the status quo.

Mutual understanding is built between the primary characters as they begin to draw

and sift, from a number of indeterminate sources, the information required to

undertake what looms as a typical adventure. The entire sojourn rests on the need to

be able to move about freely both within and outside the constraints of authority and

parents. The premise ofbeing a child and being allowed to do virtually anything you

like, short ofmajor erime, is juxtaposed with the ending of this 'freedom' when day

turns to night. Parental influence is more at odds with the sense of what Tommy and

Sammy perceive as their right to a certain amount of night-time freedom.

The idea of undertaking a trip is a process that has to be manipulated to a fine degree

in order that it becomes 'sanctioned' by parents under the guise ofpermission granted

by default. To the boys, while the exploration of seeking permission is an unspoken

act, it is, nevertheless, something they are highly attuned to. Underpinning this

proeess is the need to manipulate the goodwill of their parents in being allowed to

venture away from home during the curfew or latter parts of the evening. The excuse

for undertaking their particular excursion is carefully crafted around the believable

premise of going to the 'picture show' and afterward to sleepover at a friend's place.

The deliberations within the novel set an extremely tight time-frame for Tommy and

Sammy, a period ofa few days. In this respect, it was difficult for the author to gain

a long-term understanding ofhow these characters would interact with the

day.to-day issues and situations that confront characters ofa work situated over a

more substantial time period. The dialogue between these two attempts to illustrate

the different levels of understanding that exist between them about their respeetive

knowledge of the world at large. Tommy has a more outward, natural approach to
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things whereas the character Sammy has a more closeted view of life. For this

character there is almost a trepidation of the natural elements that make-up the

expanding bush away from the immediate comfort of his home.

The author wanted to create characters for a partieular time and place in order to

coineide with the Petrov drama. The introduction of a character with an idiosyncrasy

toward garden and coconut trees such as Melson was important in building a

communication point with Mrs Petrov. This connection in turn presented the link for

the juvenile characters to enter the periphery of the international drama and extend

their presence between Government House and the grounds of the military base.

The juvenile characters needed to portray a sense of independenee and demonstrate

the ability to negotiate diffieult terrain during a night-time excursion. Not only was

it a matter of being able to find their way about in the dark, but they had to convince

their parents (through the art ofmisplacing the truth by constructing a believeable

story - aetually a lie) about having to ride into town to see the pieture*show, as a

reason for being away from home during the evening.

In dealing with the primary characters, an issue for the writer in this work was the

writing about young adults. It was not a matter of constructing a work based on the

'here and now' language of children of the nineties generation with their mastery of

personal computers, electronic games and the like. It had to be through the voices of

children with their particular level ofsophistication linked to the language of the era

of the 1950s.

Also, throughout the novel parts of the dialogue have been spread out rather than

clustered as paragraphs containing a number of sentences. This is more effective in

conveying the changes and moods of children, especially in relation to their quick,

short, staccato-like speech pattern. In this respect the dialogue has been used as a

narrative technique.
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The language had to be harmonious with the dialogue or related to the issues

ehildren of the period were exposed to. It required mueh retrospeetive thinking

about the mannerisms and the way in whieh young adults earried conversation. In

this respect the writer found himse1fbaek at the ages of 10 plus undertaking the type

of activity some children were assoeiated with during the era mentioned above.

" Well, we thought we might go down to Dinah's Beach and stay there till late,
dig up some eockles, eook 'em over the coals and have a bloody big feed on
the beach. Maybe even chase a few crocodiles... " (13)

As aulhor Paul Jennings commented: when children write to him they appear to

think that Jennings is the same age as them; however, they are disappointed to learn

he is an adult. Jennings captures his insight into the world of children through the

essence of transformation:

II When I write I immediately go back to about twelve. tl (14)

Tommy's dialogue in describing Stanley in the third person is an illustration of

dialogue that is relatively consistent with the premise of talk associated with the

pre-teenage years.

" Yeah, I suppose your right, but he looked so funny that day didn't he? A
Pommie kid all dressed up in his khaki safari suit and that bloody pith helmet
he was wearing made him look silJy

It Like he had just stepped off the boat from the jungles of Africa.

" The really funny part though was that he wouldn't part with that bloody silly
hat.

" I don't think a crow-bar could have shifted it. He wore it in the sun, while
sitting in the shade, everywhere he went.

tI It's a wonder he didn't wear it to the bloody toilet.

or He was truly the little pommie.

" The funniest pan though was thaI he was wearing long socks and sandals.
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" He thought we were crazy because we weren't wearing hats. That we were
a bit touehed by the sun. What about lhose crazy socks and sandals! The
stupid bastard. " (15)

For the writer, it was a matter of trying to re-enter the world ofunfettered

colloquialism which was prevalent among a sector of the young males ofNorthern

Australia depicted in this novel. It meant sentences had to be reworked so that the

writer took the reader into dialogue that was consistent with the domain ehildren

operated within. Edinburgh writer Joan Lingard sums up the importance of writing

at the appropriate level:

" You must never patronise, ....you have to get inside the characters, feel how
it is to be that age, that involved. It's all to do with imagination, recolleetion,
observation, deduction, speculation..." (16)

On a similar note, some early draft lines ofdialogue also started out as being quite

antiseptie in flavour. In terms of following this approach, it was as though the writer

as an adult was by some vague sense of automation constructing something that

should reveal itselfas being a morally desirable sequence, rather than reflect the

particular nuance of the time. During editing deliberations the writer feIt a strong

sense of responsibilty to tell the story as the characters would have lived and

travelled through their dialogue. On the premise of whether a writer should invent

what is morally desirable, Peter Carey responded in this way:

" But I think the writer has a responsibility to tell the truth, not to shy away
from the world as it is, and at the same time the writer has a responsibility to
celebrate the potential of the human spirit. II (17)

In relation to what is mentioned above as morally desirable and the notion of writing

at the appropriate level, the following illustrates a sequence in the work where the

two charaeters felt they were being followed. This was originally drafted as:

.. With a hint of concern and a sense of fear in his voice, Tommy blurted out a
warning: It I think we're being followed. II
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For the particular sequence this dialogue was morally desirable but also indefensible

in terms of how the language needed to work for the characters within the narrative.

In terms of a more realistie setting of the novel this was reeast as:

" Fuck me, I think we're being followed, we might have to ma.ke a bloody run
for it." (18)

By contrast the language used to deseribe oral traditions for a eharaeter like Melson

would be allied to the following deseription as used by an indigenous storyteller:

" One thing I remember that will stay with me forever•... .is a sight I witnessed
one time....Well, we watched and soon that crippled woman sat up for a while,
then she stood for a while, and finally she walked away. It was amazing, a
miracle, I thought. I believe in the power of the spirits At those times I am
aware of my relationship to the earth. That is why I believe it is important that
we record and protect sacred sites and pass on to future generations their
meaning and the stories relating to them. " (19)

Within the novel I have used the character Melson to illustrate Carey's premise above

of the writer being charged with the responsibilty of celebrating the potential of the

human spirit. Melson had survived a religious structure that was inflexible and

patemalistie:

" Besides being a missionary, a woman interested in the teachings of God,
she was also interested in carrying a divine message to the likes of simple
folk. She was the instrument of government in looking after mission
settlements in remote localities.

Melson vividly recalled being chastised and humilated by this woman. He
remembered having to sing a song on command, and of being taken to task
for referring to Croker Island as Minjilang as it was known amongst his
Iwadja language group. Minjilang was the word the Iwadja used to describe
their beautiful island. " (20)

The writer has introdueed a psyche which links the past to the present in that both

Tommy and Sammy have grown up amidst the relics of war and the imagery of

wartime stories. The setting as the frontier-style landscape of Darwin still emerging

from the attack by Japanese: an air-raid that was launched from a camer anchored
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offTimor in the Arafura Sea, the same task force that had bombed Pearl Harbour in

the Hawaiian Islands some weeks earlier.

The evidence and reminders of war are found everywhere. The old Army huts they

live in are located elose to an array of discarded slit-trenches eovered with

barbed~wire. [n the vicinity from where they began their nighttime journey there is a

loop road comprising three streets which run through a number of ex-anny eamps.

These eamps were largely made up ofmctal struetures. (21) In the post-war period

the camps earried names such as Francis Camp, Parap Camp or 118 as it became

known and smaller individual Wlits that were referred to as K9 huts. Francis Camp

was divided into single accommodation units to house intinerant workers. It was the

most striking of all the camps with the walls and roofs of the buildings reflecting a

maze ofleftover camouflage patterns. These groups of huts were used to house the

civilian population which had returned to Darwin during the post·war years.

Overall, the story draws a historical insight between the sleepy town of pre-war days

with that of post-war regrowth. Following a recent visit to Darwin, the author was

able to comment (below) about the upgrade of airport facilities, highway

development and the conservation of the Rapid Creek watercourse area. In tenns of

imagination the writer found that with the use of reconstruction and recollection

there were many examples to draw from and illustrations that were directly related to

descriptions in the novel. For example, the dusty road described in the novel that ran

adjacent to Rapid Creek is now a sealed road.

This whol e area has since become the entrance to the new Darwin Airport. Rapid

Creek, a far cry from the leafY.covered watercourse that meandered aimlessly toward

the sea, has been slightly realigned and channelled through a concrete passover

(eomplete with rails) that fonos part of a two-lane major road leading to new suburbs

and development siles. (22)
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During the last few years an environmental group known as 'Greening Australia'

have conducted a campaign 10 'save' Rapid Creek from being filled in.(23) A

management plan is part of their eurrent strategy. The area adjacent to the creek has

been bordered-off as a nature strip to re-route traffic away from the creek area thus

allowing a regeneration ofvegetation. The formerly adjacent road is now a public

access road to the civilian airport that leads direct to the front entrance of the Darwin

air tenninal. (24) Overall, in keeping with the development of air defence security,

the old eivilian air tenninal has been demolished and entry through the RAAF Gate

(predominate in the story) is now restrieted to military personnel and business

associated with this.

Withoul eontrol and left to its own devices the novel eould well have developed into

a one-dimensional narrative that is, by simply traeing the matter-of-fact departure of

the Mrs Petrov eharacter from Darwin, which in tum was linked to the deliberation

of a true-life spy drama.

However, as the novel developed its own identity, it became necessary for the story

and the characters strongly to convey the notion of Darwin as a frontier-town. A

town noted for its unusual and eccentric characters such as Tommy, Sammy and

Melson and for the abundance of wildlife inhabiting the outer fringes of the town.

There is also an eccentric woman who cared for sick animals and simply loved

bandicoots and all wild creaturcs.(25) The aircraft runway being part of a daring

night-time bicycle ride along the darkened bitumen surface by both Tommy and a

somewhat reluctant Sammy is representative of an unusual happening.

In building on the premise of the eccentric and the unusual, the use of fact could also

be seen to verify or lend further support to the scope of imagination. In this respect

there was a relatively fine line between fact and fiction. For example, the question of

darkness or illumination was to be a key factor in the development of a partieular

night-time sequence in the novel.
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The scenario for the exploration of imagination was to introduee the idea of a

nocturnal travel route for native wildlife. Having movement in the lead-up to the

likelihood of aircraft departures was seen as essential in this stage of the novel. A

migratory route that compelled wildlife such as snakes and kangaroos to blithely

cross an airstrip once the sun had disappeared and their nocturnal instincts took over.

For the characters to become involved in sueh a venture, without a bicycle lighting

system so as not to arouse unwanted attention from military authorities, required

thought by the writer in terms of how such a bicycle ride might be accomplished

through darkness. More to the point in a seemingly moonless sky to consider the

question; was it possible for the characters to negotiate a pitch-black runway surface

without lights. The newspaper article related to the Petrov incident mentions that the

night was dark: If whcre a RAAF Dakota was standing in pitch darkness ... II (26)

From an imaginative point of view the answcr for the writer lay in the particular

level of darkness and the amount of reflected light which was available across the

night sky. This had ramifieations not only for the characters tripping down the

airstrip but for all facets of the story. In fact, moonlight was a crucial element for

how well the characters would be able to negotiate the area adjacent to the creek.

Research by the writer revealed the possibility to pursue further the question of

celestial light intensity in the night sky. Records held at Mt Sirornlo Obervatory in

Canberra revealed that the moon was very much part of the night sky over Darwin

during the period that the Petrov story unfolded.(27) The writer was able to

determine the actual time the moon rose and the duration of its travel as well as

which particular direction the moon traversed the night sky. The ride down the

runway via the manipulation of imagination became a feasible premise.

Dorothea Brande, writing sixty three years ago about tips for those interested. in

becoming a writer, referred to imaginaLion this way:
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11 ••• you will find yourselfgetting your results far more quickly and with less
'backwash' if you engage your imagination in the process instead of calling
out the biggest gun of your character equipment first. 11 (28)

The question of control in terms of how far the notion of the eccentric or the unusual

should be allowed to infiltrate the main storyline arose with the character of Stanley.

The kid from the other side of the world represents what both the local characters

Tommy and Sammy perceive as the eccentric absurdity of the strange kids who

visited their town.

Such is the label given to Stanley the young kid who was part of an English family

and whose wardrobe was to bc attired in full tropical regalia: khaki-coloured cotton

shirt and shorts much to the amusement of Tommy and Sammy. Sandals and socks

were one thing and could almost be ovcrlooked by thcsc two. But in recounting

incidents involving Stanley in the third person the wearing of a pith helmet was as

though the big game hunters of Africa had come to town.

The differences between dress of a local and that of a visitor was never raised as an

issue of direct ridicule, but rather given recognition through humorous distractions

that bore little resemblance to the notion ofdifference between locals and outsiders.

For the absent character Stanley the need for his new-found friends to project such

laughter and innuendo at him portrays a deeper meaning attached to what his

presence represented. His pale white skin, rosy red checks, long khaki-coloured

socks and sandals and pith helmet simply set the local characters ablaze with a

wicked sense of humour in recalling an earlier encounter with Stanley. (29)

To them he epitomised the very ridiculous manner in which eccentric people

conducted themselves. This can also be seen as a contradiction in tenns as

characters living in the 'wilds' of the Northern Territory were often viewed by

outsiders as eccentrics themselves. Eccentricity aside, their (Tommy and Sammy)

Australian childhood was vastly different to Stanley's upbringing. His understanding

of Darwin was that of it being a place of desert and blacks.(30) While the

background of both groups shared common denominators such as gender and age,
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the difference between Stanley and these two was that they came from different

cultural backgrounds.

For the locals, life as a kid involved tearing around the bush on weekends either

barefooted or wearing old sandshoes. School periods meant dress shoes and

weekends for keeping the best sandshoes painted with white shoe e1eaner in

readiness for church on Sunday. Running around the bush chasing wild bandicoots

and mixing it with other creatures was really a way oflife. To be outside of this

life~style was to be branded a sookie baby. To live in the midst of the wild creatures

that inhabited the bush was to have an intimate knowledge of the environment and

all the Ihings that were part of growing up as a kid. Stanley didn't quite fit this

image.

The character Melson is a valuable link to the appearance of Mrs Petrev at

Government House. For Tommy and Sammy, Melson becomes the channel through

which Mrs Petrov emerges as an entity and begins to take on a definite shape.

Melson also has another important role as that of a storyteller. He is also an

important medium in bringing an indigenous presence to the storyline. He

accomplishes this through his referenee to practices on his native Croker Island, the

mesmerising qualities of his crab-claw pipe and his love for the sea. AJso he is adept

at craft-making and is fervent in his portrayal ofcoconut palms as being

representative of human beings. (31)

Besides being a storyteller Melson is also a thematic representation of the notion of

social alienation. While it 1S a matter that is not fully developed in the novel, it is an

issue nevertheless whieh was a pervasive element in the lives of indigenous people.

Those seeking work experienced this alienation in having to be categorised for

employment purposes according to the group they belonged to in Australian society.

Melson's continued employment at Government House was dependent on sueh an

arrangement with his employer having to comply with processes that required an

application for a permit to employ him as an Aboriginal person.
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Before moving to the latter part of this work, it is important that the author say

something of the nexus ofmetaphor (in the form of a bandieoot) that exists between

elements of the novel and the Petrov defeetion.

From the Nor/hem Territory News photograph Mrs Petrev looked bewildered.

During her stay in Darwin she was not only separated from her husband but unaware

of exactly what had happened to him. Also for her, at relatively short notiee, there

was the trauma ofbeing removed from familiar surroundings at the Russian Embassy

in Canberra and driven to Sydney Airport for a trip that would return her to the

Soviet Union. At the airport Mrs Petrov not only looked distressed but had also lost

her shoe in the scuffle as the diplomatic couriers led her to a waiting plane. This loss

of a shoe would have undoubtedly caused her to limp, an illustration of a posture that

could be likened to that of a wounded animal.

While a surface analogy has been drawn between a wounded bandicoot and Mrs

Petrov losing a shoe, the title holds a deeper meaning. Mrs Petrev had lost much

more than a shoe. She had been placed, through no action ofher own, in a vulnerable

position of having to choose a side: that is, return to the Soviet Union or remain in

the west. In having to consider options she would have been exposed to a loss of

slatus and a feeling of fear and trepidation. Also, with the whereabouts of her

husband unknown and being 'shut out' of the Russian Embassy, she would have felt

most isolated and heavy in the heart.

Above all, Mrs Petrov was not only in a strange place but in the company of

strangers. Given the nature of the defection, she would have considered her return to

a cold war regime with alarm.

Mrs Petrov was given assistanee by a government interested in being sympathetic to

her situation. By government intervention she is removed from the predatory

influences of the Russian diplomatic couriers (who travel on to Russia) and allowed

to recuperate in safety at Government House. Mrs Petrov was a survivor.
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The injured bandicoot in the story survived after its mother had been fatally wounded

by a truck. The animal would have suffered shock and distress as a result ofbdng

removed from the warmth of a pouch (familiar surroundings) and from the loss of its

mother.

Essentially the frail bush creature was given assistance by those with an interest in

caring for and preserving native wildlife. The animal was taken to safety to

recuperate and to eventually be released back inlo the wild. In effect, the bandicoot

was removed from the domain of predators.

At the local level both the wounded bandicoot and Mrs Petrov were given protection

and compassion by people (although strangers) that cared. Needless to say there are

suggestions in the title of the world ofnature and Ihe world of human beings in the

city aptly called Darwin.

In bringing this work to a close, the thesis is fiction but is a composite of factual,

anecdotal, personal and historical elements. Beyond all of this, fiction draws heavily

on the sphere of imagination. In an observation on the paradox of the fietional

process Laurie Clancy describes it this way:

" [n works of genuine autobiography, the writer is obligated to stick to factual
truth. But with fictional work the further you move away from fact the more
likely you are to find the truth. " (32)

Kerry Collison author of the The Tin Tin Man (1996) wrote his book as a

fictionalised account of six Australian journalists in Timor in 1975. He deseribes his

work as a " historical novel with fictional overlays." (33)

Collison's expression is diametrically opposed to the work in here, thal is, this work

is a fictional novel with factual glimpses.

In 1966 Truman Capote writing in III Cold Blood explored the premise of combining

fact and fiction. Capote considered that journalism/reportage could be shaped into a

new art form: the "non-fiction novel" as he deseribed it. (34) Capote was grappling
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with a medium that other creative writers saw as hindering their creative process.

Further, journalistic reporting meant having to deal with 'actual' people. However,

Capote considered that narrative reporting still required the essential element of

imagination!

Capote contends that what first attraeted him to reportage was the idea of having to

interact with people within a journalistic setting. Moreover, Capote mixed faet and

fiction in consideration that he felt a:

tl need to escape my self-created world. l wanted to exchange it, creatively
speaking, for the everyday objective world we all inhabit." (35)

For Capote to absorb the essence of what he wrote about, he lived for many months

in Holcomb, the town in whieh In Cold Blood was set. Further, he interviewed a

number of people, including the murderers, who figure in the boole

As mentioned earlier, thc thesis is a compi lation of fact, imagination and experiences

which have been transfonned by its very nature into a work of fiction. However,

having followed this line, there is an interesting. though small, background

connection between this work and with In Cold Blood.

Factual beginnings set the scene. The setting for Capote's work was the nondescript

town of Holcomb (western Kansas, USA), a place virtually an unknown until the

murders. In Capote's words:

n ... in fact few Kansans - had ever heard of Ho1comb....drama, in the shape of
exceptional happenings, had never stopped there. n (36)

Darwin by comparison was slowly emerging from the war until Mrs Petrov's

defection. Overnight, the defection beeame an international event. Darwin had been

reborn! Darwin in this respoct could be considered as a character within the novel,

with the Pctrov event raising the profile of the town in the context of post-war

change. Douglas Lockwood, in his book The Front Door Darwin.I869-I969.

described the transition place in Darwin:
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" The ugly ruins inherited by former residents who returned in J945 was
allowed to smoulder down to its embers...... The perpetual rubbish heaps have
been cleared away. The bottle dumps have disappeared.... A baker's oven,
three stone and eoncrete buildings, a few cement floors, and the Tree of
Knowledge were all that survived in the Chinese sector. " (37)

I feel that it is important to stress that beyond the premise of fiction in any analysis it

must not be lost that a story is being told. In this respect I turn to an i1lustration here

in that of Yidumduma Bill Harney described as the Master Wardaman (Willeroo

Station in the Northern Territory) Storyteller in the foreword to a book about the

stories he relates to ' A Man's L,[e' :

" ....and then one afternoon I went over and saw the manager's wife in the
homestead and I said, ' you want to listen to the stories I told? We're going to
write a book.' She said. 'All right' and she shoots on the cassette. 'God!' she
said to me. ' I could sit up and listen to that all day. It's very interestin (sic)
story you're telling. " (38)

This quote is an illustration of fiction as a convergence of a number of things. In

Yidumduma's case it was his eagerness as someone who could neither read nor write

but felt the eompelling urge to record the stories of drovers and stock-camps and to

bring these stories to the doorstep of the reader. The stories eaptured as a result of

his recall and imagination go beyond his need for analysis. They are a simple

testimony to the skill of wanting to tell a story.

For the author, growing up in Darwin during the post-war years was a eompelling

experience and one which remains deeply imbedded in the author's psyche. As a

Darwinian, the writer is often asked: II Do you miss Darwin?"

With a great sense of feeling and pride the response is always, " Sure I do. It's never
far away wherever I go; I earry the image in my head. "

The very idea of having part of this image enshrined in words provided me with the

motivation to produce this work and in doing so gave me a sense of exaltation with

respect to the Darwin links in the storyline.
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As a way of finishing this annotation and adding strength (0 this t':xaltation, I draw on

Thomas Keneally's comments with his thoughts in how stories are made:

It But the exaltation is, I think, a primary motivation. I mean, fiction writing
ean be like aJeoholism, an addiction 10 a long misery and an occasional divine
exaltation The same idea of booze as coming from the gods is there with
fiction. Fiction can be just as compulsive an experienee. That's how books
get written: through fiction becoming a compulsive experience. Every book is
written from the basis of a delusion about its value, it competence, and thc
forces that are operating. And ifit were not so, there wouldn't be any
motivation." (39)

While the metaphorical link between Mrs Petrev and the wounded bandicoot has

already heen mentioned above, the title of the novel, The "ltormded Bandicoot.' A

Cold War Story is a play on words. It is also a medium that symbolises and gives

reverence to the recognition of the Petrev controversy in the Australian psyche. At

the same time, the title also attempts to convey some of the eharaeteristics of Darwin

and surrounds as a bush outpost during the post-war period.
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NOTES

1. Interview with David Malouf on 9 September 1997 - Inside Story - An
Imaginary Life, Australian Broadcasting Corporation Television Doeumentary.

2. Malouf, David. 12 Edmondstone Street, Penguin Books, Victoria, 1986, p.3.

3. Small nocturnal lizards with a voracious appetite for consuming a
variety of insects. They produce a clutch of 1-2 eggs and have the
ability 10 camouflage their body to blend into the background
environment. Small sucker pads allow them to walk upside down or on
slippery surfaces.

4. Mrs Petrov was the wife of Vladimir Mikhail Petrov, who sought political
asylum in Australia on 3 April 1954. Vladimir was the Third Secretary
and Consul in the Russian Embassy in Canberra.

5. Malouf! Inside story - An Imaginary Life, op.cit.

6. Manne, Robert. The Petrov Affair: Politics and Espionage, Pergamon
Press, Sydney, 1987.
Bialoguski, Michael. ~Petrov Story, William Heinnemann, Melbourne, 1955.
Whitlam, Nicholas and Stubbs, John. Nest ofTraitors: The Petrov
Affair, Jacaranda Press, MiHon, Queensland, 1974.

7. Australian Archives reference AA CRS A6283/XRIJ14, fl40, 'Personal
History ofEvdokia Alexeyevna Petrova' undated.

8. The Northern Territory News, 22 April 1954, p.2.

9. Visit by author 10 Darwin, Northern Territory in August 1997.

10. Malouf: An Imaginary Life, op.cit.

11. Australian Archives op. cit., p.l.

12. Chapter One of the novel. pp. 4, 5.

13. ibid., p.ll.

14. Moran, Jennifer. West Australian Big Weekend 8 - Interview with Paul Jennings,
25 April 1992.

15. Quote from Chapter Ten of novel. p.138.

16. The Weekend Australian - Review 4, Signposts at the Crossroads ofChange
Murray Waldren interview with Joan Lingard, 5-6 October, 1991.
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17. Willbanks, Ray. SpeakiQg Volumes: Australian writers and
their work, Penguin, Victoria, Australia, 1992, pp. 51, 52.

18. Moran, op.cit.

19. An oral story presented by AlfBarton in Wharton, Herb. Cattle CamP,
University of Queensland Press, 1992, p.75.

20. Chapter Three of the novel. p.32.

21. Ex military huts as occupied by the Darwin civilian population. The
structures were known as Sidney Williams design and constructed
completely of metal with corrugated iron roof and walls.

22. The Northern Territory News, op.cit.

23. An environmental group located in Darwin and interested in preserving
the Rapid Creek watercourse and environs. Their office is situated at
the entrance to the Darwin Botanical Gardens.

24. The Northern Territory News, op.cil.

25. Chapter 7 of novel. p.97.

26. Australian Archives, op.cil.

27. Moon eontigurations obtained from Mt Stromlo Observatory, Canberra, ACT:
Rise Set

- 20/4/54 6.21pm 8.14am
- 21/4/54 7.03pm 9.1 lam
- 2214154 7.50pm 10.07am
- 23/4/54 8.44pm 10.50am
The full moon rose from the East one hour after sunset.

28. Brande, D. Being a Writer, Macmillan, London, 1985, pp. 62-63.

29. Chapter Ten of the novel. p.140.

30. ibid.

31 . Chapter Two of the nove]. p.21.

32. HefTIer, Bob. Canberra Times, 14 September 1997, p.22.

33. Interview with Kerry Collison on 12 June 1997 - AustraJian
Broadcasting Corporation Radio.



34. Plimpton, George. The Stoey Behind a Nonfiction Novel The New York
Times Book Re'Vie'.V 16 January 1966. p.l.

35. ibid.

36. Capote, Truman In Cold Blood, Hamish Hamilton, London,] 966, p.3.

37. Lockwood. Douglas, The Front Door Darwin. 1868-1969, Seal Books, Rigby,
Melbourne, pp. 261, 262.

38. Wositzky, Jan. Born Under The Paper-bark Tree: ABC Books, Australian
Broadcasting Corporation, Sydney, 1996, Foreword vi-vii.

39. Wolfe, Sue. and Grenville, Kate. Making Stories: How Ten Australian
Novels Were Written, Allen & Unwin, NSW, 1993, pp. 194-195.
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